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Preface and Acknowledgments
The idea for this thesis, further than intellectual interest, was at first triggered by a powerful
experience, of spending a few days on the ZAD at the Bellevue occupied farm in the summer
2016. The ZAD (Zone to defend) of Notre-Dame-des-Landes is large scale anti-capitalist
occupation against an airport project, where alternative lifestyles flourish since almost 10 years.
It was not a big moment of mobilization but just a normal day in the daily lives of its welcoming
and diverse inhabitants. It was however not a complete shock, as opposed to what it is for some
people that arrive the first time. Indeed, I had heard of and been interested by the ZAD since
about a year, and it happened to be (more or less) on my way: more than a student, I have in the
last 10 years travelled Europe and beyond, and been part of squatter, autonomous, anarchist,
punk and eco-friendly communities, which are my homes and my friends. I have been convinced
and trying to convince others that yes, another world is possible. In the face of scepticism I
would answer that yes, I had seen fragments of it, I had felt it! I dedicated my studies to
denouncing capitalism and researching alternatives. What I felt on the ZAD, however, was a
whole other scale, a whole new level, the materialization of this other reality I had been speaking
about for years, but not yet seen with my own eyes. Indeed, nowhere had I seen such a
convergence of all the different and often separated alternatives I had experienced and
researched until now, ranging from squatting and anarchism to permaculture and food
sovereignty, horizontal and self-organization, self-sufficiency, direct action, etc… However
incredible, it also just felt natural, right. I was bewitched by this forest, this grove, its little trails,
its animals, the noises, the silence, the starry nights. I was drawn into its life-rhythm and
relations at a natural and human scale. I was amazed by the various initiatives and personalities,
by the smile and “hello” from every stranger I stumbled upon. By the peaceful farm and a
kilometre further, the surreal barricade road. By the tranquillity and also the parties. By the
taste of homemade bread and cheese, by the book shelves, the homemade beers and saltycaramel, the magical wood houses in the forest, the madly curved watch towers, the deep
conversations and stories of insurgencies, the jokes, the encounters. As I left a few days later and
spent my journey reading a small book relating the history of the ZAD and the operation Cesar,
obtained for donation as I was picking up break from the ZAD bakery, where old women from the
neighbouring villages also came weekly, I could not help missing it already. I was left with a
compelling feeling, that there is something more for me to experience, to contribute to, to
uncover, to share with others, something worth visibilising in these times full of social unrest,
questioning and exciting initiatives.
Coming back to quiet Wageningen and to my student occupations, I had to decide what to write
my thesis about. From reflections the previous year inspired by the work of Doreen Massey and
Gibson-Graham, it was already clear to me I wished to write on a social movement or an initiative
radically opposed to capitalism, taking a relational and diverse economy perspective. It quickly
became evident that it should be on the ZAD. Research revealed very little academic attention is
payed. I therefore started conceptualizing my research, which is presented in the following
pages, and quickly left for fieldwork in order to arrive on time for the festival-demonstration of
the 8th of October.
The three months of fieldwork, with a one month break in between, were not empty of hard
times and deep questionings, triggered by conversations with people, deep convictions and need
for integrity with scientific approaches that inspired me so much such as Gibson-Graham (2008).
I wondered, is it possible to understand in just a couple of months? Do I have the legitimacy to
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write about it? Why am here? As an activist or a researcher? I wondered, what role am I to play,
can social science contribute to the struggle? Will I put into light things that should rather
remain unsaid, not only because they could possibly decredibilise the zad, but also because they
are part of long social processes inhabitants themselves have not yet come to terms with?
Alongside the doubts, there were hard moments, conflicts, and tensions. It was a time also
marked by general nervousness because of eviction threats, and I was affected by a negative
atmosphere, not solely because I objectively observed them, but because the strong links created
with people from the ZAD and the deep emotional experience that is the ZAD, cannot leave one
unmoved by those difficulties. I thought, as an objective researcher, I must show these things, but
I was afraid it might pass a message I did not wish to pass. I was filled with doubts. Fortunately,
the peaceful moments of reflections remote areas of the ZAD can offer, and many conversations
and further experiences made one thing clear: hard times are part of any ambitious social
experiment, and conflicts are a necessary part of living together, and the truly committed
attempts at resolving them and understanding why they come about are much more important
than the conflict themselves.
I would like to thank my incredibly patient, understanding and helpful supervisor Joost
Jongerden, as well as my family, friends and encounters from the ZAD and beyond for giving me
the strength to carry on, and for reviving the belief that this story is worth telling. I also would
like to thank Joost for the interest and enthusiasm he has given to my project from the very
beginning, as well as the inspiration, trust, freedom and precious advice he gave all the way. I
also thank Wageningen University and especially the staff of the Rural Sociology chair group for
accompanying me throughout this fulfilling Master programme, until the completion of this
thesis.
Beyond helping me to overcome deep uncertainties, I also would like to thank inhabitants of the
ZAD, some of which have become friends, for trusting me, for seeing me not as an intrusive
researcher, but as a struggle companion. I would like to thank them all for opening their homes
and telling their stories, for trusting me not to distort their thoughts, for making abstractions of
the unconsciously known fact that some of our informal conversations might end up in a thesis,
but prioritizing their role in forging long lasting relationships, or in contributing to collective
processes. I would like to thank them for making me feel part of this community and opening up
new horizons.
I have written this thesis with the strong conviction that all I learned is part of a broader process,
and that each conflict, conversation and experiences, were exciting moments in a different and
unpredictable history writing itself. More than critically analysing people as research subjects
and outlining challenges in a purely objective manner, this thesis aims to show the endless
humane possibilities growing every day in this very special place, some of which we might not
yet be able to anticipate or even imagine. Although “no one can ever write the history of the zad”,
as someone in an inhabitants’ meeting once said, I hope that the pages that follow have
accomplished the mission of providing a sensible account of my experiences and conclusions,
while remaining both academic and not failing my convictions. I believe it has contributed to
academia by providing theory on how to understand social movements and life projects like the
ZAD, looking at both challenge and opportunities. Essentially, I hope it shows the importance of a
more politically engaged academia, desperately needed today.
Camille Bruneau
17.05.2017
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ABSTRACT
The ZAD (Zone A Défendre – zone to defend) of Notre-Dame-des-Landes is a 2000 hectare
occupied area in western France, in opposition to an airport project planned by the government
since the 1970s. From the start, the project faced a fierce peasant and local resistance, which
gained a new scope after the occupation of the zone by activists in 2009 and failed eviction
attempts in 2012. Since, alternative lifestyles flourish on the now emblematic ZAD: the struggle
is now about much more than the airport, but also against “its world”: although often ignored,
the struggle for another reality is central. Considering the lack of attention in (non-French)
academia, and the importance of radical alternatives in times of ecological and economic crises,
this thesis has two objectives. Firstly, to contribute to academia by exploring and combining
different theories that discuss alternatives to the system: diverse economies, post-politics, real
utopia and relational theory. This theoretical background proposes a comprehensive approach to
analyse emancipatory communities. Particularly, I contribute to literature on concrete utopias,
and argue that they are bi-dimensional, enacted in the present and must remain plural and open
in order to offer truly emancipatory possibilities. Secondly, in line with the diverse economy
project, it aims at rendering one alternative visible and exploring possibilities for different
presents and futures. This second objective gains in importance in the context of renewed
eviction threats. I conceptualise the ZAD as an enacted space, resulting from a multitude of
relations, inspired and constructed by numerous events and ideas, and part of a broader
constellation of resistance. I demonstrate the counter-productiveness of simple resistance and
criticism. Several challenges face anarchist communities, including the “post-political trap” and
the reproduction of undesirable societal patterns such as domination. With those in mind, this
thesis explores how the ZAD is enacted and negotiated in relation to its negative (what people
fight against) and positive (what people fight for) dimensions in a way that allows, or not, for a
plural and open space to emerge. By engaging in participatory action research and taking a
performative stance, I could gain a thorough understanding of the ZAD. My lens was meetings,
events, daily life, collective processes and informal conversations, which I observed and
participated to. A qualitative analysis of my data in the realms of (post)politics, economy and
identity shows possibilities for imagining society beyond the capitalist economy, democracy, or
even the state, and portrays the ZAD as a holistic reinvention project. I argue that the ZAD can
indeed be understood as a concrete utopia, constructed by the constant re-negotiation of its
positive and negative dimensions. This negotiation results from fundamental individual and
collective questioning (deconstruction), informal and bond-forging moments, and the
confrontation of multiple worldviews and ideals. These regularly lead to tensions and conflicts
which however often are a necessary component of a political community and often a source of
creativity when a constructive conflictive space is maintained. I find the ZAD to be a multidirectional space, where a vast array of informal communication and organisation dynamics
intertwine. The re-politicisation of relations is observable through intimately political lifestyles,
self-organisation and the practice of solidary economic relations, which result in new political,
economic and cultural subjectivities. The positive dimension is manifested in daily practices,
formulated in multiple ways, and often negotiated and practiced in relation to the negative
dimension. Finally, an extensively relational character, paired with aspirations towards openness
and multiplicity, as well as rejection of domination, negotiate a daily utopian plural and open
space, in relation with other communities. It is essential that all components of the movement
keep engaging in honest encounters for this flexibility to remain. This thesis therefore provides
insight on the possibilities to enact other realities when free of institutional constraints and
contributes to an ever growing community of engaged researchers.
iv
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Reinventing politics, economy and identity:
The ZAD of Notre-Dame-des-Landes as a concrete utopia within
geographies of solidarity

1. Introduction
Figure 1: the ‘Route des Chicanes’

Source: https://www.flickr.com/photos/nddl/8708708802/

One of the many ways to arrive on the zad is through the barricade road 1. It seems like it
came straight out of mad max-like movie, but it is however not scary but somewhat reassuring,
punctuated with tagged messages, all more provocating yet humorous, and built with an endless
diversity of mostly recycled materials. Some are strategic, others have esthetical purposes, others
are living spaces, others serve as ‘wake up calls’ with inspiring sentences. As you slalom between
the obstacles, each more original than the previous one, you might meet a friendly dog, say hello to
a stranger and be invited for tea, beer, or simply a nice discussion around a newly built pizza oven.
1 In French, Route des Chicanes: chicanes are not strictily speaking barricades but obstacles to slow traffic
down. Here, they indeed attempt to slow down traffic to avoid animals getting hit, which happened, and
mostly, they have a strategic, defensive purpose. The road wasclosed by the authoities and reopened by
occupants.
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Signs of battles remain, but everything points to the direction of the striving life, creativity and
initiatives that are happening on a daily basis. Each place will have a ZADnews, the locally printed
weekly pamphlet that contains meeting summaries, rants, initiatives, opinions, calls for action, and
where one finds a multitude of events: an apple jam conserves making workshop, a rap writing and
recording session, diverse meetings on the usage of land, the functioning of the radio bus,
solidarities with refugee camps, or the cleaning of roads, gardening in four different places, a
concert from a Basque country band, a book presentation, an afternoon to play with children, a
movie projection, a market, a self-defence course, a basketry workshop and much more. This is not
the month’s programme, it is the next four days! This lively and quite unique place is the result of
decades of struggle and eight years of large scale occupation against an airport project.
Figure 2: location of the airport project

Source: http://www.cafe-repaire-locmiquelic.fr/carte-des-grands-projets-inutiles-locaux-a81130376

Imagined in the 1960s, and contested for its absurdity since the early 1970s, the NotreDames-Landes (NDDL) airport project, 20 kilometres from Nantes, has become one of the largest
and most emblematic struggles of France. In 1974, a 1650 hectare Zone D’Aménagement Différé
(ZAD – differed development zone) was declared by the authorities. After a 20 years break, the
project was relaunched by Jospin’s government in 2000 and faced an ever-bigger resistance,
notably because of the growing alter-mondialist movement and environmental awareness. It is
fuelled by diverse groups, from young people dreaming of another world and ecological transitions,
to older ones, still moved by the spirit of resistance in the region. Over the years, many
organisations formed, such as the Association for the Defence of Farmers Concerned by the Airport
Project (ADECA) in 1972, the now very influential Intercommunal citizen’s association of the
populations concerned by the airport project in (ACIPA) in 2000, the Group of elected
representatives who doubt the pertinence of the airport (Ceé Dpa) in 2009, as well as a Group of
agricultural professional organisations outraged by the airport project (COPAIN 44), a Nantes
based group, local committees across France and many more. In 2004, the coordination of
opponents was created – back then it consisted of four organisations. In 2013, it already had 50
members (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016b). Justified by the usual excuses like job creation,
growth, and even ecological transition and security, the airport has become a symbol for the
harmless character of such imposed market based projects, as well as for a remarkable
convergence of struggles. Indeed, in these wetlands, issues converge: climate change, protecting
2

agricultural land and small farmers, safeguarding biodiversity and resisting ever-increasing
consumerism2. After years of contestation and studies, for many, it seems like the airport is no
more than a way for politicians and multinationals to fill their pockets. Some historical farmers and
inhabitants agreed to leave their homes and lands against financial compensations, while others,
resisted. In 2007, the first house was squatted on the zone and marked the beginning of a big
occupation wave. In 2008, the ZAD became a Zone A Défendre, a zone to defend. In 2009, after an
Action Climate Camp and at the invitation of historical inhabitants, the zone became a large scale
anti-capitalist occupation, a flourishing ground for alternative lifestyles. From an issue-based and
rather farmer struggle, the occupation evolved in an experimental living space and community,
where the boundaries between diverse groups (squatters, environmental activists, punks, farmers,
locals...) become blurry. Different ways of living co-existed and a certain autonomy was achieved.
Stories of occupations remain, with tales of how 800 people and five tractors marched with shovels
and tools in order to collectively start a garden; one old man claimed: “It looks like we’re going to
take over the Bastille!” (Anonymous 2011: 2) – in the ZAD, it felt like history was being written.
From 2007, there were regular attempts at starting building works, always sabotaged by the
occupants, until at some point, they stopped coming.
On the 16th of October 2012, a huge police operation was launched in order to evict the
zone. A bright official had the idea to call it “Operation Cesar”, an arrogant name, fitting to the
region where the Gauls (i.e. Asterix) had historically resisted the Romans. The Preé fet (local interior
minister) declared that by 10am, everything would be over. He could not have been further away
from the truth. Days of battles followed, joined everyday by more militants determined to defend
this zone. Armed with DIY shields and Molotov cocktails, lemon juice to resist teargas and
computers to call for support, the opponents resisted for four weeks, be it behind barricades, in the
mud, in the rain, or perched on top of trees. They were historical farmers with their tractors, local
inhabitants, squatters or other supporters. Farmers from the whole region mobilised and “threw
themselves wholeheartedly into battle. Their ‘vigilant tractors’ multiplied the material force of the
movement, piling up bales of hay and pylons to block the lanes, or encircling threatened buildings
to protect them. The spirit of revolt that once breathed life into this region seems to be rumbling in
the fields of Loire-Atlantique again” (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016a: 11). During four weeks,
solidarity actions happened all over France and a huge solidarity network allowed to feed and
shelter the local resistance. On the 17 th of November, a re-occupation demonstration gathered
40.000 people, which, in a day, built a whole little village in the Rohanne forest. Popular memory
recalls a human chain from the neighbouring villages, that brought the building material on spot.
On that day, many left feeling they had defeated Cesar, and many others, stayed. A week later, in the
night, police stormed the newly build Chat-teigne and violently evacuated it. The fighting continued
in the forest, with many people wounded. Simultaneously, bridges and roads were blocked in the
region and tens of thousands demonstrated in towns. Later on that same day, the government
declared Operation Cesar was over and the zone was occupied by police for five months. The
government claimed the airport will happen, while for many, there was a certainty that it will not,
and a community of struggle was solidifying.

2 The airport is increasingly contested for a number of reasons: There is a perfectly working airport on the
other side of the city, which would be closed. This implies that the argument of job creation is only limited, as
it would displace existing jobs. The construction of the airport would destroy precious agricultural land as
well as a number of protected species and a natural area with great biological improtance. Of course the
aiprot would also means a new highway and other public transport will be built, all to the advantage of
multinational firm VINCI. The environmenal impact assessement is increasingly contested and the European
Union has also expressed doubts regarding the rationality of the project. Moreover, there is evidence that the
expansion of the airport is not about aeronautical needs but in order to increase the surface for shops.

3

Figure 3: A makeshift baricade during Operation Cesar and the reoccupation

Top left: http://www.lefigaro.fr/actualite-france/2012/12/07/01016-20121207ARTFIG00481-les-insurges-denotre-dame-des-landes.php
Top right: https://zeroanthropology.net/2012/10/29/operation-caesar-a-current-military-occupation-of-a-partof-the-french-countryside/
Bottom: http://i.imgur.com/0JSgK.jpg

https://www.flickr.com/photos/nddl/8245707710
https://www.flickr.com/photos/cornofulgure/8328227705/
more pictures : http://www.bigpicture.antifa-net.fr/pendant-ce-temps-a-notre-dame-des-landes/
Figure 4: The Chat-teigne protected by tractors

Left: http://bigpicture.antifa-net.fr/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Notre-Dame-des-Landes-1024x594.jpg
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Despite police occupation and the massive destruction during Operation Cesar, life and
agricultural projects continued to grow. Far from being a NIMBY 3 struggle, the ZAD claims to be
everywhere (ZAD Partout!), and to be “against the airport and its world”. In the context of
deepening ecological, economic and political crises, the ZAD is one among the many alternatives
that emerge. The acronym ZAD became a symbol and is used by other struggles, defending land
against the destruction of nature, and fighting the system that implements it. Already in 1976, the
spokesperson of the ACIPA claimed “for us, if we refuse this airport project, it’s because we refuse
society as it is. Development as it happens is about increasing units of production, be it in
agriculture or construction. I do not conceive fighting against the airport if at the same time we let
things evolve in the agricultural world towards the enlargement of parcels and exploitations”
(Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016b: 23). The ZAD therefore became a ground for practicing
alternatives to capitalism and a hope for many, proving that together, it is possible to resist even the
state. Over the years, new farms were occupied, cabins built and negotiations with government
mediators refused. In February 2014, impressive demonstrations and failed eviction attempts of
newly squatted farms reaffirmed the strength of the movement and a feeling that it is possible to
organise over the long run. In 2016, the project was back at the centre of national politics. A
contested referendum took place in June 2016, where 55% of respondents voted in favour of the
airport. The start of building works was planned in October 2016, which was the tense context in
which my study took place. Since June, opponent refuse to compromise and are determine to
continue building their lives on the zone. So doing, calls for actions and mobilisation were diffused
on various media, left-wing newspapers and on the websites of influential organisations like La Via
Campesina. While the government has named this place a “territory lost to the republic” the ZAD
continues to strive with human and non-human life, and the flourishing of an alternative,
autonomous anti-capitalist reality continued in parallel to large scale preparations for resistance.
From now, I will follow Mauvaise Troupe in stopping to use the acronym ZAD but simply, zad.
Indeed, there are many ZADs and the one in NDDL has come to represent much more than a simple
zone to defend, and is often referred to as “the” zad.
Figure 5: A yurt on the zad

copyright Hervé Lequeux
3 Not In My Back Yard – an acronym in sociology used to describe oppositions to project only if they concern
one’s direct environment.
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Further than personal interest in this significant struggle, and an academic interest in
alternatives to capitalism, this study is motivated by the striking lack of knowledge about the
struggle outside of France, especially in academia. There are certainly thousands of militant blogs
and texts but a systematic literature research using scientific databases and google scholar, as well
as further “snowballing” by looking at references allowed to find about 40 articles, 20 of which
could be judged somewhat relevant for a better understanding of social dynamics on the zad. They
were reviewed to give an overview of how the zad has been covered in social science and to define
the academic relevance of my thesis in relation to a research gap. Most articles were written in the
last four years showing a growing interest on the subject. Many articles mention the zad as an
example but it is usually not the only topic, except for the most recent texts. There are militant
books written by people from the zad such as those by the Collectif Mauvaise Troupe which consist
of interviews and “insider” analyses, so they partly will be used for the data collection stage of my
research instead. The zad is not the only struggle or instance of a radically alternative project that
is widely unknown, both to the public and researchers. This thesis is therefore one attempt at
showing the “bottom of the iceberg” 4 of popular culture, politics and history. Thereby, I hope to
contribute to an understanding of important social dynamics, which may help learn something
about our own politics and society.
For being “the oldest and longest land struggle of France” (Vercheè re 2013), and probably
the biggest anti-airport mobilization in Europe (Hayes 2013), the coverage of the struggle, and
particularly of what is happening in the zad from a sociological point of view, is small and almost
disappointing. English literature was until recently almost non-existent, despite the global stakes of
the struggle in the context of climate change and growing discontent with capitalism 5. In 1981,
Nicolon already wrote that local oppositions to projects in France and beyond were increasing to
such an extent that they suggested a phenomenon of “considerable social significance” (Nicolon
1981: 417). He observes a heterogeneous resistance, with the growing importance of young
militants, moved by ecology, inspired by May 68, and aspiring to exit the consumer society. One can
then observe a 20 year gap in research, which coincides with the period the project was put on hold
by the government. Lecourt and Faburel (2005) considered the movement in a rather negative way,
labelling it BANANA6, suggesting conservative inhabitants oppose it out of principle. For them, the
most constructive solution would be to accept the project but modify terms, which completely
ignores broader political motivations behind the resistance. Similarly, Meleé (2008) thinks that
more than showing dysfunctionalities of a system, conflicts are useful to trigger negotiations and
could bring about higher compensations for inhabitants. He does not consider whether or not this
dispossession is socially just and / or desirable.
Franquemagne (2007), although not focusing specifically on NDDL, starts to look at the
significance of the concept of “space” for environmental mobilization, where a territory and its
symbolic identity become a mobilization resource for the denouncing of global problems from a
local perspective, like in Larzac. This marks the beginning of academic interest in NDDL as a spatial
conflict, following the first occupations.
A growing interest can be observed from 2010 and especially 2013, after operation Cesar
which gave visibility to the struggle on a national scale (Vercheè re 2013). Authors like Weiler
(2013), Deleé age and Garrouste (2013), Guibert (2013), de Beaulieu (2014) or Combes (2014) focus
4 See diverse economies in theoretical framework
5 There is a clear need to contribute to knowledge of the ZAD for non-french speakers. Being a native French
speaker, I could review the relevant literature. All citations are self-translated.
6 The acronym is used in sociology and stands for „Build Absolutely Nothing Anywhere Near
Anyone„ meaning people do not oppose a project because it is near them, but oppose building anything out of
principle.
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on exposing the ecological nonsense of the airport, also denounced from a democratic perspective
(Guibert 2013). De Beaulieu, a member of the Naturalistes en Lutte7 faction of the struggle, goes
further and outlines the not only ecological but cultural importance of the shrinking wetlands,
historically considered and collectively maintained as “commons”, forging local relationships. This
type of literature does not look at sociological aspects of the zad but contributes to the legitimizing
of the anti-airport struggle.
Gutierrez and Piccioli (2013) speak of the important but not to be exaggerated role of social
media in the movement, outlining the role “hacktivists”. Others look at the consequences of the zad
occupation on the French political landscape; clearly, a division between the green and the socialist
party was exposed through position-taking concerning the airport and the zad (Lecoeur 2013; The
Economist 2014), and Hayes and Ollitrault (2011) deplore the lack of influence on environmental
policies.
In another publication, Hayes (2013) outlines some of the discourses of the movement that
come out of activists’ court hearings. They are understood in terms of food sovereignty and peasant
struggles against global delocalization and specific forms of economic development. This text gives
the struggle a strong agrarian dimension and situates it in the broader French tradition of peasant
struggles against capitalist projects, notably in the region. Like Guibert (2013) he shows the
importance of collective memory and heritage of past successful struggles such as the Larzac. This
collective memory is part of the life-world of activists, and can be re-activated and used as a
“weapon of symbolic dissuasion” (Hayes 2013, 227). Collective memory helps activists know why
they are here, and forms a cognitive map. Court is useful for the formulation and further
establishing of common heritage of the movement, at the heart of its identity. A singular identity,
which I explore further in this thesis. This collective memory, although important for many, is
absent from history books and needs to be talked about. It is the history of social struggles, of social
change. Contrées (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016b) and Constellations (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe
2014) are an incredible contribution to this, which I will use throughout this thesis.
Most prominently, the occupation of the zad and the struggle are identified as a spatial and
territorial conflict, often analysed through the lens of the rural versus the urban. For example,
Landy and Morreau (2015) in the Right to the Village (as opposed to the “right to the city”)
denounce urbanocentrism and spatial bias in social sciences and even radical geography, where
followers of Lefebvre focus on cities as bases for the most progressive social movements. They
certainly are home to important movements that both denounce the crisis of everyday life in the
city and created less alienated lifestyle (Harvey 2012), but very radical ones are also found in rural
areas such as Zapatistas, Landless peasants or the zad (Landy and Moreau 2015). They argue that
legitimate is not always synonymous with legal, and that this illegal occupation is precisely busy
with the production of alternative space, opposed to a capitalist conception which puts a price on
everything. Guieysse and Rebour (2017) also see the airport as part of an unquestioned
competitive and predatory logic, fitting into Harvey’s accumulation by dispossession. Landy and
Moreau (2015) show that the desire for emancipation is found both in cities and in the countryside,
and therefore advocate to introduce the notion of the “right to autonomy” instead of the “right to
the village” or “to the city”, in order to bring about some spatial justice in academia and to
recognize these struggles. This “right to autonomy”, however, as Pailloux (2015) shows through her
fieldwork, is not to the liking of all occupants, who see illegality as precious. Recognition would
imply co-optation and potential gentrification. It is peculiar that the zad is mostly associated with a

7 The Naturalistes en Lutte (Naturalists in struggle) are a group of voluntary naturalists that make an
inventory of the biodiversity and endangered species on the zone as an attempt to cancel the airport project.
They have found a number of species that only live on this zone. https://naturalistesenlutte.wordpress.com/
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spatial struggle while it is in fact “against the airport and its world” and about the reinvention of
lifestyles.
Two significant observations are that, firstly, literature does not really cover sociological
aspects like the re-invention of human relationships. This is somewhat understandable because the
occupation really took a new scope after the Cesar operation. This does not mean, however, that
squatters, farmers and militants on the ground before that were not aware of the transformative
nature of their ways of radically inhabiting this territory. It becomes evident that the societal
stakes of the occupation was clear for sympathisers, when one sees the fierce and determined
resistance to the eviction attempt, where tens of thousands of activists left their homes and lives to
risk everything defending the zad, making it more than a spatial conflict. Academics had not yet
grasped this significance. Secondly, since 2013, a significant part of the literature mentions that in
the zad, a social experiment towards the creation of another reality is taking place (Bulle 2016b;
Deleé age and Garrouste 2013; Landy and Moreau 2015; Vercheè re 2013). It is also often written that
it is characterised by autonomy, multiplicity, diversity and creativity. Bulle, in her militant article
claims that the zad is unique in terms of its relation to institutions and the invention of
autonomous political culture (2016b). One can witness the practice of what she calls “neoradicalism”, which means it is not just a movement against an airport, but a political and practical
opposition to participatory democracy and cooperative economy, tools the capitalist system. For
example, she says such an anarchist project is about the rejection of majority rule and authoritarian
solutions. For her, “politics of social emancipation is at play […] you have to defend the ZAD of
Notre-Dame-Des-Landes, to defend society” (2016b: 21). This is a strong statement, lacking any
observation-based explanation of how, for example, is majority domination not let to come about,
how this anarchist project is put into practice. Many articles indeed assume and claim that the zad
has a lot of potential, that another reality is invented, but it is not thoroughly analysed in an
ethnographical manner that could help understand how and to what extent society is reinvented,
how interesting processes unfold on a daily basis , and what challenges occur. One can note the
exceptions of Pailloux (2015), Pruvost (2016) and Bulle (2016a), who fit into a new kind of studies
on the zad, investigating the zad not simply as the component of a peasant struggle, but as an
unfixed community radically reinventing social relations.
Pailloux (2015), although still very much in a geography tradition, goes beyond the
argument of appropriation of space in opposition to predatory and competitive logics of
urbanization, but tries, through fieldwork, to better understand the discourse and practices of
autonomy. She shows this occupation is against hierarchy and urbano-centrism where the cold
destruction of an inhabited territory is justifiable by the attractiveness of a city. She sees the zad
inhabitants not as “carrying out a social experiment” but as putting into practice concrete
alternatives coherent with one’s ideas – that is, prefigurative politics. The zad results from the
cohabitation of two non-mutually exclusive “social categories”; those with a high cultural capital
and those with a low or very low economic capital (i.e. on the zad, such categories get blurry as
some people might have a very low economic capital and yet a very high cultural capital, which is
often the case in counter-culture movements). She argues that as resistance grew and solidarity
forged new relationships in the face of a common enemy, a scalar jump occurred resulting in a new
kind of struggle. Her study is very interesting but she generally still considers the zad as a collective
trying to achieve autonomy in the rural space, defined by the confrontation of two opposed types of
relations to the earth, of conception of space. For her, it is a struggle against urban domination. She
only superficially mentions in her conclusion that new types of relationships are practiced, and that
the zad is an attempt at constructing autonomous space without further examples. The fact that
she only visited the zad during big mobilization times or events does not allow answering the
question of how this is unfolding on a daily basis.
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One notable attempt at answering these questions is the recent study of work sociologist
Pruvost (2016). She attempts to look at how, through the observation of participatory building
works, various communities, including the , put into practice different conceptions of work and
therefore society. She shows that collective building works have a liberating potential and
contribute to emancipatory politics where life without bosses is envisaged, but far from idealising
them, she also reveals the emergence of a number of tensions or conflicts. Pruvost therefore makes
an interesting contribution to understanding what dynamics are underlying the organization of
collective life on the zad. However, collective works are only a fragment and must not necessarily
reflect attitudes in other situations and it would therefore be relevant to see how these
observations fit to the zad more generally.
Finally, the most recent contribution to more encompassing and sociological investigations
was performed by Bulle (2016a), who clearly takes a more critical and “insider” standpoint than
her previous text. She argues that there is a resurgence of territorial struggles and disruptive
occupations but only a few have a utopian, radical, experimental character, one of them being the
zad. Interestingly, a comparison with a quick literature research performed before the beginning of
my fieldwork in September 2016 reveals there is a growing interest not only in spatial aspects but
with the political and utopian dimension of the daily life on the zad, which is the perspective this
thesis is taking. Bulle insists on the fact the zad is not solely a territorial struggle against an airport,
but a transformative occupation, where activities are centred on political emancipation. One of her
main arguments is that being in the zad, or more precisely, moving to the zad, is the critical
moment or step of “quitting the state”. There, worlds that rarely meet encounter which is at the
source of imagination but also conflicts. For her, it is different from territorial struggles on that
aspect. But the continuous relation to the territory also differentiates it from other anti-capitalistic
mobilisations with shorter temporalities (e.g. Occupy). Here, a way of life is established,
characterised by “ordinary radicalism”. New types of shared knowledges emerge, creating a form of
collective intelligence. Her most prominent argument is conceptualizing the zad as a utopia. And
more precisely, a “revolutionary commune” where one can observe the emergence of power
relations. They are a concern for this thesis, but I wish to look at them from another perspective, as
will become clearer in my analysis. Rather than strictly components of a revolutionary projects, I
would like to look at potential divisions and conflicts as a manifestation of the reproduction of
societal patterns that must be deconstructed.
In short, for a decade long occupation and half a century long struggle, there is a clear lack
of literature on the subject, especially studies that allow looking at the struggle from the zad. Most
existing literature outlines widely known facts that do not add much knowledge for anyone who
ever followed French news or the zad from close or far, except for contributions to specific
disciplines like law or social media. Such widely known facts include disagreements within the
government, environmental concerns, inhabitants dissatisfaction and the fact that alternatives are
practiced on the zad, which does not really contribute to a better understanding of how things
happen and what that means. Pailloux (2015), Pruvost (2016) and Bulle (2016a) have made the
most interesting contributions for the purpose of this research by providing some insight on the
dynamics of the occupation. Pailloux certainly has a geographic focus and her contributions to a
sociological thesis remain somewhat superficial. One notion I would like to take further is her
argument that on the zad, things are practiced and negotiated in the face of a common enemy. This,
as will become clear in my theoretical framework, relates to the concept of concrete utopia,
similarly as when Bulle explained the zad is practiced and created in the present, simultaneously
rejecting the capitalist system. It is also time, after 10 years of occupation, to think about the
political question, if one wants to make the step from a rural “zone to defend” to a “Zone
d’Autonomie Definitive” (definitive autonomous zone), as Pailloux suggests (2015: 27). The zad can
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be considered as an insurgent utopian social experiment, opening possibilities for another future. It
is often analysed in the context of opposition to the airport project, but it is as much as a living
space as a social movement. It is in fact an example of an alternative that emerges and attempts to
fundamentally question accepted truths. It is clear that not enough attention has been paid to how
the zad is negotiated in relation to its ideals and enemies, which is what I will attempt to uncover in
my thesis. More than contributions to academic debates, a better understanding of the zad is an
essential step towards the visibilisation of other lifestyle, necessary in times of crisis. No literature
until now really focuses on how this diversity is negotiated, on how and why hierarchy is avoided,
and the role of conflicts in this process. Rather than yet another text reaffirming how much of an
alternative to capitalism they claim and experiment, I want to look at a more essentially political
dimension, and look at not only resistance to capitalism but the deconstruction and reconstruction
of other social and political realities in practice, which may shed light on how multiplicity is dealt
with. However, even such anti-establishment movements and communities face risks of depoliticisation by idealising fixed solutions and reproducing societal patterns they fight against such
as domination tendencies. Paying special attention to these and thinking in terms of real utopias
and diverse economies can help identifying challenges but mostly possibilities for other
sustainable futures. Concrete utopias are practices in the present and theorised as bi-dimensional.
Therefore, this thesis revolves around the following question:
How is the zad enacted and negotiated in relation to its negative (what people fight against) and
positive (perceived ideals that people fight for) dimensions, in a way that allows, or not, for a plural
and open space to emerge?
Far from being a project to decredibilise the zad and expose daily frictions, this thesis
rather aims to observe how negotiation of this new reality comes at play in daily life and among
various collectives and identities, hopefully drawing lessons from it. To answer this question, I
assume an activist-researcher role, which through the big place of participation, allows to better
understand social dynamics and perspectives of the people involved. I observed and took part in
meetings, decision making, discussions, collective activities, events, and any other opportunities
that presented themselves. To reach conclusions, I used my own findings, and interviews
performed by the Collectif Mauvaise Troupe and a few other interviews made by journalists, as well
as material written by inhabitants of the zad and opponents to the project.
The objective of this thesis is twofold. Firstly, it aims to contribute to academia by making
the theoretical link between different kinds of theories; diverse economies, utopia, post-politics
and relational theory. This contributes to a non-deterministic understanding of social processes
and to a perspective that may help better understand current social struggles, which are too often
ignored and misunderstood despite their ever-growing presence and importance. Secondly, to look
at the zad in order to visibilise it and share knowledge that originates from the zad.
I argue that the zad can indeed be conceptualised as a concrete utopia, constructed by the
constant re-shaping of its positive and negative dimensions and characterised by reinvention of
political, economic and cultural relations. Unlike other intentional communities, its particularity is
that there is no pre-defined positive dimension, or ideal. A multiplicity of aspirations bring richness
as well as contradictions. Despite tensions, the refusal of fixed rules and fixed ideals for the future,
as well as the embracing of conflicts as sources of creativity, bring about a fertile ground for
creative evolution. Conflicts are in fact a living part of the zad, which give it the potential to evolve.
The zad is a multi-directional space, where a vast array of informal communication, organisation
and exchange dynamics intertwine. It is essentially political, because based on fundamental
questioning of the system and of oneself and characterised by an intimately political lifestyle, as
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well as an anti-essentialist identity. The re-politicisation of relations is also observable through the
practice of solidary economic relations – or what I call, economies of resistance - and selforganisation, which result in new political, economic and cultural subjectivities. The zad is
characterised by an infinitely relational character, which brings about a plural and open space.
Moreover, the positive and negative dimensions exist at the individual, zad, and global level, with
common points and differences. They all influence each-other and together, form a constellation of
resistance. It is essential that all components of the movement keep engaging in honest encounters
for this impossibility of absolutism to remain.
To reach this conclusion, I proceed as follows: the next chapter is the Theoretical
Background of this thesis, which conceptualises concrete possibilities for change and the
challenges they face by looking at post-politics, diverse economies, concrete utopias and relational
theory. This leads to the formulation of my research question in chapter 4, after considering
particular problematics around autonomous communities. The fourth chapter, Methods and
Research Design, explains which research methods were adopted during my fieldwork, the
theoretical grounding of those and how I collected and analysed data. The fourth chapter, Results,
presents my data in a descriptive manner. In the firth chapter, I analyse my results, looking at
reinvention from the three lenses of (post)politics, economy and identity. I conceptualising from
my data and link my interpretations with the theoretical background of this thesis. I then discuss
those findings and answer my complete the answering of my research question in chapter 7.
Finally, I conclude and discuss implications for the zad, the broader movement and academia in
chapter 8.
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2. Theoretical Background

This section explores the notions of post-politics and diverse economies (or non-capitalist
political ecologies), which are the theoretical foundation of this thesis. They reveal the relevance
and necessity of exploring and re-visiting the concept of utopia, and more precisely, concrete
utopias, which remains largely misunderstood but still used lightly in research. This concept of
utopia is also mentioned but not really investigated by scholars engaged with post-politics, and
seemingly not associated at all with literature on diverse economies: I make the theoretical link,
which together, builds the conceptual framework used to analyse the zad. This theoretical
framework allows bringing together concepts often used separately, which builds a rich and
coherent conceptual lens. They allow looking at three aspects of life: politics, economy and identity.
Although approached separately in the following pages, it becomes obvious through theoretical
reasoning and analysis of results that they are closely related and mutually constitutive. They are
all necessary for a radical departure from conventional social organisation. Indeed, one of the
founding principle of anarchism, and what differentiated it from other theories of social change in
the 19th century, was that it linked economic, cultural and political domination.

2.1. The construction of unquestioned paradigms
2.1.1. Neoliberal hegemony
An ever growing body of scholarship denounces the capitalist project and observes the
hegemony of growth-oriented discourses, be it in the realm of development, climate change or
social policies. Simultaneously, the disastrous consequences of market-based and neo-liberal
solutions are exposed. Global structures influencing food production, agriculture or economic and
social policies are identified as causes of alienation, injustice, dispossession, social unrest and
environmental degradation (see for example Feagan and Henderson 2009; Harvey 2006;
McMichael 2014). These discourses, policies and paradigms are often understood as being
constructed by powerful institutions such as the World Bank, through a power-knowledge
apparatus (see for example Ferguson 1994; Goldman 2001, 2005). In turn, with the (unconscious)
help of academia, media and other agencies, a “common-sense” and set of accepted principles is
established, which frame thinking about development, economy and politics and therefore
perceived solutions to potential problems. All this defines what can be thought of, what is
acceptable, feasible or right. France and the case of the NDDL is of course not spared from the
quasi-religious belief that only linear development, material advancement, competitiveness and
economic growth can bring about social progress and happiness. It is not spared either from the
overlooking of environmental and social consequences in the quest for global modernisation. The
outdated airport project is of course justified with the increased economic attractiveness of the
Nantes metropole and job creation, and carries with it remains of the 1970’s blind race for
modernisation. Moreover, it attests of the bio-political notion that some forms of life are to be
prioritized, justifying the dispossession of farmers and the destruction of endangered species. For
Fletcher (2010), one defining characteristic of neo-liberalism is that it has managed to create a
reality and pretend it was already there. Neo-liberalism is therefore not only a simple economic
rationale, but a more intimate state of mind, a form of Foucauldian governmentality (Fletcher
2010; Foucault 1979). Possibilities for far-reaching alternatives require far more than policy
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reforms, but more fundamental political questioning. To provide truly “democratic” alternatives,
notions of post-politics cannot be ignored.
2.1.2. Post-politics and the political
Different conceptualisations of post-politics exist and current academic debates revisit the
concepts used notably by Mouffe, Laclau, Ranciere and Zizek (Brockelman 2003; Swyngedouw
2011; Wilson and Swyngedouw 2014). They mostly remain philosophical debates about the details
of abstract concepts. I do not wish to go in depth on these, but rather to outline the main ideas that
allow for a particular understanding of society today, as well as, at a later stage, resistance.
Generally, it is argued we live in the era of post-politics and post-democracy where no
alternatives to the accepted frame of neo-liberalism are considered viable, or even imagined
(Swyngedouw 2011). As a result of the 1980s’ neoliberal restructuring and common acceptance of
TINA8, today, technical and market-based solutions fitting into neo-liberal frameworks are
presented as the only solution to, for example, environmental degradation. For instance, in the face
of growing contestation, the airport project – which, under no condition is seen as unnecessary by
the authorities – has undergone a number of modifications: it is proposed to make it a green
airport, and destruction is to be compensated with a totally new, experimental and mostly very
questionable solution: ‘species displacement’. This fits to the tendency of exteriorizing problems,
where societal problems are blamed on abstracts notions like CO2 emissions, and solutions found
in technological innovation, thereby avoiding fundamental questioning of our own lifestyles and
perpetrating the system that has created such problems in the first place. Those that attempt to
resist this capitalism-democracy consensus are usually labelled as terrorists, just as the occupants
of the zad. All this participates to the de-politicisation of society by avoiding fundamental debates
on social change and ignoring conflicts, disagreement and diversity inherent to any society (Kenis
and Mathijs 2014).
A distinction is made between politics, or la politique - the set of practices and institutions
through which order is maintained - and the political, or le politique - the order of discourses
through which society is given meaning, where power, conflicts are acknowledged: the political
expresses the impossibility of a homogeneous society. In the post-political, discourses conceal
tension by advocating consensus an ignoring inevitable exclusions. As Swyngdouw quotes, “we live
in an era where we can discuss everything, with one exception: Democracy” (Swyngedouw 2011
quoting Saramago and Jacob: 370). As Fukuyama famously argued, in the aftermath of the Cold War,
the history humanity has supposedly come to an end, and democracy and capitalism are the
winners: they are consensually established as the only uncontested ideal (Wilson and Swyngedouw
2014). Indeed, scholars seem to, without questioning, embrace “democratic” alternatives, direct,
consensual or participatory democracy – democracy seems to have an inherent positive value and
discussions about its actual meaning are rare. Even radical theorists seem to have a hard time
giving up the notion of democracy, such as Mouffe and her “radical democratic imaginary”, to which
I will come back later. In short “the post-political condition is one in which a consensus has been
built around the inevitability of neoliberal capitalism as an economic system, parliamentary
democracy as the political ideal” (Swyngedouw 2007: 24). So solutions in the era of post-politics
“remain of course within the realm of the possible, of existing socio-ecological relations” (ibid),
which reproduces the undesirable consequences of capitalism. De-politicisation also means that
politics have been reduced to economy. It therefore seems of upmost importance to come to terms
with post-politics, and to engage with political alternatives, putting the general consensus into
question, that is, to re-politicise. Far from painting the picture of a world where transformative
8 There Is No Alternative, slogan of Margaret Thatcher and symbol of fatalism.
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action is impossible, scholars engaged with post-politics have also proposed radical political
theories of emancipation. In fact, conceptualising society as post-political does not necessarily
imply that everyone is a victim of this system and there are, indeed, many groups that start
questioning accepted truths and redefining the bases of human organization. The zad is certainly
one of the most meaningful radical political project today, deserving particular attention. This is
particularly true in the French political context, increasingly characterised by the rise of populist
politics, surveillance and police violence. The legacy of the Sarkozy government and the state of
emergency declared since November 2015 has allowed the French state to develop an extensive
surveillance network of the “anarcho-autonomous movement”, and to put in place repressive laws
such as preventive detention and home arrests under simple suspicions of affinity with the very
poorly defined but heavily instrumentalised notion of “zadist movements”. This determination at
undermining such political engagement attests of the post-political nature of the current
government, and a tired Left, which is not able to deal with dissensus anymore. One should not
however emphasise on the hegemony of neo-liberalism as our fate, which would be quite
disempowering. Discourse and paradigms are certainly powerful but are constructed, and can
therefore, be deconstructed, paving the way for transformative social change. This must take place
both through emancipatory political projects and in academia, which plays a big role in the
production of dominating discourses. Before going more in depth into the meaning and forms of
“the political” (as the refusal of consensual democracy and the manifestation of human
antagonism), I outline another major strain of thought which unleashes imaginary and provides
theory for other political and economic realities.

2.2. Deconstruction and re-construction: towards counter narratives and other
realities
A growing research community attempts to make academia more politically engaged, or
performative, and to contribute to an economic paradigm shift 9. Inspired largely by the work of
Gibson-Graham (2008), they advocate for a more ethically and politically motivated research
practice, which does not limit itself to critical analysis but to the contribution to other realities by
rendering alternative economic practices more visible and credible, and by personally engaging in
and openly aligning with the movement they study (Peacock 2014). Militant ethnography, scholar
activism and activist-researchers, are some of different names coined to describe this growing
practice, whose influence on the field and in academia is not negligible (Maeckelbergh 2012; Miller
2011; Peacock 2014; Routledge and Derickson 2015). Inspired by Gibson-Graham, I contribute to
this growing trend by rendering an alternative visible. Not only does it give insight in different
methodological approaches to research, it also makes powerful contributions to the
conceptualization of the economy and of alternative movements and communities. More on the
methodological implications will be explained in the methodology section, while I here outline
below the theoretical contributions.

9 See articles by the Autonomous Geographies Collective, or the Community Economies Collective
http://www.communityeconomies.org/Home
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2.2.1. Diverse economies and non-capitalist political ecologies
Gibson-Graham’s (2008) most straightforward
contribution is to show that different economic realities
(other than capitalism) exist and to advocate that they
must be rendered visible. Not unlike post-political
theorists, they show that from the 1990s, the inevitability
of capitalism became a self-evident truth, and that, after the
‘end of history’, it was taken for granted that the economy
should be global, capitalist, competitive, and so on (Burke
and Shear 2014; Gibson-Graham 2008). Academia since
then has largely been writing about capitalism, displaying a
sort of capitalo-centrism. Whether right wing or left wing,
capitalism is always at the centre of reflections, whether
portrayed as the bearer of democracy, or as a penetrating
enemy. Whether we like it, oppose it, want to reform it…
identities and political acts are formulated in relation to
Figure 6: The diverse economies iceberg.
capitalism (Burke and Shear 2014). It seems to be at the
(Community Economies Collective)
centre of relations, at the root of any effect, which
dramatically obscures economic diversity. What diverse economies proposes, is to see the economy
not as fundamentally capitalist, but as a diverse array or landscape of economic practices, where
capitalism does not encompass the majority of economic relations. By seeing it as not all-powerful,
we are able to identify and explore other types of socio-economic relations and realities:
knowledge is performative and the very fact of understanding the world differently is already
changing the world. There are in fact endless possibilities for imagining and creating the future.
Other economic realities are not only possible; they already exist, and must be made visible. As
they show, much of economic activities (including that of convinced and exemplary capitalists)
today are in fact non-capitalist, for example household maintenance, caring for family members,
gifting, enjoying a walk in a park, DIY, barter, open source or growing vegetables as well as a whole
array of activities considered as illegal under current societal logics (squatting, housing refugees,
self-organised events, sharing food waste,…).
Another strong argument by Gibson-Graham and other scholars is that criticism is
profoundly counter-productive. On the one hand, the critique of capitalism and theories deploring
its hegemony do not simple critique a reality, but “construct a worldview (and a world) that limits
our political imaginations and sense of agency. […] Discursive and symbolic framings of a situation
produce material, socio-ecological relations” (Burke and Shear 2014: 130). They argue that
academics should not only see themselves as analysing and uncovering but actually creating socialsymbolic orders. Gibson-Graham also argue that our economic imaginary shapes economics and
politics, and that constantly writing about how capitalism dominates everything therefore confirms
it. On the other hand, Gibson-Graham also argue that, through what they call “destructive
innocence” (2008: 7), researchers tend to always criticize and discredit alternatives, looking for
challenges and shortcomings to theorise about, which ultimately discredits them and in turn
(involuntarily) confirms the hegemony of capitalism. For them it is, on the contrary, necessary to
render them visible and step back from critique, embracing co-creation. In this way, science
endorses a political role by promoting difference and the “could be” 10. A diverse economies
perspective highlights multiplicity and can contribute to the creation of post-capitalist
communities. It is an ontological project, similar to Santos’ sociology of absences (2004). Rendering
10 See Holbraad et al. (2014) for more on the role of research and political ontology
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the invisible visible is a central theme in the diverse economies collective, which is also a central
concern for authors engaged with post-politics.
2.2.2. Beyond post-politics
As explained above, politics imply the retreat of the political, replaced by discourses that
silence genuinely political questions, often leading to marginalization. However, “the postdemocratic consensus and process of de-politicisation do not efface the political fully. Depoliticisation is always incomplete, leaves a trace and hence, the promise of a return to the political,
a return, in Zizek’s words, of the repressed” (Swyngedouw 2011: 373). On the zad and other
struggles, one can find people that have directly been affected by the state symbolic and physical
repression. The Sivens ZAD was violently evicted and is remembered for the death of Remi Fraisse,
killed by a police grenade. Someone who was involved in Sivens and in NDDL as I was there, recalls
the end of the eviction day: “they [police] parked us like animals, like savage beasts. Some people
wanted to bring their children to school but they were not listening, nor understanding. They told
us we could not be there but we could not go away either. They didn’t know what to do with us. It
would be better for them if we didn’t exist”.
The repressed are those that have been marginalised too long. The political is revealed in
certain moments or events where the “wrongs” of the system and the inegalitarian character of a
situation is expressed, and with it, the risk of violence. A regularly given example is that of the
Seattle protests or of the Occupy movement, where the alter-globalisation movement showed that
the global dominance of capitalist, representative democracy is far from being universally
accepted; they exposed flaws and proposed alternatives (Burke and Shear 2014). Burke and Shear
argue that we are facing a number of crises, most notably economic and ecological. Those crises are
not the result of an imbalanced economic system or of greedy individuals, but from socio-economic
relations that define our lives and that we have come to see as natural and inevitable (Burke and
Shear 2014). In short, we all are responsible. These crises however also open opportunities for
moving beyond conventional solutions and create space for social and economic experiences, for
new ways of being in the world (Burke and Shear 2014). Brockelman argues that participation in
democratic politics is plummeting, where most people have become “consumers of government
services” (Brockelman 2003: 185). For Miquet-Marty et al. (2013), however, there is also a growing
participation in social movements, which attest of a growing mistrust in conventional politics,
replaced by political engagement through other means. They argue that the case of NDDL is an
example of new forms of civic expression, which governments fail to consider. Deé leé age and
Garrouste argue that the zad is proposing another societal project by “posing a challenge to
ambient inertia” (2013: 11). Resistance movements are therefore attempts at rendering the
invisible visible, by simultaneously showing the wrongs of the system and rendering other
alternative ontologies visible. A number of scholars, like Zizek, Swyngedouw and Burke and Shear
argue that simple resistance however, just like simple criticism, is not enough. It is necessary to
displace the boundaries of possibility, that is, creatively re-imagine and enact other realities and
socio-economic relations. Thinkers of post-politics argue that the political is expressed in
disruptive events that expose the wrongs of the system, that defy consensus about the inevitability
of democracy and capitalism. However, it is essential not to confuse events that expose inequality
and acts of resistance with truly radical politics. Indeed, a mere act of resistance cannot be efficient
politically, as it can (temporarily) disrupt the power structure but does not necessarily profoundly
undermine it. In fact, political activism that demands inclusion and social movements that do not
plan beyond resistance or transgress the boundaries of the possible are at best “tickling the police”
(Swyngedouw 2011: 377, quoting Zizek). They are a symptom of post-politics when inclusion in
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the consensus is demanded rather than displacing the limits of exclusion and creating marginal
spaces. They thereby deepen de-politicisation and “ultimately support what they intent to
disrupt”(Swyngedouw 2011: 377). Similarly, for Wilson and Swyngedouw (2014), contemporary
forms of de-politicisation are characterised by the erosion of democracy and the weakening of the
public sphere, and argue that new concepts like participation or good governance “do not question
or disrupt the existing state of the neoliberal political-economic configuration” (5). What is needed,
is new forms of politicisation.
For Swyngedouw (2007), radical politics must revolve around “the construction of great
new fictions that create real possibilities for constructing different socio-environmental
futures”(22). This requires making the impossible enter the realm of politics and democracy,
recognising conflict, differences and struggles over trajectories of these futures. For Zizek,
“Authentic politics… is the art of the impossible – it changes the very parameters of what is
considered “possible” in the existing constellation” (ibid). Further than fictions, true political
spaces or communities are practiced. For a number of authors, the recognition and consideration of
conflicts is also a central element of political relations: “A true political space is a place of
contestation. Politics in this sense is […] the ability to radically criticise a given order and to fight
for a better one” (ibid). True politics, be it in the realm of political or economic relations means
building communities that cannot be thought of using the same symbolic framing.
The zad, at least at first sight, already possesses a number of these attributes. Occupants
certainly do not “tickle the police”. In fact, they have vanquished Cesar once. Joke apart, in this
thesis I will show that they are not simply demanding the end of the airport project, or even worse,
to modify its terms in order to feel included, but they struggle for the possibility of being different,
expressing it, and precisely, not part of the system. It is about not demanding, but grabbing and
implementing the possibility of another way of existence. Does it, however, ‘make the impossible
enter the realm of politics’? It does not in the sense of being included in and influencing formal
politics, but the opposition and the impossible have certainly been made visible and disrupt formal
politics. They have shown that for ten years, a bunch of incredibly different people have decided to
“quit the state” and take their lives in their own hands, reinvent politics, and managed to resist and
even scare the state. This is not a small achievement considering that it is a well-known national
fact. What they opposed, a farmer explains, is that you live somewhere, and somewhere else, in
offices, someone decided that it is not possible anymore, that other interests are more important.
In a stroke of a pen, 1650 hectares are meant to disappear. The planners say that these lands are
empty. “This created among us an intellectual revolt, we had the feeling we were looked upon as a
bunch of pathetic slobs.” (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016b: 24). For them, carrying on with the
cultivation of their lands despite the project was a sign of resistance. A member of the ACIPA
explains it was a long road to get some recognition, and that they learned everything on the ground,
by doing, by going from talks to talks, speaking with everyone: “today we’re feared or respected.
But not ignored” (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016b: 35, emphasis added). What the zad and the
opposition movement have achieved, certainly, is to gain public recognition and show the
impossible is not only possible, but happening. They are, certainly, a political movement.
Gibson-Graham (2008) and Burke and Shear (2014) with their non-capitalist political
ecologies project certainly offer incredible insight and refreshing perspectives on conceptions of
economic relations that can be based on non-capitalist practices and ethical choices. Often
however, literature is predominantly speaking of and trying to reinvent the economy, or democracy.
Very seldom, and really surprisingly in my opinion, is the state mentioned and questioned. The
work of anthropologists like Graeber (2004) and Clastres (1974) demonstrate the current inability
to conceive society without a state. This is also an important thing to consider if we are to take the
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re-invention of society seriously, especially with post-politics in mind. Given the previous
arguments, it should not be a question one should be scared or shy to address. They both, one
could say, contribute to understandings of a “diverse politics” and give compelling examples of
diverse economies by showing non-competitive relations without a state.
Graeber makes powerful contributions to the argument that another world is possible, and
to legitimise and explain the importance of anarchist communities. Similarly, Pierre Clastres
rejects the conviction that a state is necessary for the creation of society, which results from the
domination of modernization theory in social sciences: the idea that a linear progression must
necessarily lead to a state, to civilization. The social imaginary is, for Clastres, stuck in a “one way
history” (161). In the collective imaginary, what we call primitive societies seem doomed in a life of
lacking, without a state, without history, without market, without surplus; subsistence economies
must mean that they are incapable of producing such a surplus, that they are condemned to go
through the steps that pulls one out of savagery. Moreover, the lack of a surplus must necessarily
mean the lack of an economy. As Gibson-Graham show, this is fundamentally wrong as there many
possible economies. This impossibility of surplus is a powerful and old image, which is very
effective in painting the misery of such societies, imagined as stagnant and inferior. Clastres (1974)
shows that the notion of superior or inferior technology is irrational, as it is completely relative to
one’s environment, aspirations and needs. And traditional societies have in fact coped very well.
Another myth Clastres deconstructs is related to work, and to the tenacious assumption that an
economy of subsistence means that people are, on the one hand, lazy, and on the other, spending
their time struggling to get just enough food to survive. In fact, in such societies, very little time is
dedicated to work, which is really irritating for western thinkers. Clastres argues that no one ever
works more than what they need without being forced to, and it is this forcing power that is
precisely absent from “primitive” societies. Living in a subsistence economy is not a flaw, but a
refusal. A refusal of excess, a choice to dedicate productive activities to needs, and to dedicate the
rest to enjoyable things. There even is surplus, but it is not used for accumulation by the powerful,
but used during festivities. Like Graeber, Clastres explains that at the essence of primitive societies,
is the will of avoiding the emergence of an individual, centralized power, and that certain structures
do not allow for its emergence, what Graeber (2004) calls internal counter-power. They show that
different choices can be made leading to different economic realities. Moreover, a choice can be
made not to have leaders. Similarly to economies of subsistence, one could speak of “economies of
resistance” when looking at autonomous communities and their networks, such as the zad. I will
elaborate on that in the analysis.
One other way to conceptualise such alternative ontologies is with the concept of concrete
or real utopia. The very misunderstood concept of concrete utopia deserves more attention and
helps shed light on emancipatory movements like the zad. For Wright (2013a), it is also a concept
that attempts to point research in the direction of exploring and showing alternatives rather than
criticizing, and can be used as a liberating – or performative - concept (Wald and Hill 2016).
Moreover, considering that authors like Bulle (2016a) use the concept of utopia in their analysis of
the zad, it is important to look at it. Although it is not done systematically, many links with postpolitical literature can be identified, which makes it more grounded in political theory.

2.2.3. Real Utopias: practicing great new fictions
Historically, utopia has been confined to the realm of the imaginary, something that is not,
but is hoped to be. It is, by definition, a place that is not. In Wilson and Swyngedouw’s Seeds of
Dystopia (2014), it is implied that Fukuyama’s “end of history” (1992) can be understood as the
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end of utopias, or in other words, that post-politicisation implies the end of imagination. Indeed,
quoting Jameson, they argue that today, “it is easier to imagine the end of the world than the end of
capitalism” (Wilson and Swyngedouw 2014: 8). Brockleman (2003) argues that the very nature of
the political implies the impossibility of utopia, which he understands as a fully realised idealised
end. This is certainly true within this kind of conventional understandings of utopia. Utopia, or “any
‘image’ of a radically different society” (Brockelman 2003: 185) is often associated with a form of
totalitarianism and therefore considered dangerous. This is the paradox central to the notion of
utopia, which is used to describe something both unrealistic and dangerous (Ferrarese and Murard
2006). But, how, Ferrarese and Murard (2006) wonder, can it be both? Indeed, if it is impossible,
why worry and debate about the fact it could be dangerous? And more importantly, if it might be
dangerous, how can it be, in fact, impossible? They argue that utopia, or utopianism, unlike what
Brockelman claims, is essentially political, and that what makes its strength is the human’s
attachment to his/her dreams, desiring their realisation so much they are ready to impose it. For
them, however dictatorships are not realised utopias. On the contrary, they precisely represent the
eradication of utopian projects, and the attempt at breaking the utopian spirit. Below I wish to
show a more balanced conceptualisation of utopia that allows departing from the idea of danger
and impossibility – we are, after all, speaking of breaching the boundaries of possibility by enacting
“great new fictions”, and I have established that nothing is impossible. We have simply been
“formatted” to look at things that way.
Today, utopias start to be understood as not limited to fantasy but as practiced, therefore
the term concrete, or real utopias (Wald and Hill 2016; Wright 2013a). The first necessary step for
understanding a real utopia is that it is to be situated in the present. Increasingly, rather than being
focused on the future, utopian thinking is busy with the present, and opportunities that are not
directly obvious. While the term “utopian” has traditionally been used to dismiss (‘you’re such a
utopian!’), the term “real utopia” refers to practices where the dream is taken very seriously, and
enacted. For Wright, real utopias are grounded in the real potentials of humanity and are “utopian
destinations that have accessible way stations” (Wright 2013b: 167). They are a concept and
practice, not of an impossible dream, but something indeed visible and concrete, providing a
glimpse in other realities and into possible futures. Wald and Hill summarise it as a “space between
what is hoped to be achieved and what can be” (Wald and Hill 2016: 211). This implies that
although working with structures of the present, they are spaces beyond what “can be”. Like the
zad, they are spaces dealing with the present and living in the future, where their practitioners do
not limit themselves to “being realistic by demanding the impossible” (symbolic motto of many
leftist and alter-globalisation, anarchist movements) but enact the impossible.
Below I explore the concept further and advance some arguments about some ‘necessary
conditions’ for such existing and performed spaces in the present. Real Utopias can be
characterised by, firstly, creativity and a stark contrast with the present system and linear models
of progress which means both reinventing and enacting. To borrow Hinkelammert‘s typology
explained by Santos (2004), they are both negative - defined by what it critiques- and positivedefined by that to which it aspires and enacts. Pickerill and Chatterton (2006) explore
“autonomous geographies”, and define them as “spaces where people desire to constitute noncapitalist, egalitarian and solidarity forms of political, social and economic organization through a
combination resistance and creation”(730). Authors way beyond utopian thinkers recognize the
characteristic aspect of critique and creation, “confrontation with proposition” (Pickerill and
Chatterton 2006: 735) to be found in autonomous communities. The zad is a perfect example for
this duality, as its very existence is to be attributed, on the one hand, to the rejection of the airport
project and the system from which it stems, and on the other, to the aspiration for and creation of
different futures in the present. Bulle (2016a) argues that the zad is locally situated and in the
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present, rather than oriented towards a utopian horizon. Of course, this refers to the notion of
utopia rejected above, but fits to notions of concrete utopia. She also shows that the occupation is
simultaneously shaping a world and denouncing the system. For her, on the zad, destroying and
creating is the same, where all actions aim at both defying capitalism and creating something else.
This also comes back to the notion of simultaneously exposing the flaws of the system and enacting
something different, a necessary condition of political action. Pailloux (2015) also explains that
what is very characteristic of the zad and unites different groups of people is the presence of a
common enemy. This common enemy represents the negative dimension of the real utopia.
Mouffe’s notion of antagonism refers to the same thing: that for the political to exist, a common
enemy, a fundamental antagonism, is needed (Brockelman 2003). Therefore, one attribute of real
political utopias is the necessity of a positive and a negative dimension.
Secondly, they must unleash economic, political and social imagination, beyond accepted
frames, thereby engaging with transformative change, beyond the building blocks of our societies
such as consumerism, competition, economic growth, work or hierarchy. They do not limit
themselves to policy prescriptions, which equates to politics, but to the transformation of the social
and economic bases of society, or the political. As Wright argues:
“[There are] two contrasting ways of thinking about how to make the world a better place—
ameliorative reforms and real utopian transformations. Ameliorative reforms look at existing
institutions, identify their flaws, and propose improvements that can be enacted. These
improvements matter—they reduce harms and enhance flourishing—but they are limited to
proposals that directly act on existing structures and move one step beyond. Real utopias, in
contrast, envision the contours of an alternative social world that embodies emancipatory ideals
and then look for social innovations we can create in the world as it is that move us toward that
destination. Sometimes, this turns out to be the same as an ameliorative reform, but often
ameliorative reforms do not constitute building blocks of an emancipatory alternative” (Wright
2013a: 9).

Simply said, attempting to solve problems through the system that created those problems
is extremely limited and post-political. This is in line with Cox’s differentiation between problemsolving and critical theory. While the former assumes the permanence of the prevailing social order
and political institutions, the latter “stands apart from the prevailing order of the world and asks
how that order came about” – institutions and power relations are not taken for granted but
questioned in relation to their origins (Brincat 2016: 565). Problem-solving theories are postpolitical, while critical theories allow looking at how different worlds could be possible. This
approach, like that of concrete utopias can therefore be understood as performative. Still, the usual
following critique would be, “but then, how to make it happen on a larger scale without a state
implementing progressive policies?” These critiques attest of the strength of absoluting paradigms,
internalised and post-political worldviews, where it is assumed a successful model should be
reproduced, and the result of some sort of consensus implemented by the state.
My third point, flowing from the above, is therefore that the concept of “utopia” is
misleading and inappropriate and should, by definition be plural and open. Open in a way that it
acts as prevention for absolutism, and plural as an invitation for diverse realities, real utopias.
Below I elaborate on these two points.
By open, I mean that there should be no strict image of what the future(s) should look like,
which is, on the one hand, totalitarian (thus the usual critique) and undermines creativity. Not
knowing what exactly the future will look like is an integral part of the utopian journey, letting go of
man’s pathologic obsession with control (Bauman 2004). This is closely linked to some of the
reflections of post-political literature. Going back to the negative and positive dimension, the
particularity of Mouffe and Laclau is that for them, the positive dimension, or what they would call
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the radical democratic imaginary, or the political, is not necessarily defined (Brockelman 2003).
Brockelman (2003) is very critical of this concept, and wonders what the point of being anticapitalist might be if one is unable to propose something to substitute it with? This certainly attests
that he has not quite understood what post-politics is about if he wishes for a clear model to be
advanced. It is also one of the biggest pitfall of some recent utopian literature, where authors
attempt to outline what a utopian society could look like and how to reach it through some
concrete steps (e.g. in Wright’s book (2013b) or in Mouvements’ special issues on utopias (Duterme
et al. 2006) and on basic income (Corsani et al. 2013)). Some propositions are necessary, but
pretending to hold a universal solution is dangerous and undesirable. Mouffe and Laclau would
rather argue that the radical political imaginary must not necessarily mean anything at all
(Brockelman 2003). This refers to anti-essentialism, which positions Mouffe and Laclau in the
“non-totalitarian remainder of the utopian tradition” (Brockelman 2003: 186). This lack of vision –
which should not be understood as a lack of conviction – is precisely what makes it political, and
allowing for the possibility for various social movements to join forces against a common enemy,
while not necessarily striving towards the realisation of a single ideal. This assertion of openness is
a condition for a radical political imaginary, which simply refers to “the various guises in which the
ideal of a society radically open to ceaseless redefinition can emerge” (Brockelman 2003: 189).
Plurality is maybe the most ambitious aspect, which is part of broader ontological turn, in
which I will not go in depth, but will state the important aspects. Hopefully, the criticised “utopian
tradition” has evolved and has gone beyond the tempting assumption that what is successful
somewhere should and can be reproduced somewhere else. This old tendency, characteristic of
development and environmental discourses, is certainly an incarnation of humanity’s aspiration to
make the world a better place and follow its dream, but also, history has shown, an incarnation of
its most dangerous, arrogant and Eurocentric character. It is important to refuse a strict model and
to leave space not only for openness but for multiplicity, in order to creatively create worlds beyond
what can be thought of today. Arnsperger (2010), similarly to Santos, argues that the current
systemic logic is that of monoculture, where, also similar to post-political reflections, experiments
can only take place in the frame of big initial choices. But every system, he argues, must not
necessarily be mono-cultural and it is possible to imagine one that would encourage polyculture.
For him, “just as biodiversity is crucial for the maintenance of a healthy ecological system,
sociodiversity is essential for the maintenance of healthy political and economic system”
(Arnsperger 2010: 105). This is a step towards what a number of scholars advocate: the
recognition of the possibility for various yet equal visions and worlds to coexist, the ontological
evolution from a universe to pluriverses, which requires a decolonisation of thought (Grosfoguel
2006). Real utopias, therefore, mean that not one single vision or utopia dominates but that endless
possibilities can and should coexist. In fact, ethnographic research and participation in the alterglobalisation movement or the indignados reveals that increasingly, practices and discourses of
social movements recognise the need for diversity and refuse singular demands, ideologies and
programmes but rather embrace multiple and open goals (Maeckelbergh 2012). This of course as
we will see can lead to conflicts, but this is not a problem per se.
Finally, and flowing from the above, it is important to come to terms with the idea that utopias
should not be an end, but a process, or potentially both, that is, the process or practices are ends in
themselves. This is a necessary implication of creating futures in the present. Reflecting the
traditional debate between the Marxist left and anarchists, enacting the change you want to see, as
advocated by the latter is the first step in moving from the Utopian dream to real utopias, and
putting prefigurative politics into practice (Kroijer 2011; Maeckelbergh 2012). Prefigurative
politics or action, usually adopted by autonomous and anarchist communities as well as the many
components of the alter-globalisation movement, fits to a new understanding of revolutionary
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action and is an attempt at creating “a new world in the shell of the new”, by believing that
practices are part of aims (Maeckelbergh 2012, 2013). It means that the distinction between the
present struggle and future aims are removed. Rather than seizing state power an instituting an
egalitarian social structure, turning one’s back to the system and creating something else, where
structures are put in place to guard against the formation of hierarchy, is favoured (Graeber 2004;
Maeckelbergh 2012; Pickerill and Chatterton 2006). For Graeber, real revolutionary action can be
seen in the way you relate with people in your daily life, not justifying ends with means, as no nonviolent or equalitarian society might emerge from violence of the use of structures of oppression or
domination. In fact, as I showed, in a number of egalitarian societies the predominant forms of
social powers are focused on precisely avoiding the emergence of systematic forms of political or
economic dominance, and mediation transforms social tumult into desirable diversity. Such diverse
politics exist, and they can therefore, be enhanced or created (Graeber 2004). In egalitarian
societies, the collective imaginary is very important as a violent mythology brings about fear of
what would happen if someone were to accumulate power. The imaginary is therefore important
for aspiring and creating the positive dimension but also keeping the negative aspect alive and
avoiding its emergence within the utopian space; there is a constant interplay between both, that
also results in the merging of the present and the future, of means and ends.
In short, real utopias are not unrealistic dreams and aspirations but very real and performed
spaces where, in the present, relations are reinvented, giving a glimpse in one possible future. Real
utopias, as an instance of diverse politics and economies, are characterised by, on the one hand, the
interplay between enacting and the imaginary, and on the other, the fact that they remain plural
and open. These are always in relation with the positive and the negative dimension, as shown in
figure 6. Creating “utopia” is not really a concern at all on the zad –it is a place of struggle, most
would say. However what that means does link to the concept of concrete utopia, which gains more
analytical interest when linked to ideas of post politics. Linking it to post-politics allows to see such
places as not being on a smooth road towards an ideal, but puts back conflict, dissensus,
multiplicity and genuine politics and struggle into the equation.
Figure 7: A representation of concrete utopias
four determining dimensions continuously influence each-other
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What makes them real, one might say, is also the fact that they are necessarily grounded in
reality or space. Accepting that real utopias should be radically plural and open, and believing that
questioning most of accepted assumptions of human organisation (state, market) does not make
them impossible is also an integral part of acknowledging the relational nature of place, which I
shortly introduce below.
2.2.4. Relational theory: real utopias as places of possibilities
A diverse economy perspective implies that the economy is seen as fundamentally
heterogeneous and overdetermined, which means it is the result of actions by various entities and
not the result of inevitable structuring logics (Burke and Shear 2014). Similarly, places are not
victims of the global and of broad structuring forces, but rather continually emerging and spaces of
endless possibilities (see for example Harvey 1994; Massey 2004; Schiller 2009) Doreen Massey’s
legacy, notably in Geographies of responsibility (2004), was very influential for new understandings
of the concept of “place”. Her work inspired my approach to look at and understand the zad as a
product of relations both within and without. Seeing space as holding endless possibilities is one of
the core notions in a relational perspective, which basically sees places as a product of
interrelations, interactions, practices, relations, a product of what we do.
The zad is a place, and as a place, it is characterised by multiplicity and connectivity. Places
are constructed through interactions, practices and relations, and are also changing over time as
they are a node in a network, a meeting point and site negotiation of different trajectories. This
means that communities and identities are not pre-given or fixed, but precisely the result of these
negotiations, and therefore that meanings are constructed and can be contested within and from
without. This perspective allows understanding the constant negotiations that might take place
between positive and negative dimensions of utopias, and between different groups and how this
leads to certain dynamics. In short, places are always under construction, “mutable ongoing
constructions” (Massey 2004, 5). In pair with a willingness for experimentation and a refusal of
strict imposed rules and visions, as well as the awareness of dominating yet deconstructable
paradigms, fascinating transformations can come about. This means that autonomous utopian
spaces also cannot be understood in isolation, without reference and paying attention to mutually
shaping processes (Schiller 2009). The zad is not only shaped by its inhabitants and their diverse
trajectories, but by the multitude of people passing by and their experiences. This approach means
that by definition, a single “place” or project has a multiplicity of meanings and identities (sense of
place) attributed and constructed by different groups or people; place identity is constructed and
can be contested. This is interesting as one can think of the different and conflicting
understandings and meanings given to the zad.
Place is a necessary condition for a real utopias to emerge, otherwise they stay in the
imaginary and cannot be practiced. A relational perspective implies that anything is possible; one
might ask, then, why is it not happening everywhere? Lefebvre argues that actions are not always
the result of free will but the product of social hierarchies and power relations within society
(Cresswell 2004). This is why “ameliorative reforms” do not bring about transformative changes as
the sphere of potential actions are precisely constrained and limited by these power relations,
rules, paradigms, and discursive framings that define what is allowed and imaginable. Therefore,
the reinvention of social relations through utopias must necessarily take place in contexts bare of
such hierarchies, like in the zad. The occupation of the zad and the fact that police forces are not
allowed to enter the zone provides a space for experimentations like no others.
In addition to geographical relations and links, places are also the result of past events. In
Constellations (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2014), a colossal book giving an overview of and
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analysing revolutionary trajectories of the early 21 st century, a particular understanding of history
is proposed. The authors’ collective argues that history must not be seen as a linear and causal
process – chronological history is in fact the history of the winners. Our taught history, for instance,
is that of supposedly enlightened white European males, states and institutional democracy. It can
however also be seen qualitatively, as a constellation – that is, as stars that shine. Some events and
ideas, although passed or forgotten by most, still shine for others, are still present and still inspire.
Others, may exist already, but their light do not reach us yet. Together, they somehow form a
constellation. The zad, because of its duration, is directly inspired by many struggles, from May 68
in the early days to indigenous movements recently. It is a great gathering point for legacies of
resistance. Many revolutionary trajectories exist and they might be far from each other or not, but
often are connected in some ways, which together forms a magnificent constellation. The zad is not
only one struggle, shaped by its local conditions and events. Inhabitants, supporters and passerby’s themselves have been part and are part of other struggles, which are all interlinked and
influencing each other. Not only is the zad having close solidarity ties with other actual ZADs in
France, like in Bure11, or further with struggling groups in North America, in Chiapas, or in Rojava.
It is also greatly inspired and shaped by the legacy of past successful yet often forgotten local
struggles like the Larzac or Plogoff, memories of the Nantes Commune, or more recently, the
violent eviction of the Sivens ZAD, actions during the COP21, Nuit Debout, riots against the Labour
law, and so on. Such a constellation can be understood as another parallel economy, or politics, or
even reality in the becoming. Because nothing is predictable, places like the zad are necessarily
open and “a story so far”.
This theoretical framework has contributed to developing a non-deterministic and hopeful
understanding of social dynamics, which established the necessity of further exploring, with an
engaged and open mind, emancipatory practices grounded in place. It also explained why the zad is
understood here as an enacted space, resulting from a multitude of relations and negotiations,
inspired and constructed by a multitude of past events, struggles and ideas. It is part of a broader
constellation of resistance, a node in a network, a site of negotiation and multiplicity. This
theoretical framework has also however outlined the uselessness of utopian images without
putting them into practice, the counter productiveness of simple criticism and resistance, and the
difficulty of practicing really emancipatory political practices. The zad is understandably and
maybe necessarily often idealized, but it is necessary to also consider potential challenges and
obstacles to truly radical politics. The following section outlines more precisely the problematics
through which the zad will be critically analysed, going further in post-political theory, in a way
that however retains a performative character, thereby avoiding “destructive innocence”.

11 Bure is a current ZAD in eastern France with a lot of solidarity ties with the NDDL ZAD, which also has
resisted eviction attempts. For information and updates: https://burezonelibre.noblogs.org/
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3. Problem Analysis and Research Question
The long discussion above linked often separated social theories. It allowed establishing
that for transformative politics and credible utopian spaces to emerge, a first essential step 12 of
radically questioning the system and proposing a radical alternative is necessary, that is,
simultaneously resisting and creating. This might take the form, like in the zad, of refusing the
state, democracy and hierarchy, putting nature and humans before profit, favouring plurality over
idealized visions. The second step is to, through prefigurative politics and horizontality, perform
this in the present. The third step, is to manage to remain plural and open. More generally, some
attributes of the project described above, is to contain a negative and a positive dimension, to be
plural by accepting the possibility of ‘pluriverses’, multiplicity and coexistence, to remain open by
not striving towards one idealized vision, and to re-imagine and practice other realities, thereby
breaching boundaries of possibility. This list is not exhaustive but already seems like quite an
achievement. The zad is attempting to do that, but however as we have seen, it is much easier said
than done and it is necessary not to assume that conflicts and dominations are not coming about
simply because of a common belief in another world. There are, different meanings attributed to
place, strong internalized symbolic framings and socio-economic relations, legacies of post-political
ways of thinking and the lack of long term experience in dealing with radical politics. Despite
lessons learned from numerous autonomous projects, what works in one place, may not work in
another. Indeed, there are a number of challenges identified in the literature, some specifically
within autonomous communities or social movements, and others more generally linked to postpolitics. They all, to some extent, point to the risk of domination patterns emerging, be they
symbolic, physical, organizational or emotional, which can undermine moving towards something
radically different and ultimately reproduce structures that are rejected.
Firstly, autonomous spaces are sometimes described as having (or risking to develop)
sectarian or exclusionary tendencies (Pickerill and Chatterton 2006). This of course would
undermine the open and plural character, and reproduce society’s difficulty to accept and deal with
difference. The zad however is characterized by a particular diversity. From their written texts,
manifestos, calls for demonstration, and more, they seem to think way beyond the airport project
(negative dimension) and to celebrate this diversity, which appears as an integral part of the
positive dimension. Indeed, most of their texts have an introduction explaining they avoid the use
of the word “we” as they cannot speak in the name of all the movement, which is constituted by a
multitude of groups with some common ideas but also many differences. They often write, “we are
not expressing ourselves in the name of the occupation movement, but only from the movement”
(Anonymous 2016a). This risk should not be discarded but one must also bear in mind that the zad
is not completely comparable. In fact, it is “in between” many movements studied so far. From
personal experience with some of the collectives Pickerill and Chatterton are writing about, I can
say that the zad is much bigger and encompassing, as they refer mostly to the British punk and
somewhat politicised squatting scene. Polletta and Hoban (2016) show that much critique
concerns the alienation of newcomers and people with lower socio-economic means unaccustomed
with activist subcultures and the practice of radical democracy. Some critiques argue that in these
cases, prefiguration might be in tension with strategic goals. Maeckelbergh (2012) identifies some
similar issues with anti-G8 camps or the 15M movement in Barcelona. The latter is a collection of
random locals mixed with long time activists who strongly care about decisions made as it
concerns their city, but do not necessarily directly impact their daily lives; issues come about
12 Note that by „step“ no chronology is assumed. Rather, it should be understood as components. Speaking of
steps help conceptualise. Note also that this argument does not aim to be an ideal type.
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because some people do not have experience with this type of organisation or because of high
numbers of participants. Anti-G8 camps, although opposing fixed goals and strategies, are much
more restricted to activists, and happening over a short temporality, where decisions concern
direct actions not connected to a territory meaningful to the people taking part in those decisions.
It is often easier to agree, find consensus and not feel excluded. The zad, on the contrary, is strongly
linked to territory as people taking part in meetings and decisions inhabit it, and it has no
restrictive temporality, as it is not, for instance, a camp happening over a week. Decisions are more
important for people, but there is also more time to make them. In these cases, prefiguration
(demonstrating the viability of the alternative) is the strategy itself. Maeckelbergh (2012) explains
that the appearance of hierarchy over the long term, despite beliefs in horizontality, has often been
a reason for people to quit movements and groups. These differences in temporal and territorial
aspects might influence the way diversity is negotiated through decisions making, just as how
diversity might influence the way decisions are taken.
Secondly, Maeckelberg argues that two key practices observed today in most anti-capitalist
movements are, firstly, the refusal of singular demands and aims, paired with the celebration of
diversity and horizontality. By Horizontality, she means the “active creation of non-hierarchical
relations through the decision making process” (2012: 211). The second one is prefiguration,
which is also a necessary condition for openness and horizontality (as prefigurative action is not
about reaching specific goals). She refers to the decision-making process. It is of course a very
important lens to understand the relationships between people, but horizontality means
acknowledging that inequalities always exist and that they must be constantly challenged.
Therefore, it is necessary to look beyond decision-making moments but at daily life. This leads to a
revealing study of the Transition Town movement by Kenis and Mathijs (2014). They develop the
idea of the post-political trap, explaining that issues of post-politics (consensual discourse that
silence conflict and fundamentally political questions) are not solely at play in “the system” but
may undermine the transformative potential of counter-movements. They argue that such
movements face the risk to mix up ends and means, and that localization, instead of transition for
example, may become an end in itself, leading in this case to defensive localism and idealised
visions of a harmonious, conflict free “local”. The zad is certainly a territorial struggle of some kind,
but does not strictly fit into localism. Naturally, local products are preferred, but emphasis and
attention is put into forging global relationships and solidarity networks. However, the risk may
appear that one of the multiple ways to oppose the airport project, say, for example, permaculture
and eco-construction, or sabotage, may become idealised ends in themselves. The post-political
trap must not necessarily refer to localization and can be understood as the idealisation of one
particular paradigm or “solution”, and ignoring inherent power relations, differences and
inequalities. This of course refers to the stakes of remaining plural and open, in order to avoid
domination and absolutism within real utopias. The question therefore is whether discourses and
practices recognise conflicts, whether consensus is advocated, and how potential power relations,
marginalisations, and differences are dealt with. What is at stake here is that if the political is
ignored too long, it comes back in more intensified ways, for example in internal conflict and
potential radicalisation or domination of one group, or the dissolution of the movement. Kenis and
Mathijs write that to avoid the post-political trap within a movement, conflicts must be
acknowledged and dealt with “democratically”. What that means is unclear, and once more, the
notion of democracy is celebrated without further explanation. Post-politics or the post-political
trap, however, may not only be about idealised solutions, but I argue, about demonising enemies or
blind opposition. Pailloux (2015) and others explain that opposition to big infrastructural projects
has become a “norm” within militant culture, while Guibert (2013) wonders whether this
opposition is not limiting by only focusing on most visible projects.
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It is possible to go on analysing these problematics from different perspectives. In the end,
they all describe the same thing. One could speak of how our actions are influenced by internalised
socio-economic relations, such as sexism or hierarchy and see the post-political trap as the
reproduction of such patterns. One could also call it the negative dimension. The negative
dimension must not necessarily only refer to outside elements, but is at play internally and
influencing the definition of the positive dimension. This refers to what Pickerill and Chatterton
(2006) call the interstitial character of autonomous spaces, meaning that they are operating
between worlds; the one they fight against and still have to rub shoulders with, and the one they
are reinventing. These two dimensions illustrate the importance, for real utopias, of the relations
with what is external to itself, which justify their existence as an opposition and also strengthen it
(antagonism). The negative dimension is symbolised by the international airport and the world it
belongs to while the positive dimension is firmly rooted in the daily interactions between people,
which is what performs the real utopian and political space.
More interestingly, is the question whether this opposition between the negative and
positive aspect is also present within; If place is seen as constructed and constantly re-emerging
through negotiation, it can be argued that the positive and negative dimensions are also in constant
negotiations, which allow it to emerge and re-emerge in certain ways. Generally, there is a risk for
what can be called the post-political trap, or undesirable societal patterns to appear. Further than
that, what is interesting is what their appearance means and how it is dealt with.
There are challenges, but using a relational approach allows to see autonomous spaces and
social movements as constantly emerging, under construction. It gives meaning and relevance to
the coexistence and constant combination of multiple trajectories. It allows acknowledging the role
of multiple interactions and gives meaning to connections and shows that places like the zad, or
real utopias, are not constructed by its inhabitants only but also by the diversity of people that pass
by, as well as directly and indirectly by the broader network of places that share similar objectives.
The anarcho-autonomous scene is characterised by travelling, collective building works, and
sometimes nomad lifestyles, which create a fertile ground for the exchange of ideas and solidary
co-construction of autonomous, resistant spaces. A relational perspective gives credibility to real
utopias and allows for believing that everything is possible. The question remains, however, what
these particular relations mean for the emergence of inclusive autonomous spaces; How do these
relations influence the coming about of dynamics, how do they contribute to the creation of a
horizontal, open and plural space? How are the positive and negative dimension negotiated and
manifested in daily life? Are they coming about as a result and/or cause of horizontal, political and
open relationships and worldviews? What are the roles of encounters, events, meetings, decisionmaking and meanings of the zad in this process? And finally, what does it say about the possibilities
and credibility of political, diverse and concrete utopias? All these questions are of prime
importance and are summarised as follows:
How is the zad enacted and negotiated in relation to its negative (what people fight against) and
positive (perceived ideals for which people fight for) dimension, in a way that allows (or not) for a
plural and open space to emerge?
This question allows looking at what underlying motivations and processes lead to specific
outcomes. Finally, it is hoped that this research will contribute to the broader question of how to
accommodate difference without suppressing it, and which lessons can be learned, both for the
future of the zad and for emancipatory politics in general. In order to answer this question, my
research is centred around three sub questions:
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-

What is identified as desired and how is this practised (the positive dimension)?

-

What is identified as manifestations of domination or undesirable behaviour (internal
negative dimension) and how are these manifestations dealt with?

-

How is the zad as a community shaped by these practices?

The reproduction of patterns is a recurrent theme in my theoretical background. For the
case of the zad, the first part of my fieldwork has revealed that many patterns are deemed
undesirable and fiercely opposed, such as sexism. Drawing from fieldwork and literature, for the
sake of this research, I focused on domination (in the form of domination of one idea, power
relations, exclusion and hierarchy), violence (not undesirable under all its forms) and
marginalisation of minorities. Of course, I also look at creativity, imagination, politicisation and all
the aspects relevant for the positive dimension.

4. Methods and Research Design
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4.1.

Affinity and objectivity

This research is motivated not only by academic interest but also by ethical and political
convictions. I have been involved in anarchist communities for years, but not much in France. This
allowed me to have hindsight and a better understanding of the activist culture. It also gave me an
advantage as I could gain access to things I would not as a random researcher, and gained trust of
activists much faster. One might wonder whether this affinity poses objectivity issues. But must this
type of research be objective? For Jongerden (2016) and others like Gibson-Graham, research must
not and even should not, be objective. “Objectivity” is often associated with the idea of adopting a
position from everywhere, or from nowhere, attempting to take a “god’s view”, which is not
possible nor desirable (Jongerden 2016). Whatever we do and the good will we put into an
objective research practice, it will always be subjective, it is simply human. And it is important to
clearly state which perspective one is taking, or by which factors it is affected, rather than
attempting to take up of Godly methodology. In order to understand a case study and a community,
it is necessary to adopt their perspective. More importantly, Becker argues that assuming to take
such a perspective is only deemed biased when this community is the subordinate group, especially
in the context of a conflict. Jongerden (2016) argues that there is a hierarchy of voices, where those
considered deviant are less credible than others. Deconstructing such hierarchies, I believe, is also
an academic necessity – for the sake of objectivity, one might almost want to say. Moreover, some
might not be willing to listen to this perspective, because it means listening to people that have
potentially engaged in illegal or violent activities. It is necessary at this point to remember who has
established the definition of illegality and violence 13. This said, I think it is legitimate to take the
perspective of “the repressed”, of forgotten and emerging voices, from which we might learn a lot in
terms of alternatives. An interesting argument by Jongerden is that often, when taking such a
perspective, it is expected from researchers to also show the other perspectives. This might explain
why so many researchers end up criticising the alternatives to capitalism they investigate, as an
attempt to “remain objective”. This destructive innocence might be, in fact, an unconscious move
towards avoiding to step out of the consensus. Indeed, Jongerden explains that when taking the
perspective of the “deviant” or of the repressed, one is accused of being political rather than
academic, assuming that researchers should be some sort of godly observer in an ivory tower that
shall “understand” (although this is not possible by avoiding to take people’s perspective) , and
“describe”. This, we have seen, only reinforces current trends. In fact, it is necessary to get out of
our university chairs where we objectively analyse the world and start performing other realities.
Considering the performative character of knowledge and symbolic framings, we have a great
political and ethical responsibility as researchers! For Jongerden as well, there must be critical
engagement in sociology, and he makes the difference between criticism and critique. The former
refers to “destructive innocence” or looking for flaws, de-credibilising, while the latter refers to an
evaluation from within in order to recover potential, which requires and active engagement with
the “subject” (Jongerden 2016). In this research, I am clearly influenced by my own convictions
and am openly aligning to the cause of the ZAD of NDDL. I am not only “researching” and
answering questions from a purely academic perspective, but also with commitment to answering
it in a way useful to the movement. In line with a diverse economies approach, I engage in critique,
13 I am not talking about things like murder or rape for instance, which are indeed almost universally
morally unacceptable. Rather, one might think of examples like the fact that it is considered more „illegal“ to
destroy a bus-stop than an entire species. Preventing the destruction of this species, in turn, is considered
violent. Or, throwing a Molotov cocktail in an empty car is considered more violent than using a bulldozer to
destroy what has been homes for hundreds. When police kills it is „defence“, not violence. When an anarchist
blocks a road, it is terrorism.
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which means not being blind to internal problems but rather taking them very seriously, in a way
that may help enact other future.

4.1. Diverse economies perspective: some methodological implications
Research is very important because the discursive framing of a situation produces material
socio-ecological relations, and therefore, describing the world in a different way, already changes
the world (Burke and Shear 2014; Gibson-Graham 2008; Miller 2011). Adopting a performative
research attitude as advocated by Gibson-Graham (2008) has some methodological implications,
further than rejecting godly objectivity. The first implication is the necessity to engage in
participatory action research. This means I participated to various activities and integrated the
daily life on the zad, allowing me to get a deeper understanding of the context, atmosphere,
relationships, hopes and fears as well as conflicts. This role as an “activist researcher” (Kenis and
Mathijs 2014: 176), or “academic-activist” (Pickerill and Chatterton 2006: 732) means being an
active participant in the movement while at the same time maintaining the position as researcher,
that is, making it clear from the start, which I did at the first inhabitant’s meeting I attended.
According to Kenis and Mathijs, this can allow enhancing the validity of the study. Such an approach
allows experiencing and understanding a community through its own perspective, also enhanced
in my case by my experience of anarchist communities. Moreover this method is “empathic and
interactive” rather than “extractive and objective” (Pickerill and Chatterton 2006: 732). It gives
meaning and relevance to non-academic knowledge and does not only analyse situations from a
scientific ivory tower.
This type of research is aiming to be part of an ontological project, which is the most
ambitious and challenging aspect of Gibson-Graham’s work. It means not trying to find out how
things really are, as is often the case in sociology. Such approaches are often critical (in the sense of
criticism) and cementing reality rather than readying it for transformation (Burke and Shear 2014,
Gibson-Graham 2008). Performative research attempts to understand and describe what already
exists, uncovering and rendering possibilities visible and credible. A diverse economy perspective
highlights endless possibilities, and helps perform other realities by showing the what could be
(Holbraad et al. 2014). In short, it implies that, firstly, simple criticism is counter-productive and
secondly, that performing other realities that displace the boundaries of the possible is necessary,
and already taking place, it is simply, a matter of choice to write about them or not. By bringing
attention and credibility to other ontological projects, research makes them more real and gains a
political, ethical character. There are three consequences to adopting a performative stance. The
first is that as a researcher, one must change one’s ontological stance, seeing possibilities rather
than critique – that means stopping to see capitalism everywhere, but be open to seeing
possibilities and things differently. Secondly, it means changing the way one writes about them, and
finally, to intervene in the project investigated. Performative research rhymes with political
engagement. In my case, I concretely got involved by participating to serious discussions that
attempted at dealing with important and concrete matters. I was part of a newly formed collective
on the zad and took responsibilities for certain things like managing the donation till, welcoming
newcomers and organising the living space. I translated texts, helped planning and building
infrastructure, contributed to collective processes and discussions and invested myself as a
member of the community, and not as a researcher.

4.2.

Scope of the research

The zad is a space where close to everything is questioned and reinvented. There are so
many potential lenses to study these processes: gender, politics, economics, agriculture or
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relationship to nature and space are part of those, which all represent building blocks of society
and are elements in the collective symbolic order. Although focusing on one of them over time
could be a really fascinating and revealing study, it would also obscure the endless links among
those dimensions, how the questioning of one leads to the questioning of another. The questioning
process is also very individual, as one person might be more active in the deconstruction of gender
and agriculture, and another might focus on politics and agriculture, and so on. This thesis aims to
tell a story, a story that shows multiplicity in the context of an oversimplified world. Oversimplified
discursively (capitalism vs. communism, productive vs. unproductive, etc.) and practically, where
placelessness and strict rules homogenise behaviours, society and space. It attempts to give an
overview through the fragment of things that could be observed and experienced by one person
over three months, which is extremely short in comparison with long term social processes that are
both causes and results of a common culture on the zad, and part of the construction of an
unexpected future. I adopted a holistic approach and reached rather holistic conclusions as well,
drawing from my own observations and written materials. This choice was made in order to
outline possibilities in different realms: economics, politics and identity. It is a limitation but a
necessary first endeavour, which can become a basis for further more narrowed down studies.
Because of the performative and participatory approach, I did not only systematically
analyse my notes and observations, but gave emotions and feelings an important role. Rather than
simply outlining problems, which exist, because this is not an idealization either, this thesis also
aims to take the reader through a tale, encouraging questioning and showing endless possibilities.
This research is therefore performative on the one hand because it contributed to the zad on a daily
basis, but also because it aims to contribute to the project of a growing body of researchers that
identify as being part of a diverse economy community. Of course, it also aims to contribute to
literature on post-politics and concrete utopias.

4.3.

Methods in practice

4.3.1. Fieldwork
I attempted to organise my fieldwork beforehand by sending an email to the zad’s main
email address, which mostly aimed at getting an “authorisation” for writing my thesis about the
zad. I received two answers from two different people. One was quite negative, from a person who
gave up writing her thesis on the zad and condemned the arrogance of scientists towards their
research subjects. This email allowed me to constantly keep in mind the methodological aspects
outlined in the previous sections. The second simply said that the best way would be to come and
talk about it at the inhabitants’ meeting which is every Thursday. Not having the possibility to
quickly go a thousand miles away for a meeting, I decided to just go and hope for the best. My
fieldwork lasted a total of three months. The first two weeks mostly consisted of observations and
attending meetings, events, or discussions without taking up an active role, in order to start
grasping processes, atmospheres, dynamics and functioning, as well as building up my network. I
did participate in “physical” activities such as collective works from the start. I detail further the
setting and how I met people in the beginning of my results section. Moreover, it is understandable
that some people might be reticent to me taking up an active role directly as a newcomer. Over
time, I increasingly got involved in discussions and reflection processes a well as the organising of
activities, be them events, meetings, translations, or defensive activities. After two months full time
on the zad, except if taking part in activities with occupants outside of the zad (e.g. demonstrations,
recycling missions,..), I left for a month, which allowed me to take a step back. During this month,
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with hindsight from my experience of the zad, I read texts and booklets written by inhabitants,
which is part of my data. In this month, I also did preliminary analyses of my observations which
allowed narrowing down the scope of this research. I also had the opportunity to meet a few
persons that had lived on or knew the zad well and discuss their experience. After that month, I
returned to the zad for another month, in a different context (no more eviction threats) and with
the things read in mind. With hindsight, it is evident that this break was important. Not only for
doing the various activities mentioned above, but because it allowed me to see and experience the
zad in two very different contexts, and to obverse change more radically than what can be grasped
when being somewhere every day. During that final month, I also stayed in another place, almost
on the other side of the zad. The remaining four months were dedicated to data analysis and
writing of the thesis.
After a month of fieldwork approximately, I was faced with one choice; whether or not to
perform semi-structured interviews as planned in my original proposal. This choice meant
deciding whether or not to take advantage of my position as a researcher: that is, discovering the
zad slowly and “naturally”, or using it to meet people (historical farmers or members of the ACIPA
for example) I would not meet otherwise? I decided not to for two main reasons. Firstly because it
slowly became clear to me, through my own impression and through conversations about my
dilemma, that it can take years to start to understand the zad, so I rather preferred to truly
understand a potentially smaller and more limited aspect rather than try to understand everything
more superficially. In other words, to discover the zad as anyone else would rather than force
encounters, which would take away authenticity from my experience (allowing to feel how things
‘really’ work, difficulties to integrate etc.). This means my study is based on an analysis of a
constitutive part of the zad and related practices which I could discover over three months rather
than pretending to understand a blurry totality. Secondly, because it would have been irrelevant to
attempt and do any kind of purposive and strategic sampling: important actors cannot be identified
because there are no official roles or hierarchy, and focusing on interviews could have taken my
attention away from more informal and daily processes. This choice allowed me to truly experience
the zad and to understand how things actually work, by retaining prioritising an engaged
participant and observer role over a neutral interviewer role. Mostly, it allowed me to feel some of
the tensions and disconnections some people feel with regards to the broader movement. This
approach attempts to overcome what Viveiros de Castro identifies as a great challenge for social
scientists: being able to not look at “research subjects” as entities to be studies, but to put oneself at
the same level (Viveiros de Castro 2003). Performing critique, rather than criticism, implies that
beyond interviews, what is necessary is to actively engage with the “subject” and to spend time
understanding rather than objectively investigating, which can bring about richer interpretations
(Jongerden 2016). This of course meant that my notes and observations would be the central data
for this thesis.
4.3.2. Data gathering and analysis
If the zad is to be seen from a relational perspective and as a kind of utopia, it means that it
is important to firstly identify, map and acknowledge the different people that live in and pass
through the zad in order to see it as a combination of trajectories. For this purpose, the first part of
my results gives an overview of what happened in those three months, and I broadly introduce the
web of relations in the “A small geography of the zad” section. The analysis part also comes back to
the relational character. My fieldwork consisted of assisting to, taking part in and observing daily
life, activities, collective processes, events, meetings and discussions. Throughout my data
collection as well as my data analysis, I payed special attention to specific patterns and dynamics,
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and chose which activities to participate to accordingly if they were overlapping. For instance, in
order to better grasp dynamics of post-politicisation or re-politicisation, I attended as many
discussions as I could concerning reflections about the future of the movement, conflicts, mediation
or in depth reflection processes. Those included discussion processes that addressed questions like
“why and how do we struggle”, how to deal with minority opinions, the distribution of land or other
controversial issues. I looked at domination patterns, rule making processes, meeting organisation,
the expression of minority opinions and disputes. Generally, I looked at how people relate to the
idea of a concrete utopia, what their ideals are, what they fight, what they dislike about the zad or
certain people. I also simply looked at what, over time, emerged as important to people, be it in
discussions or in daily life. I payed particular attention to people’s understandings of the zad, how
informal rules and conflicts emerge, and also gave a big place to emotions in my data. An important
part of my data and reflection emerged out of informal conversations. In informal conversations,
people are more comfortable and honest, and they are where many important impressions or
beliefs are shared. I could not transcribe them directly, but have made my best to summarise them
and remember quotes in my daily entries. I also used written material, which is useful for
understanding some of discourses of the movement, as well as history and common convictions
and dynamics. I took a lot of notes, whether or not relevant for my concepts, in order to have a large
and representative dataset. After completion of my fieldwork, I transcribed my notes into tables in
order to code them qualitatively. A big part of my notes were in French and were instantly selftranslated. My data included extensive notes directly taken during meetings, presentation and
discussions, as well daily entries which summarise impressions, quotes, events, situations and
informal conversations. Moreover, my data also included summaries and quotes from texts written
by zad inhabitants and the Mauvaise Troupe collective as well as interviews performed by others.
Texts read included books, texts calling for action and for defending the zad, booklets, pamphlets,
external communication and the ZADnews.
My data analysis combined inductive and deductive methods. Coding was done using a mix
of pre-set codes (derived from my concepts in the theoretical background of the thesis) and
emergent codes (practices and dynamics repeatedly emerging from my data). For instance, pre-set
codes included the concept of concrete utopia, with two sub-codes: the positive and the negative
dimension. Each sub-code had a number of indicators such as “formulation of a positive
dimension”, “practice of the positive dimension”, etc. Emergent codes included “appropriation of
space” which was not central in my proposal but appeared important throughout my data analysis,
and is present in my results. Taking emergent codes seriously throughout data collection led to
surprising conclusions and some re-shaping of my research. For instance, during my fieldwork, it
appeared to me that the utopian dimension could be dropped from my thesis as I never even heard
the word “utopia”; it did not seem to be a concern. However, during coding, it became evident that
dynamics referred to in my theoretical framework were ever-present – in fact, through the way
people speak and act, it emerges. Using a mix of open and axial coding allowed to take advantage
of both methods and to analyse my data in a more coherent and representative manner. In practice,
this means that coding was done by firstly sticking to the text (my notes) and looking for distinct
concept in the data. Open coding means that the data is used to confirm the relevance (or not) of
my pre-existing concepts in a given context (Biddix). Combinations of those in certain
conversations or situations help seeing relations between them in social processes.
In a second phase, axial coding allows to identify the potential need for new concepts,
emerging from the content of the data – it is a more direct approach which allows making sure all
important aspects have been identified (Biddix). The concepts emerging from both techniques may
become units of analysis or categories in the thesis.
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Practically, coding was done by transferring my notes in the first column of a Word table
with four columns. First, the relevant words were identified for each entry and underlined in text.
In the second column, I wrote to which pre-exiting concept/code they belong to or saw if a new one
is necessary. This second option was flexible as over time, some codes emerged more clearly than
what can be deduced from one entry and earlier coding was modified accordingly. The third
column included sub-codes and the fourth column gave room for comments. These codes allowed
me to thematically organise my data.
Looking at what emerges from my data allowed to present results organized along
practices, which can help have a better understanding of dynamics by staying closer to daily
experiences, rather than fitting individual observations in limiting concepts. Moreover, qualitative
data analysis is often a kind of cycle. For Khandkar (2009), it consists of three parts: noticing,
collecting and thinking about interesting things, which are interrelated. For instance, as analysing
makes one think about new things, it may be necessary to collect more data, or to go back to the
data to analyse it in a new light. The advantage of retaining an open mind during the analysis and
coding stage was that it allowed for a more sensible and “realistic” analysis of the zad, and not
solely a scientific one. It is inductive and flexible, which means that general concepts and a research
question were elaborated before the research but they were modified throughout my fieldwork and
analysis in order to better address important aspects. The original concern or this thesis was
centrerd around post-politics which is why more data is available and the section addressing
politics in the analysis (Chapter 6) is longer. The process of writing and editing this thesis was a
cycle, which explains the appearance of a shorter yet important part on identity.
Figure 8: Qualitative Data Analyis

Source: Khandkar (2009, 1)

4.4.

Limitations and ethical considerations

One limitation for this study was time. The zad is constantly emerging and re-emerging,
which is great because it gives it endless possibilities and is sociologically speaking very
interesting, but it also makes research over a rather short period of time hard and limited: I can
only speak of what I have experienced and observed in a particular point in time and space.
Another limitation was that generally, people were not extremely excited about participating in
research. Not in the sense that the topic was not interesting as people were asking questions about
it, but rather because people have many other things to do than participating in a research and also
because of a general mistrust towards “intellectuals”. I announced my research in my first
inhabitants’ meeting and was given a “green light”. At a few occasions, in inhabitants’ meetings, I
invited people to come and find me to participate. I wrote a few texts in the local journal and
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organised a reflection moment. I did not get much response. This was after a month and also was a
catalyst for my questioning about interviews. Over time, I realised there would have been enough
people willing to make interviews, but it did not feel right. Therefore, this research remains the
result of my observations and experience, as both a researcher and a member of a broader activist
community, and not an extensively collective project.
There were two ethical considerations in this research. The first is that my role as a
researcher was not necessarily clear to everyone all the time. Although I announced it in meetings
and discussions, I did not systematically explain it to every single person I met. I did my best to use
only information that was given with consent (i.e. from people knowing I am making a research) or
that seem to reflect important processes and do not impact the zad or the person negatively, by
using information he / she would have kept if knowing about my position. The second one comes
back to the notion of illegality and the political character of the case study. I have respected the
anonymity of everyone mentioned in this thesis and have payed attention not to display detailed
information that could endanger the zad or specific inhabitants– not from a sociological point of
view but from a purely legal point of view.

5. Results
In the following chapter, I first quickly describe the setting for my three months of
fieldwork, which give an impression of the lifestyle and activities during this time, as well as my
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first impressions and the general context. I then present a “small geography of the zad” which
should help the reader gain an understanding of some features of the zad as well as the web of
relations it is part of. I then use different lenses to present my observations and data: meetings,
informal discussions and daily life, collective activities and processes, events, and written material.
This chapter is written in a descriptive way and aims at showing main dynamics on the zad. These
are then analysed and discussed in a thematic fashion in the analysis (chapter 6) and discussion
(chapter 7), where I refer back to theory, and present additional data to support my arguments and
to answer the research question of this thesis. This result chapter reveals that the zad has a
multiple geography, where different scales and types of groups both meet and separate. It is highly
relational, changes quite fast and many people pass by frequently. It is, characterised by
connections but also disconnections, which also become evident in my observations. There are
many different types of meetings, which all remain rather informal. Inhabitants’ meetings are a
useful lens to reveal tensions, feelings of marginalisation, and disagreements on the zad, while
smaller meetings are surprisingly efficient for reaching fast and strong decisions. Thematic
meetings are often moments of reflection and put into practice autonomous and collective
generation of knowledge. Generally, meetings also display strong solidarity ties within and without
and allow grasping the diversity of the movement. Daily life and informal discussions allow to
understand the zad more intimately, and are where convictions and personalities are developed,
and where bonds solidify, allowing to construct the zad’s common culture and spontaneous
development. Collective activities such as building works and events have the same function, but
the latter are notable for two reasons: firstly they have a socialising aspect, and are where people
can forget about the struggle for a few hours. Still, most events retain a political character, attesting
of the zad as a political movement, where even free time is politicised. Collective processes, on the
contrary, despite allowing for deep reflections, often expose powerful divisions.

5.1.

Three exhilarating months

My fieldwork started on the 8th of October, when a demonstration-festival (Manifestival)
gathered around 40.000 people. I arrived in Nantes the previous day and slept at a couple’s home,
found through the rideshare and sleeping place website set up by zad.nadir for the occasion. This
first day and the demonstration gave me an impression of the diversity of supporters and how
much the zad is at centre of political debates. After the various demonstrations all arrived in a
central field of the zad, people, from very old to very young, could engage in a wide array of
activities; live bands, information stands, reading, eating from many different stands, signing
various petitions, have local cider or beer, watch a burlesque show relating the history of the zad,
juggle, and much more. Finally, everyone was invited to plant the stick they had brought next to the
Bellevue farm, as a symbol of commitment to come and take back that stick to defend the zad if
need be. To this day, they are still an impressive reminder of the strength of the movement. The
next day, many collective works took place.
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Figure 9 : some pictures of the 8th of october

top:https://www.flickr.com/photos/ici-et-ailleurs-en-alsace/30223685566/in/photostream/
Bottom left: https://www.flickr.com/photos/ici-et-ailleurs-en-alsace/30173133701/in/photostream/
Bottom right : https://www.flickr.com/photos/ici-et-ailleurs-en-alsace/29627760864/in/photostream/
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Slowly, through spontaneous encounters, parties, discussions and participation in collective
works, I found my way to the Wardine, which welcomed a lot of people during and after the festival.
I easily integrated in the group of “newcomers” and found someone I already knew and who lives
on the zad, which made encounters and going to other places much easier. There was a special
atmosphere at the Wardine for almost two months, with a lot of people staying for the two weeks
or so after the festival, notably in case of eviction threats. Every evening, a group was cooking for
around 40 people. It was very lively but there also were some minor tensions as for some people,
especially young ones, self-organising was new and hard to practice despite the many signs and
posters pointing people to that direction. All these signs compose a kind of self-organised
governmentality, which, although not being the theme of this thesis, could be a fascinating study.
Generally it was very pleasant and lively as a lot of groups formed, doing different things. You could
go around from table to table and join different activities from playing cards to speaking about
philosophy and politics, talk, joke, juggle, read or have a drink. There were many people from
different horizon but all having some sort of experience with alternative lifestyles or activities.
After a while, the group diminished and became more intimate (only 20 people), friendships and
affinity groups started to form. It was a family like atmosphere, seeing each other from the morning
to the evening, learning each-others’ habits and preferences, helping each other, eating together.
Daily, I was also exploring different places on the zad, depending on collective works, activities,
events, and also where people I got to know were going. After a while, naturally, more connections
formed with long time inhabitants of the Wardine, and questions on how to contribute to this place
and to the zad more broadly emerged and were slowly put into practice, from discussions to
gardening or improving infrastructure. A little fragment of what life can be in a large, diverse group
came into being, some kind of small, improvised and practiced community within the community.
Gradually, until the beginning of December, with eviction threats being ever less credible,
people started leaving. The less “visitors” were here, the easier it was to have a glimpse of what life
on the zad is normally, and connections with people were getting easier, always rhythmed by so
many events, discussions, and activities. For example, the opening of the library of the zad,
containing endless books all received by donations. With it came a number and discussions, such as
with engaged journalists about gender and race for example. Another event was the Abecedaire,
which was an initiative that invited a number academics to the zad, as part of a project to write a
text with each letter of the alphabet. There were also various concerts and conferences, a big pizza
night, reflection events, two days about male contraception (Contraceptour), climbing workshops,
medicinal plant walks, and many more. Generally, life is rhythmed by an incredible diversity of
activities, big or small, taking place in a wide array of settings. Absorbed by all this energy, I was
not only an observer but also an integral participant.
As the first two months were tempered by eviction threats, most meetings included news
and updates about politicians’ positions, rumours, defensive works, preparations, and so on. This
did not stop the zad and its inhabitants from carrying on with daily life, but it was certainly a tiring
time, physically and psychologically. Every morning for two months, around ten volunteers would
make watch rounds in strategic points around the zad while others stayed awake next to the
various radio communication posts on the zone, ready to set the alarm.
These times continuously reaffirmed the zad as a struggle place. In mid-November, once
more, eviction threats that seemed real did not concretise, but there were always tensions in the
air, helicopters flying around taking pictures, preventive laws being passed under the state of
emergency, and at this time, I remember thinking that what is happening in France was really
alarming, emphasising the need to defend the zad and tell its story. After a month break, I returned
to the zad in January. Things had changed a lot in one month: the Wardine changed from a welcome
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space full of life to a much emptier and darker place. After two months of constant activities,
convivial dinners, parties and events, the original group composed of about ten persons (who have
their own collective space on the first floor) decided they had a “social overdose”. This happened
during the Christmas period, when many people who stayed there over the last two months left to
visit their families. The ones that came back found the Wardine inhospitable. Those who stayed
during the Christmas period were incited to find another place or to build one of their own. This
led to a change of dynamic in many places, other groups to form and relocate. I had stayed at the
Wardine because there were always things to do, people passing through; it was a good place to be
in order to know what was going on the zone. For the final month, I stayed in the eastern parts of
the zad in a different setting; with what had become my “affinity group”, in a caravan next to an an
off the grid wooden cabin. It used to be a squatted farm but has been destroyed during operation
Cesar: a collective cabin was built in its place, and good relations remain with the farmer who owns
the surrounding fields. From there, I went in different places on the zad almost every day and
continued to take part in as many activities as in the first two months. These three months allowed
me to see the zad as a strongly relational place, changing a lot and influenced by many relations
within and without. It is, before summarising my data, therefore necessary to get some kind of
understanding of these relations, which I roughly explain below
Figure 10: The Taslu Library

Source: http://zad.nadir.org/spip.php?article4286

5.2.

A small geography of the zad

The zad is a node in a large network of resistance but also ‘alternative communities’,
composed of past, present and future experiences, close or far. It is where worlds meet, with
feminists, vegan ecologists, refugees, transgender, and punks among others doing things together. It
is inspired by many different horizons; in parties and discussions, references about the Basque
countries, the humanity festival, Bure or the No TAV struggle are ever-present, and in this way the
movements mutually question each other permanently through an indirect dialogue (Collectif
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Mauvaise Troupe 2016b). The zad is indeed part of a constellation, where worlds meet, and
characterised by connections.
Maeckelbergh (2012) argues that to understand political practices that emerge in social
movements, it is necessary not to look at them within the local historical context, but rather
“within the historical trajectory of experiments with participatory democracy and horizontal
decision making in social movement networks internationally” (208). Often, decision making
procedures and even cultural references are similar to one another thousands of miles apart, as
showed with her comparison of 15M in Barcelona and camps of the alter-globalisation movement.
An example is the use of specific hand signals in meetings, which I also saw on the zad as well as in
squats in Belgium.
Demonstrations around the zad happen in connection with other struggles, such as for the
international day for peasant struggles in 2013. It is also influenced by regional stories and
experiences, where the spirit of resistance has been transmitted. There are many groups and
collectives that are engaged in the struggle. Some collectives are made up from occupants of the zad
and are contributing to things necessary for daily life, but more broadly, helping to achieve
autonomy, based on self-organisation and solidarities. They include for example the bakery, the
library, the people who make the ZADnews, the cannery, the vegan canteen (needed for events) or
agriculture collectives. They all are open in the sense that out of interest, anyone can be part of any
of those groups.
Figure 11: Cheesemaking at the Bellevue Farm

Copyright Herveé Leqeux

Other groups from occupants are concerned with aspects of the struggle, such as the selfmedia-group, the activist-clowns, info-tours or the legal-team. Others are mostly formed by other
opponents who do not live on the zad, such as the vigilant tractors, which regularly meet and
sometimes make gatherings on the zad. There are many other groups, which are not necessary for
‘survival’ but necessary parts of a fulfilling social life such as the writing and rap workshop, selfdefence groups, the “theatre of the oppressed”, the “black pampers” (zad parents group), screenprinting, beer making, the radio, concert organizing, wood cutting, art collectives, bicycle and car
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workshops, or the mediation group. At the Haut-Fay, one can even find a popular anarchist
university. There are also regular collective processes that look at particular thematics such as
communication or anti-repression. The zad is set in a rural area, surrounded by three small villages
and agricultural land. It is itself traversed by three main roads, one of which, the barricade road,
roughly divides the zad between east and west. It is inhabited by different people and groups
which all have their own experiences and preferences. It is approximately composed of 60 living
spaces, more or less close from one another, scattered around the zad geography and forming minigeographies of their own, with their specific lifestyles. In one place, people would wake up in their
individual caravans, have breakfast together and go around with their own activities and when
things are needed, it would be discussed in meetings and some people would do it together. Time is
spent together in the evening mostly, eating together for example, or having a drink. In another,
people might wake up and figure out what to do together and organise the day accordingly. In
another, people might divide in small groups and do what each is interested in and meet friends
and likeminded people in workshops. Some might also just go from place to place and improvise.
Often the ZADnews is involved in planning one’s day. In an interview by Mauvaise Troupe, Mael
explains “people often think that we are living in a 150 people community, while we rather live in
relatively small collectives. But these collectives are connected with one another other through
links that are somewhere between friendship, vicinity and comradeship. Proximity means that
your planning is often disturbed, when your neighbours need a hand to chase a pig that ran away,
because you have to start writing a leaflet after an unexpected event, or when friends come around
and offer a place in a car to go to a demonstration in Nantes, right now. We can end up being 15
picking up tons of potatoes one day, and 80 stuffing ourselves with fries on that same night,
enjoying a concert at the Wardine. And if you need 20 people for 15 minutes to build or raise a wall
or to pull a truck out of the mud, you will find them without any problem and everyone will find it
normal, because it is reciprocal… it is good to know that all these people are here around you. You
feel that living collectively gives and incredible strength” (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016b: 282).
Figure 12: Sketches of two living spaces – the Wardine main building and a forest cabin

French Skippy © https://www.flickr.com/photos/french_skippy
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The types of places are also diverse. They represent different lifestyle, needs, and
preferences, such as LGTB places, places for children, non-mixed female cabins, farms, cosy houses,
or festive cabins. Some are big farms, others are a small wood cabin in a tree, some are like little
villages themselves, like the Chat-teigne or the No Name. One might imagine the zad as a cohesive
community of 200 people, but it is very dispersed, which also allows for individual freedoms and
nature to strive. Generally, people gather and live among affinity groups, which are formed over
time and create a pleasant and lively dynamic on the zad. There are a few “welcome places”, which
are for many newcomers “a way in” the zad. Many groups from elsewhere (e.g. Longo Mai,
Contraceptour) that do not directly have anything to do with the zad pass by, come for events, to
hold a workshop or screen a movie, and thereby influence it and take something out of it. There are
many other factors that bring about a certain connectivity. The zad is not fixed; for instance, during
a long walk in the eastern parts of the zad, a woman, who became a friend, explained that she had
been on the zad since 2009, with breaks every now and then. She brought me to places in the
woods that were abandoned since a while, and we could see the remains of wood houses and tree
platforms. I went back a month later and someone had moved in, repaired one of the cabins. She
explained how fast the zad can change, that each time she returns things have changed completely,
especially the focus of the struggle, in terms of location, intensity and with who. We continued
walking and on the way, in a caravan in a field, was a freeshop. It looks like it was not maintained
since years, while certainly, at some point, it was an important point on the zad. Moreover, when
you think you start to understand the zad, often, particular events and encounters or conversations
open up completely the “relational spectrum”. This was the case when I met a hunter for the first
time, which revealed many new relations I had not yet encountered. The zad is indeed where
worlds meet and interact, but it is also by definition an opposition movement. There are many
connections but also disconnections and separations which also are part of the zad identity.
Worlds separate too; not only is the zad like a reality separated from the system, but
because worlds meet on the zad, with it come contradictions which sometimes lead to tensions and
disconnections.
One such disconnection is the one between hunters and inhabitants of the zad, especially
anti-speciesists14 but not only. Hunters are an interesting group which influence the zad in different
ways, but were also influenced by the occupation of their hunting grounds. The northern part of the
zad is part of the Notre-Dame-des-Landes hunters’ territory while the southern part is part of
Vigneux-de-Bretagne’s territory. Many hunters are against the airport project as it would impact
their activity, but most of them also are against the zad and its occupants as it also impacts their
hunts. While many occupants do not appreciate hunters and try to sabotage hunts, many farmers
are in good terms with hunters, who help them reduce damages on their fields. All this creates
rather tense situations and complex relations at times, and lead to complicated discussions
between occupants ready to negotiate with hunters and anti-speciecists. Still, generally, with the
exception of some zad friendly hunters, relations remain largely suspicious, but somewhat
respectful as hunters are there since long. They worry a number of people, as hunters played a big
role in the failure of the Sivens ZAD, and memories remain.
Another separation often mentioned is the one between the east and the west, which, along
with hunters, will regularly come back in my analysis. The west is where most big places, farms and
welcome spaces are, and is therefore more busy in terms of meetings, political activities and social
life. The east is more rudimentary, non-motorised and wild, but home to many people who chose to
14 Anti-speciesism refers to the conviction that living beings should not be classified and discriminated
because of their species. It refuses the assumption that animals are inferior and can therefore be used and
exploited for the sake of human beings. In French and increasingly in English, the distinction is made
between veganism (diet) and anti-speciesism (broader ideology and lifestyle. e.g. not using leather or
products tested on animals, and refusing / boycotting animal exploitation and suffering of any kind).
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live off the grid as well as fantastic animals. Worlds separate, but the discussions and interactions
between them remain.
All the different groups mentioned above meet, intersect, evolve, emerge and merge
constantly through a number of autonomous practices. There is not “one” or “the” zad. There are
so many meanings, and below I present one interpretation of them.

5.3.

Meetings

Meetings are an important part of life on the zad or any self-organised community as they
are a central communication and information platform. However, whether they are necessary, and
especially under what shape, is a matter of opinion. Meetings are in any case an important lens for
ethnographic research because they can reveal things about the broader community, especially
when looking at instances of domination, horizontality and inclusiveness, the atmosphere,
attendance, decision-making or purpose. Life on the zad is punctuated by a lot of meetings, which
do not aim at having binding decision making purposes, but rather are a communication and
organization platform. There are many kinds of meetings, from the General Assembly of the
movement to very small meetings about, for example, the organisation of workshops or writing of
texts. Some are regular, some are happening once for particular occasions, others are completely
spontaneous. Most meetings are announced in the ZADnews and are opened unless specified
otherwise, which is rare. There are many different kinds, which together form a constellation of
discussion opportunities. What comes out from my observations is that they are a constitutive part
of a multi-directional flexible decision-making and communication dynamic, as I will demonstrate
in the analysis chapter. Below, I describe the different types of meeting. The chosen sequence
reflects what I have judged most relevant in terms of importance and frequency: I start with the
weekly inhabitant’s meetings because they give a good overview of important thematics, dynamics
and tensions on the zad.
5.3.1. The inhabitants’ meetings
The inhabitants’ meeting is taking place weekly and is open to all. It is where projects are
discussed, texts reviewed, opinions shared, and often disagreements expressed. Attendance is not
compulsory and decisions are not binding.
During my stay, the inhabitants’ meetings were taking place at the Wardine. On my first
Thursday there, without me even realising it, people started to slowly gather and it almost seemed
as if the room organised itself. Chairs were arranged in a big circle with several unorganised rows,
with occasional sofas in between and at some point, someone spoke up to say it would be cool to
start and asked who would fulfil the different roles today. The noise of Radio Klaxon, the zad radio
on pirated VINCI waves which plays music, political broadcasts and a wide array of random things,
was stopped. People who remained outside talking came in and the meeting slowly started. Quickly,
someone volunteered to take the speaking turns, and I ended up taking notes for the ZADnews
report, not really knowing what I was supposed to do exactly, but trusting someone would explain.
This is the usual start for inhabitants meetings. Every week, the person who will go pick up the
food for the non-market is also found at the beginning. Usually, it is someone who came for a visit
and has a car, and will be accompanied by someone from the zad who knows the places. Meetings
start with establishing the order of the day; anyone can speak out to announce what they wish to
discuss and it all gets written down. Then information points are shared and once this is done,
debates can start. All this process happens in a very informal, relaxed, manner. Most people know
what is happening and it flows smoothly. Sometimes, when a lot of people are present, someone
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asks people who just arrived or are here for a short time to abstain from asking a lot of questions,
which they can do informally. Usually, between 30 and 70 people are at the meeting. Info-points can
be anything really; reports and summaries from other smaller meetings, roles and mandates of
groups like the press group, announcement of meetings, parties or building projects coming up in
the next days, calls for materials, news about new laws or development of the situation regarding
evictions, calls for actions or demonstrations, etc. Once a month, 12 people are picked randomly for
the ‘Cycle of 12’, which is the mediation and conflict solving group of the zad. After the information
points, one by one, all the points on the order of the day established beforehand are covered. A few
elements come out of these meetings.
Solidarity
Not a single meeting goes by without links with somewhere else at least mentioned, which
makes the meetings, but more particularly the zad, a space that facilitates action and networking.
In October, much attention was paid to Calais 15: there were a lot of meetings in order to get
informed, plan actions or organise the welcoming of refugees on the zad despite eviction threats.
Someone said the initiative to house refugees “reflects the desire of linking with other struggles,
and using our network to organise emergency welcome places”. Migrants and refugees are often
mentioned and supported, just as the Kurdish struggle in Rojava or Turkish Kurdistan. There was
one call for international solidarity with Bakour and its town halls with a Kurdish majority.
Erdogan tries to rip away power from those, but Kurdish people want to use them in order to be
able to redistribute power – they wish to self-organise on the basis of horizontality, where women
and ecology are central. Directly, a group formed to write a communiqueé and take a solidarity
picture. Solidarity goes much further than for other ZADs: there is a willingness to support any
struggle that offers concrete hope and solutions, that radically opposes domination, oppression and
capitalism. Similarly, squats in Mexico, migrant squats in France, other ZADs like Bure, or
demonstrations against police violence are usual themes.
There is a consciousness and use of the fact that the popularity of the zad offers a platform
to foster greater solidarity networks. Not only are solidarities organised from the zad, but at the
meetings you also hear about solidarity actions in support of the zad, for instance that a part of
Vinci’s workers have taken positions and advocate the right to be able to refuse to take part in
some projects, that vigilant tractors are mobilising and getting ready for actions, that Zapatistas in
Chiapas have written a supporting statement, or that there was VINCI toll blockade somewhere in
France,… Solidarity is of course also present internally and meetings are also a way for people to
ask for help with different projects, for material, advice, tools, or any type of knowledge and
expertise. The zas is certainly defined by a solidary logic.

15 In october 2016, the french authorities evacuated the „calais jungle“. Invovlved in the process were notably
the VINCI group. A lot of solidarities from the zad were expressed andpeople went there to give support
despite evicition threats for the zad.
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Figure 13: photos attesting of the mutual solidarity between Rojava and the zad

Source: https://nantes.indymedia.org/system/photo/2016/09/29/17433/rojava-zad.jpg

Learning and evolving
Meetings are also a place where dysfunctionalities and problems are talked about, and an
invitation to find solutions together. In this way, learning by doing and self-organisation is put into
practice. Discussions can be about how to improve things like the ZADnews or calls for sharing of
experience in order to evaluate the results of the mediation group. In most meetings, different
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expertise are put forward. Depending on what is being talked about, there is always someone with
extensive knowledge or who knows someone who has and could help. For example about technical
matters like digging wells. During eviction times, meetings were also an important platform for
sharing experiences about past eviction attempts or other struggles, in order to learn and get
inspired.
Ideas to evolve collectively, or new propositions for processes on the zad are often
discussed in the inhabitants meetings. For instance, people from Basque countries, who are
regularly on the zad, would like to have a fixer base on the zad and proposed to build an
“international struggle centre” (i.e. a cabin) where they would do food, encounters, exhibitions,
language courses, in order to strengthen the network, have a place where people can learn about
other struggles and make it easier for foreigners to spend time on the zad. Other resistance ideas,
such as using the justice system, are also debated, and slowly, new ideas come about thanks to
collective intelligence. Before I left, a new role for meetings appeared; a facilitator, who is chosen by
spinning a pen or a bottle.
Meetings are a good example of self-organisation; rather than following rules, they are the
result of years of practicing and experience as well the heritage from other social movements. In
the meetings, smaller meetings are announced or planned so that initiatives may continue on their
own, in parallel. This is a very important aspect, to which I come back in the discussion section.
Exposing frictions
As can be expected, one essential aspect of meetings is that they reveal tensions on the zad
as well as difficulties to deal with those collectively. This of course also serves as revealing the
diversity of opinions on the zad. There are broadly four types of frictions: firstly, those where
opinions and ideologies clash regarding, for example, the desirability or practicalities of events and
activities. Secondly, those linked to behaviours on the zone such as violence, thirdly, those that
concern the broader struggle and finally, those that concern internal misunderstandings,
cohabitation and communication.
The first type was expressed for example concerning a “welcome charter” that was written,
to use in case of evictions to make it easier for newcomers and supporters. At one inhabitants’
meeting, there was a request to modify one sentence; the person asked to add that something like
“because veganism goes hand in hand with the fight against domination and capitalism, it is
necessary to respect vegan places”. People did not agree, and the whole meat eating vs. veganism
debate started. It was almost like debating for the sake of debating as the point simply was this
particular sentence and not the whole veganism debate. Someone simply proposed “because for
some people/collectives, the fight against capitalism goes together with veganism, it is important
to respect each places’ dietary choices”, which, in my mind, would have been perfectly sufficient.
Many people left because they were annoyed this debate was going on again and taking one hour
and re-exposing fundamental underlying tensions because of different conceptions of life. The
Abeceaire is another example: There were many reactions, notably about the refusal of such an
event, associated with the gentrification of the zad. There were discussions about the way the
project was presented, as supposedly “providing the zad with a conceptual toolbox”, putting
intellectuals in a superior position, while many people on the zad are very far from the academic
world. These examples show that sometimes, simple matters can gain great dimensions because of
the diversity of inhabitants.
Secondly, sadly over these three months there were a few issues regarding the violent
attitude of some people. It is interesting because unless addressed in meetings, violence is really
not something I would have taken out of the zad, except for very rare occasions. It is indeed rare
and moreover not necessarily a sign of “failure”. One person left after being violent with his
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girlfriend, which made people realise there is a problem with dealing with such things collectively
and in time. Similarly, a man, who was pretty much thrown out because he was violent, stealing,
from people came back while it was clearly communicated to him he is not welcome. He was
assaulted by some people, but no one knows who. There was so much anger. People who did not
even like him were out of their minds because they found it disgusting that something like that
could happen on the zad, that they do not feel safe anymore. “We are all accomplices”, someone
said, shocked about this humiliating and violent act: “We take decisions, like excluding someone,
and we cannot actually apply them. We must be able to collectively be firm without going too far”.
During the Manifestival a journalist’s car was damaged and someone from the zad ended up getting
pepper sprayed for trying to stop it. A text was published in the ZADnews right after it (praising the
attack) and aroused a lot of discussions. Mostly, they were about the fact they were armed on the
zad and were aggressive towards someone from the zad. Many thought this text had an
authoritarian character that they really do not appreciate and someone thought this issue concerns
the question of why and how we struggle: Are we radical to the extent that we’re going to beat up
any journalist? Or are we using the press? “Just hitting them is completely emptying an action of its
political meaning”. This long discussion exposed dissensus on methods and aims of the struggle. It
was however, not simply critique, but it led to questioning about why this is a problem. Meetings
are therefore also an open space for self-critique.
Thirdly, frictions between different factions of the movement are expressed in inhabitants
meetings. There is a difference between the “Mouvement de Lutte” (struggle movement) and the
“occupation movement”. The ACIPA, who is part of the former, wrote a pompous text for a
demonstration next to the ZAD in case of evictions, which completely contradicted other plans
(that they were aware of but did not agree to) to make a spontaneous wild demonstration in
Nantes. Many people were annoyed because rather than contradictory, it should be complementary
and could be arranged at different times so people can go to both. This discussion showed different
perspectives of the struggle, radicalism, and direct action among the movement.
Lastly, a tension between what is referred to as the east and west of the zad is often
underlying discussions. One discussion for example concerned the displacing of bee-hives in the
east. The problem was that the beekeeper cannot access them because of a burnt car (a barricade)
blocking the trail. Many people concerned were not here, but there were some people from the east
at this meeting , and it was someone from the east who even brought up the point. Some people
argued “anyway it’s not possible to discuss with them, they do not want to take decisions!”.
Meetings can be, in this way, very insulting and often show a lack of effort at communication. The
usual argument goes along these line: “why do you make decisions behind our backs?” – “why don’t
you come to the meetings?” Central to this division are questions of inclusion, legitimacy, and
communication, to which I come back in my analysis.
The atmosphere at meetings changes a lot; from really boring to funny or tense, heavy or
peaceful. There was a general heaviness in meetings by late November which I believe can be
explained by a general fatigue because of eviction threats and the winter, which is really
experienced in a place like the zad. Generally they are funny and somewhat enjoyable except when
it lasts too long. What is always striking is the creativity, the jokes about politicians or oneself, and
the constant questioning. Whenever someone expresses an opinion or a controversial idea, there
will often be someone making a comment that sometimes completely shakes up your perceptions
and understandings of mental processes, of a situation,… and it is accepted, because, mental
deconstruction, as we will see, is a central element of the zad. At meetings you get a grasp of the
diversity and sometimes incompatibility of people. But you also get to grasps some ideas that are
generally accepted because of the common hatred of dominant world. In fact, meetings show the
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very political nature of the zad, and constantly reaffirm the opposition to the system, and the
hatred of the state and formal politics. For example, when presidential candidates were refused on
the zad, just as the presence of NGOs: “we welcome militants, not organisations”. This
incompatibility however sometimes creates greater issues. Inhabitants meetings are useful to show
great solidarity ties but also strongly felt divisions; they are expressed in meetings, but they are not
enough to address them. Inhabitants meetings are rather information and non-binding decision
making platform, which reveal an extent of self-organisation and evolution. Despite the interesting
dynamics they reveal, are not enough to grasp them more fully.
5.3.2.

Smaller meetings: affinity groups and living spaces
Figure 14: a Chat-teigne assembly

French Skippy © https://www.flickr.com/photos/french_skippy

Some places have meetings concerning their own living space or collective. The Wardine
had one, and there is an open one at La Greé e. At la Gaiteé , for example, there is none. Discussions
happen informally but sometimes when the need arises, a scheduled meeting is organised. I was
part of some of such meetings. The first was at the Wardine, about a month after the manifestival.
There were still a lot of newly arrived people, and it was felt that a meeting was needed among us
‘newcomers’: Who are we, why are we here? How do we, as a new flexible and blurry collective,
contribute to the Wardine and more generally to the zad? Most people thought it is great that we
are all very different but nevertheless care about each other and get along well. Afterwards, an
evident change in motivations occurred. In this case, just as in the next, this was only the first of
series of similar meetings. New types of discussions and meetings emerge all the time and some
become regular, depending on current needs and aspirations.
There also was a meeting between the “new” people and the “old” ones. It was felt at this
point that many new people were here to stay, at least for a while and that it was needed to have
more communication and collective organisation. The first one was mainly about getting to know
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each other and making certain things clear, making sense of what the situation is, of what we want
to build together. In other words, discuss an undefined positive dimension, but only a fragment of
the zad’s overall positive dimension. It was explained how life in the Wardine has been
conceptualised by its longer term inhabitants until now, and that if you feel like something else you
can go build your own place. Meetings thus serve strongly as a way to build and strengthen
community, to see we are (or not) on the same page. Sharing experiences, practice of selforganisation and participating to the evolution of places. Such meetings usually result in some sort
of decisions or rather propositions from different people drawing from their personal likings and
experiences, e.g. climbing on the roof to put a lifeline in case of evictions, building solar ovens,
getting involved in the permaculture garden, making signs to make self-organising easier for
newcomers,… The follow up meetings were not only about getting updates and getting organised,
but learning to live together slowly and step by step, where everyone has a chance to say how
she/he feels, express frustrations and desires. Reminders of how it is important to always pay
attention to dominations, be they in words or act, and to leave space for shy people to express
themselves. These meetings are also catalyst for projects and discussion which help both
formulating and enacting desires. They are also a place of encounters of ideas, where lots of plans
and projects are developed and put into practice. There is negotiation resulting from confrontation
of ideas. Such meetings are also useful for making quick decisions in cases of emergency. There also
are hard moments in meetings, when occasionally, a person might be excluded from a collective
because of his/her attitudes. Generally, these meetings contribute to community building and
learning, and they are where self-organisation is played out in surprisingly efficient ways and
where strong decisions can be taken quickly.
5.3.3. Thematic meetings
There are many thematic meetings or discussions, which generally gather people out of
interest and not location or for representativeness. They can concern strategy, watch turns, bread
baking, communication or anti-repression among other things. The anti-repression meeting, for
example, is a discussion where people who know about law or have experience being arrested after
demonstrations or direct actions, have had trials, or anyone interested gather and share
experiences and try to meet conclusions on what are strategies to adopt in specific situations such
as demonstrations, or at the police station. It also develops political reflections, such as pros and
cons of giving one’s identity. They are a collective learning process, which draws lessons from many
experiences. No “teacher” or “expert” is assumed to tell others what is best, but it is an autonomous
and horizontal production of knowledge. This conclusion can be held for most thematic meetings.
One singular thematic meeting I attended was about what to do when someone who was
“excluded” from the zad wants to come back? It gathered different people, including some that are
only rarely seen in meetings. There were real efforts at finding a solution, despite the anger some
hold towards him. I believe there was a consciousness that reproducing things we fight like prison
or psychiatric system should be avoided. People shared experiences of “reintegration in society” as
performed by psychiatric and social services and how it fails miserably. Ideas on alternatives were
shared, brainstormed. Finally, possible arrangements for this guy and more generally were
discussed, with great respect and attentions to how some people’s feelings might be hurt. This
meeting was interesting because it had a political character, with the always implicit attention at
not reproducing societal patters. It also showed, beyond practical considerations, an engagement
for the long term, anticipating situation that may appear in the future and thereby, formulating a
sort of positive dimension. There also was a nice listening and learning process. I come back to this
meeting in my analysis.
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Other themes encountered in meetings are about solidarity with other places or
networking. For example there was meeting about a gathering with migrants in Caen, and hopes to
address questions such as “how to welcome people that have other aspirations, that do not
necessarily understand our struggles?” .
Another meeting was about joining a platform that had been created to coordinate infotours on the zad on a Europe wide (or even worldwide) basis. People can join to have access to the
documents, pictures and material in order to do an evening, an event, or an information day about
the zad in another country. This also involves the putting in place of a big network of translators
and diffusers.
Such meetings allow people to get engaged in a thematic that they like, and often, to
concretely make a change or contribute to various projects or ideas. They sometimes result in the
formation of new flexible and autonomous collectives.
5.3.4. Neighbourhood meetings
In my time on the zad, neighbourhood meetings usually happened in the context of
evictions and concerned the defence strategy of different areas of the zad. They were not open to
visitors but only for inhabitants or long trusted friends of the zad in order to remain “confidential”.
To discuss collective building works, neighbourhood meetings also took place, and I helped
organise and assisted to the neighbourhood meeting of the east. The atmosphere was great, we all
arrived slowly, everyone had brought food or tea or wood for the fire and as it was sunny, we
decided to sit outside in the forest. When I organised the meeting and went from place to place for
that, people thought it was a very good initiative to have such a meeting so we can all meet each
other. It also allowed me to discover incredible and magical living spaces in the forest, unconnected
from roads and electricity. The meeting was convivial, peaceful, and informal. There was no order
of the day or speaking turns. The original aim of the meeting was to discuss the big collective works
and answer a number of practical and less-practical questions about them, in order to share those
the next week before the inhabitants meeting. In the end, what was discussed were specific needs
of the east, and what came out was a very strong feeling of being marginalised and not taken
seriously, and discussions about potential ways to end with this. What I found very special about
this meeting was the singular type of non-organised self-organisation. There were really nice
interventions, like after planning one other meeting for talking about gardens, another one was
supposed to be later but no one knew when so someone said “And for the recycling station meeting,
we’ll just rely on those special telepathic abilities here in the east”. The east is composed mostly of
forest, no roads, simple houses and yurts under trees, wood-fired kitchens and candle light…
Things are known because people spend their day going from place to place, to visit the people that
have become their friends. Things are much more hands on, as when discussing the bee-hive issue,
it was spontaneously decided to walk there and see rather than discuss it endlessly. This meeting
allowed me to see different ways of meeting and organising on the zad, in comparison with many
other meetings in the “west”.
5.3.5. The General Assembly (AG)
The general assembly is the big monthly meeting that gathers the broader movement. It is
opened and regularly, the press is attending. There are groups like the ACIPA and COPAIN which
themselves, on their sides, also have their own smaller meetings. In the AG, strategies are
discussed, texts for the press written, common positions formulated. Historically, the AG has been
very difficult, with a lot of tensions and issues reaching decisions, maybe because this is the place,
where more than anywhere, worlds meet. Group with different organisational habits and
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ideological convictions meet and attempt to be a united front against the airport project. According
to testimonies, after a hard start, AG’s got better over the years, because of operation Cesar but also
because of the slow learning process occurring over the years. Unfortunately, I have a feeling they
have gotten more difficult again: more conflictual, more exclusionary. There still is, as Jasmin
explained, a lack of understanding between the ACIPA (the “organization” side) and the squatters
(self-organisation, radical questioning of social norms and usual political forms, that can scare
people) which also represent different conceptions of radicalism and direct action, as well as
different common culture and resistance history.

Meetings, in short, are useful to reveal a number of elements. Firstly, they reveal hierarchies
and domination patterns, and the existence of unexpressed frustrations. However, they also
occasionally are a platform to discuss those, confront ideologies and attempt to find solutions.
Secondly, throughout all the meetings, a number of recurrent themes emerged; not only positive
ones such as solidarity with migrants, but problems with hunters and between the east and the
west as well. One other thing that comes out from meeting is the regular lack of interest in
collective processes, such as the limits process. According to an occupant, there are always waves of
motivations followed by moments with less motivation. Thirdly, meetings are a manifestation and
practice of self-organisation and are where things like horizontality are constantly challenged and
re-affirmed. Meetings are also very diverse and their informal character is very typical of the zad,
and shows how life on a medium scale can take place without rules. There are many ways to convey
messages, meanings, opinions, and reach decisions on different scales. Those different types of
meetings all relate to each other in some way. They are not isolated as things will always be
reported, heard, shared mentioned, and they are all somehow intertwining, as will become more
evident in my analysis.

5.4.

Informal discussions and daily life

Informal discussions are an integral part of the negotiation and construction of the zad. Far
from being rhythmed by decisions in meetings only, things are decided on a daily basis. Informal
discussions allow to see things not evident in meetings (emotions, minority thoughts), and are
where reflections are held concerning the zad itself meanings attributed to it, on convictions,
motivations, and resentments. They lead to actions, spontaneity and diversity, which are shaping
the zad in its essence more than any meeting. Below, I show a few examples out of many
conversations, which I found relevant in my understanding and experience of the zad.
Generally, informal discussions on the zad exemplify how concerns strictly contrast with
those of the “normal world”. We discuss how to practically find solutions to problems faced in the
search for autonomy, conservation, how to change the world, how to defeat police, how to link with
other struggles, travel experiences, emotions, and more. The last movie, fashion, consumption item
or internet viral thread is purely absent from concerns. What emerges, is different conceptions of
life priorities. During the eviction threat period, one day was the biggest full moon since 68 years. It
was an evidence that watching it rise was the thing to do on that day. Everywhere I went, people
were sitting outside, waiting for the moon. We talked all night around the fire, there were great
discussions, some of which allowed stepping back, remembering why we are here, and motivating.
“We will never be ready in front of their means, but at any time, day or night we will fight, we will
struggle.” “There were two weeks of tranquillity now. But before, it was full time barricades and
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now it was put aside a bit, and things like gardening, fixing the house were done… permanent
things that remind and confirm that this zone belongs to us, and to nature, for a long time. Our
roots are getting deeper. And now, this really bad judgement came out: we must resist! But now
let’s look at the moon. They will not ruin it for us, they who will watch it tomorrow on a screen on
the news channel”. In one conversation, aspects of the negative and positive dimension are clearly
expressed, summed up in the beauty of freedom and nature as opposed to the violent order of
society.
Informal moments are also where peculiar encounters happen, which reveal much more
than any meeting. All those individual moments, shared by a few people, actively construct a
myriad of relations and changes people’s opinions on certain issues. They are also when peaceful
dialogues can happen, outside of the fuss of meetings. By late November, I met my first hunter
because I found a lost hunting dog on the side of the road. After around 24 hours, the word had
gone around and I received a phone call from a man saying he is going to come and take the dog. He
came in the morning, stormed in the Wardine saying things like „I would have brought a wild pig
but,...“ (it is a vegetarian place) and other provocating remarks. He took the dog and said he would
come back in the evening to have a drink with me. In the evening he indeed came back. I found it
incredible how through one encounter, a whole universe is revealed. We discussed a lot of things
such as power relations inside hunters’ societies, their opinions of the zad, what they are capable
of, and how to speak with hunters. There are great tensions with hunters, and these small
encounters all participate to solving them, beyond inhabitants meetings. He is anti-airport and pro
zad unlike most hunters and assumes a hard position being some kind of intermediary. M. told him
something like “Honestly Deé deé , I don’t like hunting, so I don’t like you so much and I’d rather see no
hunting on the zone. But you are here, and I prefer it to people who buy steak in the supermarket,
and I know we must get along for the sake of the struggle. So I’m doing abstraction of a lot of things
when talking to you, so we can engage in some necessary discussions, so please try and make some
efforts, stop making jokes about your wife and stuff...”. Here, both parties “agreed to disagree”, to
work on solutions with no insurance of success, which led to a remarkable conversation. Later in
the month, I found out that many people are not capable of such abstractions and block necessary
dialogue, as I will show in my analysis.
Spontaneous, informal discussions and encounters are also where you learn about the
functioning of different places and what people think about them. For example, at the Rolandiere,
the place known as where the “intellectuals” live, J told me “it’s great and hard at the same time
here. You have some people full of energy that want to do a lot of projects all the time and see a lot
of people, and others that want some kind of community, family inner circle. It’s complicated
sometimes but it creates a special place, which will develop itself in different ways than others. We
have the welcome and information point; we maybe want to start making food sometimes.” The
Rolandiere indeed has a lot of ambitious initiatives. In the three months I was there, the
information and welcome point was opened, the library was opened and a lighthouse was built,
among others. It is at the Rolandiere that most projects about “understanding” the zad and sharing
take place, such as collecting testimonies and stories. Concerning another place, X shared with me
how hard and tiring it is to be part of the welcome team in Bellevue, yet important, both for
newcomers and inhabitants. He explained that the “shifts” are nice because you have access the
whole house you can use the kitchen, internet etc. And the only thing you need to do is to help and
give information to newcomers - you can help them understand what autonomy and selforganisation is about, make it easier for them to discover the zad. This provides a break from daily
life full of activities. For newcomers, it is nice to have someone who can answer questions and give
you advice. Then it also allows for others who live there to do whatever they need or want to do on
that day and take away from them the “burden” of explaining the same things over again. They do it
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when it is their shift. Otherwise, X. is always on collective works or helping people out with his
tractor. He used to be doing chemical agriculture and was interested by money and eventually
dropped everything. He now lives on the zad since a few years.
Informal conversations are also where political views and experiences are exchanged, and
bonds formed. They also foster deeper questioning and questioning in more confident
environments. At parties and more informal moments, a lot of emotions are shared, which reveal a
lot about what the zad means to people. For instance, I talked to someone about the “feeling in the
guts” the zad gives, how you feel like you are taking roots and after a while, even if you do not
really live there, you start to say „I’m going home“ referring to the zad. Similarly, the importance of
freedom and what it means to be human emerges, just as the importance of the struggle. For T., “the
struggle [lutte] is the social cement here”. Although it refers to a binding negative dimension, it is
not purely negative. The word “Lutte” in French is more than just a struggle. It is a struggle with
strong political underpinnings, a daily thing. So it is also part of daily lives and becomes desirable.
The zad therefore cannot be reduced to formal structures like meetings but informality is
central in social life and dynamics – beyond allowing for deeper bonds to form, exiting decisions
and ideas emerge from informal discussions, which are also often the medium through which
tensions are addressed and solved, by having honest discussions, sharing emotions and forging
trust. These allow for affinity groups form, which are, as I showed, fostering important dynamics on
the zad.
Like informal discussions, daily activities, what one makes of his days is what shapes the
zad, and may be more useful than any meetings to understand certain dynamics. It is punctuated
by activities, walks, meeting people, sharing, learning, eating, unexpected encounters and
situations. It is pure prefiguration at play. It is simply impossible to generalize how people live their
lives on the zad as there are probably as many lifestyles and conceptions of life as there are people.
Similar ones often gather in affinity groups and live together, but not necessarily. People might
gather because of preferences, related to lifestyles, political opinions (about politics but also about
whether one should have electricity or not), hobbies (making music, cooking, medicinal plants,
drinking..), identity (punk, feminist, transgender, vegan), rhythm (late nights or early mornings) or
preferred activities (growing food, making solar energy, farming), habitat (one big house, collective
sleeping place, caravans around a collective space big or small group,…) or simply, friendship.
Activities are influenced by this living context but also by present needs and situations. During
eviction times, activities were centred around defence, while after eviction threats, the flourishing
of long term projects was simply amazing.
Life is strongly rhythmed by what is in the ZADnews: people do what interests them and
socialise with whoever is there. Learning and cooperation are always involved, usually in a pleasant
atmosphere. Often, unpleasant or boring activities must be done and there are no delegated to
people; things get done because they must be done and with no one to pay for these chores, actions
regain meanings, various things gain value. For example one day I went to the big new LGTB place
to cut tons of apples, but it was punctuated with crumble eating moments. There is also wood
bundles for the bakery, or the cleaning of the barricade road. Another example is the fact that there
are no garbage tins on the zad, where one can put his waste and hope it will be taken care of in a
nice way by the municipality – and yet, the zone is not polluted: much more attention is placed on
the use of various objects and their direct consequences.
Daily life on the zone is simultaneously characterised by unpredictability and spontaneity
and it is always hard to predict how a day might end, as by meeting people, plans seem to change
constantly. For some people, indeed, it is very important to let go of the “doing” and “planning”
frenzy society draws us into, but to live, fully and in the present. In that way, everything becomes
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possible and more exciting. One very interesting thing about daily life, is that this is where the
small things matter and create the zad. Things as little gestures, reflexes and language. Only rarely
are annoying chores done alone, but it is not needed to ask for help. The deconstruction of
language is an integral part of daily life, where words like „cunt“ , „fag“ , „bastard“ or „bitch“ / „son
of a bitch“ are fiercely opposed to as they are remains from patriarchal, homophobic and
marginalising societies. Why should it be an insult to be the son of a prostitute or to be gay? There
is a consciousness that all these details influence the way we think the world more broadly, and are
particularly important in the presence of children. Not because they are “bad words” (no one will
care if you say “shit” in front of a kid, because not using bad words is also seen as social formatting)
but because of what they imply, the mental construction they bring about. Sometimes there are
really funny moments when people find themselves short of any correct insult, and it is needed to
invent some. There children always come up with original ones. I was always smiling when going in
one of the dry toilets at the Wardine, where it was engraved in the wooden door „If you think that
police WOmen are fags, bastards or sons of bitches, then you’re not any better than them“. These
small things are part of the daily negotiation of a desirable present and of the deep deconstruction
necessary for it. Observing how hard it is, shows how internalised and therefore important it is to
get rid of it. Indeed, one evening, an argument exploded at the Wardine because a guest could not
stop using a particular insult and despite ten explanations of why “faggot” should not be an insult,
he could not understand the point nor stop using it. Similarly, in any written text or in language,
one can observe de-masculinisation, where many adjectives or articles are replaced by feminine or
versions. It is grammatically incorrect, but makes perfect sense. French is a language where the
masculine always wins. When speaking of a group of people, if they include men, even if just one,
then the masculine plural will be used. The same goes for adjectives and so on. We are taught from
very young: “the masculine always wins”. Pruvost, in her observation of collective works, also notes
the feminisation or rather, de-genderisation of work.
Daily life is also a space for learning. Every day, you might learn a new skill, from wood
engraving, to making mud walls to using heavy tools or mechanics, as well sociology or biology.
Similarly, one learns a lot about other struggles and their histories. The zad is strongly connected
and one could feel a certain emotion during eviction times in Calais for example.
Days on the zad are rhythmed by emotions, desires and activities but also by needs. Needs
such as food, medical attention, hygiene, clothing, and psychological needs. Meeting those needs is
one way of discovering the zad: in the search for various objects and expertise, one meets a lot of
new people and discovers new living spaces, thereby renewing relationships. Usually, a solution for
each particular need is found and in fact, the autonomy that has been achieved on the zone is
remarkable when bearing in mind the fact it was not occupied for this purpose in the first place, as
well and the numerous eviction threats and massive destruction only four years ago.
All these small things, interactions and activities contribute to the construction of a
collective memory and culture, characterised by spontaneity, coherence, joy, exchange, disputes,
deconstruction and re-creation.
Daily life can also be hard and tiring sometimes, but hard times often bring with them
positive lessons. All the time, people, projects, political developments and collective life make it
exiting, but also very demanding. I experienced what many people on the zad also do. After
spending one full month with constantly (including when sleeping) between 10 and 30 people, I
woke up one morning and needed a break. So I went to the east alone. I was in the fields and in the
forest. The first month I mostly got to know the zad “of the center” with its many activities,
collective life, initiatives and contradictions. The east is wilder. Even the names of places remind of
the “wild west” (Jessy James, Far west, Bison Futeé ). It is more rudimentary, wild and simple, almost
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unspoiled, connected to nature. Habitations are smaller and much more scattered than in other
parts. I saw another face of the zad, another reason to defend it. On the one hand, the zad is
characterised by the liveliness of self-organization, political activities, learning to live together, the
very social and active side, and on the other, the nature. They are both so important. Even in those
bad moments, one ends up finding, understanding new things. As a friend said at a fireside chat,
“life, either you live it or you endure it. When I go in the forest, I remember who I am, where, and
why. Of course I’m still looking for my place, it’s only human. But why… that’s clear... the
salamanders, the forest, the encounters, the people, their brightness, their kindness and
sensibility.” Talking about the difference between “us” and “them” (city people and more precisely
the police): “Here we are fed and hosted without the ‘comfort’ they have in the hotel next to here,
and it’s so much richer! [when we fight, during evictions] unlike them, we have convictions and
determination. They do it because they are payed to follow orders they don’t even
understand...they’re losers. […] Here it’s the return to real life. Here we don’t need time. We have
nature, the day, the night. We have a good life”. A good life, in which rupture with society is central.

5.5.

Collective activities and processes

The zad, as a self-organised community, rejects neo-liberal individuality and puts back
collectivity, cooperation and human relations at the centre of social life. Many collective activities
contribute to meeting needs and bonding, and longer term processes, that shape its identity,
culture and foster debate. All those reveal important dynamics, such as their role in creating
cohesion but also exposing contradictions.
Figure 15: A gardening chantier
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Collective activities are mostly “chantiers” – these refer not only to collective building works
but can also be cleaning, making banners, or harvesting. They too, are characterised by a dose of
spontaneity, and a lot of learning by doing. They give a sense to actions and life, as explained in the
previous section. Most of these are planned in the ZADnews or within living spaces, but some are
spontaneous and sometimes happen out of urgency, such as the building of barricades. One
memorable example was on a busy day at the Wardine, when all plans for the day were abandoned
as we learned in the morning that there would be a big storm. This led to a big common effort and
it was really nice, especially then, to have a sense of urgency not prompted by eviction rumours but
by natural elements. It is a feeling which is hard to describe, having to adapt your living space to
nature. Our absolute priority was to fix the greenhouse: it is huge and it needed to be reinforced. It
was a stressful, long and hard day but it ended with a feeling of accomplishment. On that day you
could really feel cohesion, divisions were forgotten, we were working together, in the rain, the mud
and the ever harder wind until we were done, around midnight. After that, completely soaked and
exhausted, everybody sat down inside, put off their clothes and we had tea and told stories about
past actions and resistance – these moments, are those that create a common history, a common
culture, at the living space level. The next day was full of stories from various places and how they
handled the storm.
Other collective activities are rather linked to hobbies, such as medicinal plant walks,
climbing trainings, baking pizzas, making baskets, or activities like the theatre of the oppressed. It
is one of the many activities on the zad, happening at the initiative of one person. It is a type of
theatre that stages situations of oppression and can help to come up with ways to face it by playing
it over and over again and eventually coming up with reactions. They also do performances outside
the zad (the invisible theatre) such as going in a public place and stage a domination scene
incognito, for example, a man humiliating his wife, or a racist situation. It aims at seeing people’s
reaction and if no one reacts, someone of the crew will (also incognito) as a way to hopefully
inspire people. Here is an example where even entertainment or hobbies become a form of
emancipation and direct action.
Collective processes are moments to discuss, learn, and evolve, regarding collective issues.
The réu de rentrée (the ‘start of the year meeting’) was to me a crucial one for revealing central
dynamics and tensions on the zad, and I will use it extensively in my analysis. In short, it is a long
meeting and discussion process where broad themes are supposed to be discussed over a couple of
weeks, and people try to make it happen yearly. It seems to me like sometimes these processes
really work while others it just stops because it is complicated, which is what happened this year.
Eviction threats had a role to play because they made focusing on long term processes harder.
However, eviction threats also reinforce the common enemy and the will to be strong together. In
any case, the purpose was speak in depth about fundamental political questions such as „Why and
how to we struggle? How to accommodate everyone? What are limits not to breach? How do we
make each other go forward?” Although the meeting was not planned because of that, one of the
themes discussed was the attack on the journalist’s car. The general feeling expressed in this
meeting was that encounters and the evolutions they allow are extremely important. The
atmosphere was generally respectful and dynamic, but there were some arguments and frictions
when addressing the issue of minority opinions, personal limits and the definition of a common
enemy. At some point it was argued that maybe all these conflicts should be shared with the
outside: the zad is not a heavenly unified place but there are fundamental questions and frictions.
In the end, a lot of things were expressed and people thought more meetings like this should take
place. This discussion revealed a problem of dealing with conflicts and minority opinions, which
was confirmed with the preparation of the second meeting. It also revealed a feeling that there
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might be a lack of horizontality on the zone and a lack of common ground concerning who are
enemies, which is not necessarily a problem.
Some projects aim rather at communicating with the outside, and are often organised by
people from the Rolandiere. For instance, they regularly call for people to come and give
testimonies for various projects, from exhibitions to books. While the books of the Collective
Mauvaise Troupe (partly based on the zad) are amazing, many people remain suspicious and do not
participate in those projects.
The wood cutting process is a long and controversial operation, necessary for the future of
the zad for some, superfluous for others. Although supposed to be an inclusive process, there are a
number of tensions. The process takes months, and includes extensive discussions and knowledge
exchange on forestry, conclusions are shared in reports and meetings, walks take place to check out
trees, needs are planned and finally, the big “Abracadabois” weekend happens, where different
collectives are present, workshops and discussions take place, and trees are cut. This process
shows divisions as well as an important self-organised collective learning process. Notably, people
from Longo Mai were there and made compelling interventions about the place of man in the forest
and the fact that “we are far from autarky, but actually it doesn’t interest us. What is interesting for
us is the knowledge… We want to show you can be self-sufficient when you cooperate with nature”.
The next day there was a big lunch, where a lot of people were present, also for the walks, wood
workshops and apparently, the possibility to request wood for construction projects. Generally, it
looked like an amazing process that any external observer would praise, but many people felt
frustrated and marginalised. It seemed like if you were not in the whole process form the start, it is
very hard to integrate afterwards and some places who were told about the possibility to get wood
never managed to find out how. Not only is finding a balance between meeting needs and
protecting nature often conflictual, but the discussion space was not horizontal.
The petit matins (little mornings) are weekly moments (initiated while I was on the zad)
that contribute to the need and desire to have collective processes to talk about the long term. The
idea was to meet up on Friday mornings, bring breakfast, to have ideas and reflections emerge from
the zad in order to contribute to a broader resistance. To this end, it seemed necessary that an
internal reflection process was needed first. Brainstorming at the first session proposed central
themes: the convergence of struggles, minority opinions, self-sufficiency, dissensus and political
space outside of meetings, money mutualisation, fighting domination in all its forms, divisions
between fixed inhabitants and non-fixed, the place of children, how to motivate people to organise,
how to avoid pacification and remain a zone of struggle, defence, the relation with friends and
enemies, and refugees. This meeting was important for formulating fragments of a positive
dimension and to show how in depth reflections about the zad itself take place.
Finally, an initiative to plan big collective workdays to work on commons was proposed. The
idea is to build together, eat, drink and share stories. For the initiators, it would be the opportunity
for links to forge, and to build a part of the zad together. But, as was expressed in the meeting
section, there are different ideologies on the zone and it makes it complicated. For instance the idea
of fixing roads – do we want to fix roads (and make it easier for police to drive fast in the zone)? Or
do we want to let nature take over? People expressed they think there was not enough space to
debate about this. There are a number of questions, such as whether they should be opened to
outsiders, how often, how big, how to avoid ending up only with affinity group? Further discussions
were planned but I believe they did not go so well in terms of inclusion.
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5.6.

Events and parties

There are many different types of events and parties on the zad. Some are opened to the
broader public and advertised on zad.nadir, some are little concerts only advertised within the zad,
others are for the opening of a new house, or more private ones among affinity groups. They can
consist of a pizza night, a movie projection, a concert or a theatrical presentation, among other
options. The parties announced in the ZADnews are interesting, because they get people together
not because of similar interests, but to have fun; they are yet another possible way to meet on the
zad. Events and parties are important and retain two essential aspects. Firstly, they are where
people meet and can leave tensions and stress behind. There, bonding and human exchange can
happen, beyond organising, struggling, coordinating... They are where one can forget about the
struggle, where one sees that this is more than about fighting, but also about enjoying life, about
creating spaces where you can have fun, about having a full life, where social relations and
entertainment are necessary beyond political engagement. They play a very important role in
bonding and forging the common culture of the zad. They allow to forget the struggle, but also to
remember, why you struggle. Indeed, the second aspect is that parties and entertainment always
retain a political character, and reflect convictions.
Events also reveal tensions and divisions between groups sometimes. This was the case at
the Abecedaire for example. Although the day went well, I knew that somewhere else, cream pies
to “sabotage” (or rather, express disagreement) were being prepared. In general, events are not
disrupted unless they really raise some questions, such as when politicians come on the zone. Here
it was “intellectuals”. There was a great misunderstanding about this project; it was announced as if
they were here to write texts about the zad, which seemed completely ridiculous, while in fact, they
wrote about resistance in general, what touches them about the zad; they were quite politicised
researchers who argued that their aim was not to “talk in your name”, but calling for an
autonomous production of knowledge. It ended with girls from the zad reading a text explaining
how intellectual knowledge from the outside is not welcomed, and that the culture of
entertainment, characterised by such events, is one of the things they fight, because it withdraws
our attention from more important matters. Moreover, scientific knowledge is not accessible for
many people here. The people from the zad who organized it took it as a personal attack while the
intellectuals were interested. After that, cream pies were waiting outside and were thrown on some
of the people who went out. There was a big celebration, with galettes, beer and music.
Events are also where one can feel the freedom the zad offers - for both people who live
there, and those who come for open events. For instance, there was a solidary party organised for
migrants without papers who squat in Nantes. There were movie projections about the situation in
Sudan, traditional Britany music, games, food, discussions, karaoke, all in a very nice atmosphere.
They were all a bit drunk and just so happy to have support, to feel welcomed- they could be free
say what they felt,… Similarly, the Bellevue festival, to celebrate the four years of occupation of the
farm also was very pleasant and dynamic. This party felt much more unifying than most I had been
to, especially those that mobilise massively like the 8 th of October. It got a lot of people together,
that do not necessarily do normally. There were different kinds of music, from politically engaged
hip hop from the zad to funny punk or kids’ music. The border between east and west seemed less
evident. It was quite intimate, with people from all over the zone. It felt like people really enjoyed
it, it came from the zad.
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Figure 17: They flyer for Bellevue’s celebration

Source: https://nantes.indymedia.org/events/36726
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5.7.

Written texts

The zad also gains meaning through words and many texts are written from people living
on the zad or from the occupation movement. They serve multiple purposes like mobilising,
informing about how things evolve on the zad or how new laws affect the situation, positioning
through statements and reactions which often are indirect ways to attack the government,
corporations, or the media, coordinating and getting people together for events, as well as analyses.
Most can be found on the zad.nadir website but also through regular magazines like Lese Beé ton, or
in the ZADnews. Lese Beé ton is a regular (2 or 3 a year) kind of pamphlet that is printed in a few
thousand copies and distributed around the zone. The first number was in December 2010 and it
was an initiative to create a journal out of the observation that there is a lack of links with
inhabitants of the neighbouring villages, and therefore a certain suspicion or at least, mutual lack
of knowing each other. It was an invitation to start discussions, plan encounters and inform locals,
out of the belief that together, it is possible to prevent imposed projects. They serve as links with
the outside, which also convey strong political messages, ridicule the state, delegitimise the airport
and present the zad diverse and strong from this diversity. It participates to changing minds and
writing another story of the zad than the one findable in mainstream media. Often, texts start with
a similar sentence: “As it is impossible to validate a text in the name of all the occupants of the zad,
we are not expressing ourselves in the name of the occupation movement, but only from the
movement. We will still however sometimes dare a “we”, when some statements really seem to
reach consensus within the movement” (Anonymous 2016a: 1).
This section gave an overview of the diversity of activities and people on the zad, and
allowed to show some important aspects, such as self-organisation and politicisation. It also
revealed there are a number of tensions existing on the zad, but also important discussion
moments to address those and to renew trust relationships. Some remain, but as I show in the net
section, this is not necessarily a problem. The zad is also characterised by ever changing dynamics,
spontaneity, fun and coherence with convictions. Below, I analyse my observations and give
meaning to the results described above.
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6. Deconstruction and reinvention: a tumultuous path towards diverse politics, economies and identities
This chapter analyses and discusses the observations made during my fieldwork. While the
previous chapter presented results in a descriptive manner in order to provide the reader with a
better understanding of activities and dynamics on the zad, this chapter links back to the concepts
developed in my theoretical background and reaches conclusions, supported by additional data
and observations. I have argued that concrete utopias are a useful concept and practice for
emancipatory presents and futures. They must unleash political, economic and social imagination,
which is why I organise my analysis along the three lenses of politics, economy and identity, with
the notion of concrete utopia as an underlying red thread; in turn, this will allow answering the
research question of this thesis in the next chapter. Throughout the chapter, I look at reinvention,
but also challenges in those three realms, such as those associated with plurality and post-politics.
Because going beyond post-politics is essential for a truly emancipatory real utopias (i.e. not
resorting to problem solving with existing structures), I start with the political dimension, which
also was the originally central concern for this thesis.

6.1.

Bringing the political back into life

In this section, I look at themes emerging from my data and linked with post-political
literature, in connection with real utopia. They include the reproduction of undesirable patterns,
openness, self-organisation and the occurrence and resolution of conflicts. I will show that on the
zad, there are divisions that sometimes seem unresolvable and a lack of horizontality which bring
about risks of de-politicisation and unconstructive tensions. All in all, however, what is happening
on the zad is a political experience, where political ways of organising and living are practiced
through the embracing of conflict as sources of creativity, cooperation yet refusal to compromise,
the rejection of fixed rules, multi-directionality and the practice of self-organisation as an
emancipatory form of counter power, all underpinned by a constant deconstruction.
6.1.1. Post-politics: the reproduction of undesirable patterns
This thesis aims at answering how the zad is negotiated in relation to its negative and
positive dimension. I have established in the theoretical framework that plurality and openness are
necessary for real utopias and closely linked to issues of post-politics, which means tending
towards closed solutions and worldviews as well as concealing conflict. Answering these questions
includes paying close attention to domination patterns, at what is identified as manifestations of
domination, and how these manifestations are dealt with. Results and data have shown that the zad
is certainly a singular and somewhat magical place, where days go by with an incredible amount of
spontaneous, political and solidary events and encounters; they all make the zad a very rich place.
Despite efforts at self-organisation and emancipation, some things take time and are hard to let go
off. Before conflicts and clashes, instances of post-politics and more precisely, reproduction of
“undesirable” socio-economic relations manifest themselves in daily life behaviours. Conflicts are
not a result of bad will but also a natural element in any diverse community. The risks are, we have
seen, that they can clash in unproductive and marginalising manners. This section shows that
there is indeed reproduction and a problem of concealing minority opinions but that more than a
voluntary domination, it is to be attributed to unconscious behaviours that can be challenged with
the practice of horizontality.
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Reproducing dynamics of domination associated with post-politics (advocating consensus,
exclusion, marginalisation) are a risk for autonomous communities. My results showed that they
indeed, to some limited extent, exist on the zad, such as with the division between the east and the
west, cases of violence and exclusion, or different priorities and understandings of resistance such
as during the organisation of collective works.
One way domination patterns are manifested is in small yet repetitive comments by people
that have patriarchal attitudes. Some people feel a sort of elite is appearing on the zad, and that it
is necessary to fight it. The dividing argument here is whether the appearance of power relations is
voluntary and conscious or not. While some people believe so, I think they should rather be
attributed to unconscious mind-maps and personalities. This, nonetheless, does not take away the
need to constantly challenge these.
At the réu de rentrée one person expressed that „there’s patterns I’m opposed to that are
reproduced here – Politics is not the problem, but politician politics”. Here, the former is to be
understood as “le politque” or the political, and the latter as politics or “la politique”, which means it
is deprived of real substance, about influence. The ZADnews is an important expression medium on
the zad where feelings can be expressed, anonymously or not. Someone had a rant in the ZADnews,
which criticised the position of rulers associated with people from the Rolandiere. Many people
feel like they do projects that have a lot of visibility outside (e.g. the Abecedaire, the lighthouse),
but are only rarely unanimously decided upon within. Are they some kind of elite? People do not
participate to their events and even disrupt them, without going to speak to them. In another
meeting, people of the Rolandiere also expressed frustration: many of their projects are criticised
afterwards, while they are always there for discussions and dialogue beforehand. There clearly are
different perspectives on the matter of domination and possibilities of inclusion.
As a result of these frustrations, many people do not even want to go to meetings anymore.
Although meetings never aim for consensus to be reached, there is a feeling that some opinions do
dominate. Shoyu, who joined the zad before operation Cesar explains that “very fast, we stopped
going. We rather preferred to organize with people that were not necessarily in those meetings. We
had the impression that they always ended up being dominated by the same group, with people
that were used to work together and that perfectly mastered the used codes and know how to
speak. If someone who was not used to, and found it hard to speak in public, tried to say something,
it was possible to make this person feel bad in a really crushing way. Once you got laughed at your
nose 2 or 3 times, you give up… Some were activists since long time, you could see it was hard for
them to open up and transmit” (Shoyu 2015). This speaks of the beginning of the zad and still is
very true to some extent, exemplifying Maeckelbergh’s (2012) observation that people
unaccustomed to activist culture can often end up feeling lost or isolated. Such feelings were also
expressed in the réu de rentrée, also linking them to the issue of consensus. Paraphrasing, someone
argued that “the consensual atmosphere sometimes prevents some from expressing their opinions.
It is possible to express an opinion at the inhabitants meeting, but not everyone feels comfortable,
or that meetings are the adapted platform, so they are not coming. In fact there are many
invitations other than the inhabitants meeting to express oneself, but often it is hard to have a
really different minority opinion, because in meetings, there is some sort of majority discourse that
prevails”. In that same meeting, which consisted of subgroups that then got together to explain
what was said in their group, someone spoke up because he did not agree. He said the person who
summarised the subgroup discussion said all was fine. In fact, for him it was a horrible moment
because he felt insulted and marginalised as he tried to express himself. It was clear he made a big
effort to express that, that it was hard for him to admit it and he hoped it would trigger some
constructive discussion… But there was a heavy silence and the discussion continued like nothing
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happened. A follow up meeting was planned and I participated to its organisation. As we discussed
which themes came out of the first meeting, I was puzzled that no one seemed to find “dealing with
conflicts” and “minority opinions” very relevant. One person even argued, “They show up on the
zad and do whatever they want pretending they are here since forever [...] there is a ‘common
culture’ here that was built over the years”. This, to me, was a clear manifestation of a post-political
trap by concealing conflicts. It was, however and hopefully, not the attitude of everyone involved.
We had a discussion about “social classes” on the zad and the fact that some people do not mix and
do not exchange. Here, one might wonder whether Bulle’s differentiation is a way to interpret
these differences. They are certainly true in the case of General Assemblies, where most
inhabitants do not go at all. The people that do go can be associated with what Bulle (2016a) called
the “bourgeois” category of the zad. She argues the zad is traversed by a tension between two
groups, one of them, the “bourgeois” or the “educated” see agriculture as a way to “feed the
revolution” by sending surpluses to other struggles (e.g. squats in Nantes), and often take part in
the writing of texts, are more often in meetings, engage in political actions, and therefore hold the
reins of the “revolution”. I do not think these categories are that clear, especially concerning
education. Moreover, although it is true some people take part in those activities more than others,
it is not imposed. It is not, as some people implied when speaking with me, a plot to take over
power or anything along those lines. Rather, I came to see it as rather simply “happening”. Some
people are more interested in political engagement, have the energy and motivation to engage in
many different projects at the same time, or may simply have a louder voice or better words, and
end up being identified as “elites” for these reasons, even if it never was their intentions. It is
therefore not that simple. The issue is not them taking part in those activities, but whether they
realise the difference it creates and what they do to minimise it.
Non-attendance to meetings is always a recurrent theme and a concern when considering
that some do not attend precisely because they feel marginalised in the first place. But one must
not be obsessed with meetings as instances of representation and as the central communication or
decision-making platform. Some people simply do not believe in these big meetings and do not
want to go. As I showed in my results, there are many other ways to communicate and to, more
informally, get over tensions. Shoyu (2015) continues, “even if they were people that could be
heavy in meetings, outside they were great. In these informal moments, we even managed to speak
about what annoyed us in the meetings. Complicities and trust relationships slowly emerged”. As I
will show, different communication and meeting forms, which happen in parallel, intertwine and
influence each-other. Communication, expression of frustrations and trust relationships is what
must be constantly practiced in order to avoid domination.
Discussion efforts do not take away worrying impasses. One of them is the situation with
hunters to which I come back later. Another is the relation between what has become known as the
“east” and the “west”. These two issues are particularly worrying because they combine adversary
behaviours and ideological differences which sometimes clash in a painful way– together with
feelings of marginalisation and a lack of communication, they sometimes seem overwhelming.
Although in many cases, tensions can be understood with internalised socio-economic relations
and solved with attention and time, some are also creating deep resentments and raising
awareness on the zone about the occasional incapacity to address such problems in a way that does
not marginalise or conceal.
Other than domination, the occurrence of violence is a rare yet reoccurring issue, which
raises collective questions about how to deal with it. Violence is not just gratuitous. On the zad live
many people that society would consider violent. This is extremely questionable as many people
throwing Molotov cocktails in demonstration are incredibly kind-hearted outside of those. Still,
many people have developed, over the year, a deep rage against the system, and it needs to get out.
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Moreover, some people are worn out, including alcoholics and drug addicts. The zad, for them, is a
place of refuge, where they learn to enjoy life again and re-socialise (Bulle 2016a). Although
understood, violence against one another remains unaccepted on the zone, and as I will show, there
are reflections and efforts to come to terms with violent situations.
On the zone, some patterns like dominating attitudes, a lack of engagement and the
concealing of tensions undermine emancipatory possibilities.
6.1.2. Openness and plurality: refusing fixed ideals and avoiding the post-political trap
If following Pickerill and Chatterton (2006), openness is identified as an issue in
autonomous communities. For them, it implies exclusionary tendencies. As I will come back to in
the section on identity, although there are some limited instances of exclusion, the zad can
generally be considered as open in this sense. More interestingly, to explore the reinvention of
politics, one should look at openness in the sense of Mouffe’s anti-essentialism. As explained in my
conceptualisation of concrete utopias, the assertion of openness is a necessary condition for a
political and non-totalitarian project. Openness essentially means the acceptance that there is no
fixed and strict ideal but rather that the imaginary shall be unleashed and subject to endless redefinition and re-negotiation. Openness, for Maeckelbergh, also necessarily requires horizontality,
which is the recognition that inequalities always exist and that hierarchy should constantly and
pro-actively be challenged (2012). As I showed, this is not always granted, but there are efforts. One
result of a lack of openness can be understood as the post-political trap, or the idealising of
particular solutions.
On the zad, there is a clear feeling that no one way of life is right. Certainly, some are wrong,
but how one goes about doing differently is open and subjective, and what the zad is aiming to be
changes all the time. Newcomers adapt and take seriously what has been created until now and the
informal rules of each place, which result from particular needs and people. If you are not happy,
there is no problem to move on and do your own place, no one will put into questions your own
informal rules. What is considered as working is changing as well (new meetings styles, new
communication platforms,…). The zad evolves from a combination of multiple contributions. It
would seem impossible for the zad to become fixed with one solution or paradigm concerning
different aspects, because of its diversity. For example, there are many different visions of what it
means to protect nature. Jasmin explains, that as naturalists, “we are amazed by the world’s
diversity. For me this translates politically by me being ready to fight for diversity in all its forms. I
can revolt as much against the disappearing of a species, a culture, a people, a landscape or even a
type of architecture… Uniformisation of the world is only useful to capitalism, and for all of us, it
should be plain frightening” (Jasmin 2015). Some occupants are against touching trees and nature.
Naturalists are about protecting an ecosystem, not an individual animal or tree. For Jasmin, in life
and on the zad, “concretely, in every situation in the struggle, you need to take many ethical and
political factors into account, re-discuss and re-evaluate your own positions”. The zad is open to renegotiation, at least in theory.
Ongoing discussions about hunters for example are a good lens to see how issues of
openness unfold in practice. Hunting season brings with it a number of incidents between
occupants and hunters as well as arguments about how to deal with the latter. A group formed to
deal with hunters but its purpose was not really clear to me – was it about mediation or sabotage?
It is made off mostly vegans an anti-speciciest for whom, ultimately, the aim is to end hunting
completely. Apparently Deé deé , the hunter intermediary I met before, showed up crying at one of
their discussions, having a nervous breakdown. The position he is trying to assume is taking the
toll on him. Apparently people refused to even talk to him because of some of his sexist attitudes.
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For F, that I spoke with after, this was too radical: there is a man, a human being, breaking down
completely in front of you, trying to be heard, to pass a message, feeling like he can talk to you, and
you just focus on the machoism and discredit him. For others, it was totally justified. Why should
we listen to someone like him? My opinion was that hunters are not friends, but do we want them
as enemies? There can be something in between. The anti-specist, vegan struggle, which I fully
support, appeared on this occasion as rather selfish because of the people that incarnated it. It gave
the impression they were attempting to forbid some kind of activities on the zone as of it would
belong to them. My interpretation, which I found worrying, was that in a way, some people are
attempting to reproduce (invisible) walls and boundaries, and rules for a certain territory which
ultimately reminds of the creation of a “state” with a dominating ideology. In short, reproducing
patterns we are fighting by refusing the right to exist of certain people. Was it a “post-political
return of the repressed”? In fact, the anti-specist, a minority on the zone, are often not taken
seriously. It seemed to be like they engaged in violent actions in a rather NIMBY fashion, while the
reason why they came on the zone in the first place was not NIMBY, rather than a trigger for
thinking about how to find ways to live together on the long term. Of course, some of these very
closed minded arguments are not shared by all, who are rather convinced that it is undesirable to
impose things, because anarchy is about freedom. Still, such events reveal non-negligible risks.
Another process that was interesting to look at openness was the wood cutting process,
which was a controversial issue. During these discussions, I grasped the divide between the west
and the east. Wood cutting is seen as necessary for some and superfluous for others, who would
rather use recycled materials instead, which are two different conceptions of autonomy. At an
inhabitants meeting, it was announced a consensus was reached about wood cutting. One person
spoke up, saying she believed a lot of people from the east do not agree and there was not enough
dialogue. In fact, a lot of people were probably not even aware that these discussions were going
on. After some discussion, people “responsible” agreed they should go to different places to talk
about it. I believe this did not happen. It is essential to take bigger steps than announce discussions
on the ZADnews for truly inclusive and knowledge transmission processes to occur. The whole
debate about the wood process firstly revolves around one’s conception of nature and human
needs, and also ecology. There are some dead ends as some people argue cutting a live tree is
unacceptable (we are here to protect nature, not to use it) and you should only use dead wood,
while others will answer that in fact dead wood is extremely important to the forest and home to
many insects. At this point, jokes 16 I heard, without paying much attention at first, about the west
and the east came back to mind and I started paying more attention to these two “sides” of the zad.
After it, a discussion started precisely about the east-west issue, with someone arguing: “They have
a minority opinion, they don’t want wood and they don’t want wood to get chopped, they find that
hard to express so they don’t come to meetings. We complain about that but don’t go see them
either: there is clearly an impasse”. Someone said, we already had stormy discussions about that:
it’s necessary to find a compromise, just like we did with farming and veganism. After these
interventions, people from the wood group explained what it is that they are doing: that they are
conscious of many issues and what they aim to do is long term ecological management, considering
people’s emotional attachment and hoping to achieve “new self-developed knowledge on forestry“.
They argued, “we don’t want to have a hegemonic process”; the problem is not good will, but
practice, which clearly shows a lack of inclusiveness and horizontality.
One observation is the existence of divisions. Although there are efforts, they are not enough.
Once more, it was decided to organise “an inclusive meeting” but it was planned in the inhabitants
16 „How many people from the west do you need to change a lightbulb? Wait, let me grab the tractor! How
many people from the center do you need to change a lightbulb? We have to make a meeting about it! How
many people from the east do you need to change a lightbulb? A light-what??“
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meeting and will be explained in one line in the meeting report in the ZADnews: it will not attract
the people it is meant to attract. Here, we can see issues that result from the many visions that
cohabit on the zad. There are efforts, but people that tend to be seen as ‘dominants’ do not seem to
grasp the fundamentality of these differences, which points towards the risk of minimising some
visions over others. However, the zad cannot be compared to the transition town movement, the
food sovereignty movement or other intentional communities, where there are prevailing means to
an end that risk to become “one idealised solution”, as localism or agroecology could be. People
came together on the zad with very different visions of the future, and only the refusal of the
airport as a common point. They did not intend to build a certain type of community together,
which makes the dynamics even more fascinating. Different views of the ideal solution or practice
confront each-other. There is even a desire to make these contradictions public as was expressed in
the réu de rentrée. Some people might not be ready for openness and try to impose an ideal, but in
practice, it is impossible to define an ideal solution agreed upon on the zad. Dissensus is expressed,
dominations felt, and ways to deal with them are not always straightforward.
What do these conflicts, dissensus, consensus mean in relation to ideas developed in my
theoretical framework?
Firstly, one should remember that conflicts do not necessarily de-credibilise. They are even
necessary to keep the political alive. What is interesting is what comes out of them. Such processes
take time and many were still “unresolved” or “in progress” as I left, but I still look at responses to
frictions later in this chapter.
Secondly, a complex recurrent question that emerges is, when is a refusal to listen to other
opinions an instance of post-politics (domination of one idea, the inability to question one’s
assumptions) or precisely a strong political act, refusing to fall into consensus and to negotiate?
The question is rather, what is the reaction when something like this happens? Can everyone
equally pursue their political actions in the way they think is best (as long as it does not directly
hinder people’s wellbeing)? But also, do they do it with others in mind or do they just impose it? Is
there space for questioning? What does politics and the post-political mean in the context of the
zad and other radical movements? Can it be the same than in other contexts? As we have seen, the
post-political condition is one in which a consensus is generally accepted - so what when the
consensus is contested, but little is done about it? What about cases like the anti-speciciests that
directly become defensive and clam up? Here, the political becomes post-political, just as the postpolitical can become political, as I will show towards the end of the chapter. We have to go further
than Kenis and Mathijs (2014), who have introduced a very important concept but only started to
explore it.
All instances of “post-politics” are not only the result of internalised socio-economic
relations (i.e. behaviours) but also result from multiplicity. Multiplicity – or plurality – is also
important for concrete utopias but brings with it a number of difficulties. Multiplicity is not only
about ideologies, but about different types of life, lifestyles, understandings, and almost ontology.
Contradictions happen on small and big scale, inside living collectives and also for the zad as a
whole.
Hunters exemplify clashes on two dimensions: on the one hand, concerning animals, and on
the other, concerning conceptions of politics: should one compromise or not? Similarly to hunters,
the case of the journalist car, once more, it was not about achieving goals, but rather about the
essence of action, that is prefiguration and being the change you want to see. Do we want violence
and do we want war with certain groups, or rather, do we want peaceful discussions? It is accepted
that individuality is to be respected, but what about these type of actions that have consequences
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on the whole zad or movement (reputation, vengeance by hunters, conflict)? The same goes when
someone damages the field of a farmer who uses pesticides, while in collective discussions it was
decided to cooperate and unite against a common enemy (VINCI and the airport)? Here, one can
almost see the opposition between individual freedom and “the general interest” coming at play.
How to deal with it? Certainly not with rules and punishments. The assertion of freedom is
necessary to prevents domination (of ideas or of one group) from solidifying, by questioning and
disrupting the consensus in usually non-violent ways. Freedom is also central to reflections on the
zad. In a text, zad inhabitants argue that in our democracies it is typically believed that
management and governance are needed in order to avoid “freedom abuse”. Many things become
forbidden and public spaces are closely managed and slowly become inhospitable. The zad is seen
as the exact contrary – inflexible rules do not make people sociable. Collective life however, with
collective works, festive moments, mediation possibilities, at a human scale, which allows for trust
relationships even in conflictual situations, bring about a much more direct, empathic, adapted and
efficient form of social control (Anonymous 2016a).
Back to multiplicity and the frictions it can bring, one other example was during the
initiative for big collective works. There were efforts and a desire to do things together, but the
initiators assumed a certain vision of resistance and living together, just as with Abracadabois and
one’s relation to wood. On the one hand, about ways to do things (big collective work, stories of
struggle) and on the other, about which things must be done. Although it really was good will and
they were honest, they do not realise this assumption, and the fact that they, in a way, imposed one
utopia. Works proposed also assumed certain visions, such as the creation of trails with signs, or
the supposedly brilliant idea to do something about water for the east; they do not know that in
fact, there is water autonomy in the east through a number of wells that were cleaned over the
years. A lack of prior communication is evident. People seem to forget that the zad is not unique,
and that ways to discuss are not unique either. They forget the different identities of the zone they
defend. What I found quite ironic was that as these things were discussed in endless meetings, in
fact the cleaning of the barricade road was being organised, word to mouth, and in two days it
happened. It did not need a big preparation and big agreement in order to happen, which showed a
practical challenge to formal politics.
Historically, the zad has not been spared from such fundamental tensions, inevitable when
diverse people learn to live together. “In the spring of 2013, the squabbles that erupted over access
to agricultural land, perfectly illustrated the difficulties of such a steep learning curve. A few
conflicts around rights of use gave rise to a clash of perspectives: that of the earth as a tool of work
and that of a nature as something to be left alone and protected from the degradation of human
activity. If this opposition was first experienced as utterly irreconcilable, we eventually moved on
via the tortuous paths of experience. Step by step, we were able to combine the collective
reclaiming of the territory by its inhabitants, the sharing of some of its resources – agricultural
land, woods, roads and lanes, etc..- and an attentiveness to the importance of saving areas for their
own sake, and not just because they answer to human needs. This was how, through conflicts, the
harshness of which no one can deny, and out of the confrontation of our different sensibilities, that
a certain collective intelligence emerged” (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016a: 17-18).
Similarly, Marcel argues it is important that different factions of the movement meet. “A
certain number of assemblies function well, you even get out of them surprised because you
thought there would be a lot of frictions but in the end there are energies there to find common
ground and go forward” (Marcel 2015). Shoyu (2015) thinks that evictions gave strength but also
shaked everything up and that there were a lot of debates about food production, and contradictory
visions. “Many conflictual power relations established themselves rather brutally […] it was really
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hard for a few months, things were really aggressive. For like two years, all discussions were
happening in confrontation, it was really intense. Maybe it’s because there was not enough
relationships, because people just showed up with their ideals and their problems. But through
these intense and raw relations, came out a lot of personal questionings” (Shoyu 2015). Slowly, he
explains, “listening” became important and everything became more peaceful.
What experience of the zad shows, it that with time and patience, conflicts have allowed for
learning. Things that seemed irreconcilable like land turned out fine, so might hunting, wood and
collective works if perseverance, questioning and communication are practiced.
As I will show in the chapter on identity, the occupants and the movement at large like to
see themselves as diverse, multiple and composed, which becomes an integral part of the zad’s
identity, just as learning or conflict. What is incredible is that when you come and think of it that
way (because as we saw, symbolic framings are powerful) you accept it more. It is all about
assumptions: Just like most people tend to think consensus is necessary for democracy (a
consensus or choice everyone must accept after elections or laws or example), those that disagree
are therefore seen as dangerous or terrorists and marginalised or repressed. When one assumes,
however, that consensus and compromise is not desirable and that you are composed,
disagreement is seen as a strength, as how things should be within a long term transformation
process. To go back to post-politics, in a context like the zad, it is all the other way around. There is
the assumption that we should be different. Those that disagree and think that some things must
be clear for everyone (who is our enemy, veganism,..) are post-political in a way, because they fall
back into dominating paradigms typical of post-politics (refuse diversity, expect consensus), but
are also political in the sense they question the multiplicity assumption, try and find its limitations
and also refuse the new consensus (can we really accept everything? Don’t we need to agree on
some things?). Both are necessary; those that embrace disagreement and diversity as part of
radical democratic imaginary and refusal of consensual politics, and those that question that very
embracing of diversity, which becomes the new unquestionable truth. It is the political within the
political, and makes the political stay political by avoid the post-political trap by keeping debate
and anti-essentialism alive. All those questionings and debate are constructing what is really
desirable and therefore the positive dimension. This is a mental exercise which is interesting and
worth consideration, but I am not sure the zad has reached a point where we can say it is
dangerous to have a “diversity consensus”. Right now, it is still about learning to live together in a
state of mind that accepts plurality, learning how to deal with it and prove it is possible, as an
opposition to the dominating consensual democracy paradigm. It is also important to keep in mind
that the refusals to compromise exemplified in this section are often not equated with a desire to
see others disappear, but a way to assert difference, and thereby, contribute to a plural utopia.
6.1.3. Conflicts: responses and their creative function
In this section, I first present responses to tensions and conflicting situations, which show
that creative solutions can be elaborated through dialogue and the encounter of different
perspectives. I then elaborate on the role of conflicts, which are in fact necessary for political life
and are often embraced in emancipatory movements like the zad. To carry on with the possibilities
for avoiding domination, negotiating multiplicity and turning conflicts into productive and creative
forces, a pro-active engagement is necessary.
For Maecklebergh (2013), there are two types of power, centralised and decentralised.
Centralised power is the one exercised by institutions, and decentralised power is the one present
in daily interactions such as sexism. She argues that they can both be challenged by the practice of
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horizontality which counteracts power’s tendency to accumulate. For her, the tricky part is
“channelling conflict into productive space” (23). On the zad, there are many attempts. Regularly,
rants in the ZADnews, texts, discussions and daily questioning are part of the process of exposing
and dealing with conflicts. The reflections held at the réu de rentrée and the initiative to hold those
in the first place already show a will to engage in deep reflections.
As became evident throughout this analysis, there are a number of challenges notably
concerning inhabitants meetings, especially linked to attendance and participation, both hindered
by the (perceived) dominance of some, and the lack of efforts to be included by others. The latter
attitude is triggered by a kind of boycott, just as people dissatisfied with the system boycott
elections, people dissatisfied with meetings do not go. There is a recognition, at least by some
people, that meetings do not work the way they are. At the petits matins discussions, it was
proposed that the style and form of meetings should be revisited in order to be more inclusive and
also look at how the reports are written because it is always very subjective and selective. It was
argued we have to experiment with funnier styles, more convivial, where people feel confident to
let things out without being judged, ignored, attacked or laughed at. All these questionings are
instances of horizontality. Right after I left in February, a discussion was organised to address the
issue of how to make meetings more inclusive.
During my time on the zad, I could observe a few concrete instances of responses to
conflictual situations. Right after I arrived, it was explained in an inhabitants meeting that a person,
who had been hitting his girlfriend left the zad after a group of people who felt concerned went to
talk to him. Concern was expressed about the fact that common limits are established, but there is a
lack of collective response, often leading to situations where people wait until it is too late to take
action. Almost two months later, a discussion was organised to brainstorm about what to do when
someone who was “excluded” wants to come back. I was happily surprised to see faces that are not
the usual ones for meetings and collective processes. There were people who were simply
interested and find the discussion important, others from the limits’ process, some that felt
concerned as women, people who had experienced psychiatric problems/been through rejection
from society, and thought they could have some useful insight or others that knew one person who
was excluded. Interesting topics and real efforts at finding a solution emerged. Most interestingly,
there was a consciousness that reproducing things we fight like prison or psychiatric systems
should be avoided. People shared experiences of “reintegration in society” as performed by
psychiatric and social services and how it fails miserably. Ideas on alternatives were shared and
finally, possible arrangements for a particular person were discussed, with great respect and
attentions to how some people’s feelings might be hurt and how to deal with that, as well as
attention to avoiding the reproduction of conventional punishments. This person can be helped to
“come back” but only if he is willing to do something to change some behaviours. It can happen
over a few time-periods, over months, with time for thinking, meeting, talking with people
concerned (that were directly hurt or that feel threatened), taking decisions and setting some
conditions. It was also clear that this should not be a protocol but that cases should be discussed
individually. It was also clearly said that sadly, on the zad, the time and hands-on knowledge for
dealing with the accompanying of such persons on the long run is simply missing. There seemed to
be a general feeling that despite the fact this discussion was very complicated, it was very
important to have it. It helped formulating problems and finding concrete solutions. In the end it
was agreed that we should write him a letter with what had been discussed but only after the letter
is approved by his ex-girlfriend and the inhabitants’ meeting. A voluntary and flexible team could
be put in place to follow up. This example shows the capacity for people, even people that do not
like each-other, to get together, acknowledge problems and think about solutions together with an
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open mind. The reflection was noteworthy for three aspects. Firstly, the political underpinning in
the avoidance of reproducing exclusion, secondly, the engagement for a long term yet flexible
process, and finally, the attention to listening, learning and creating. Such meetings could also be
put in place for other specific issues.
Another instance, on a smaller scale, was at the Wardine. Different worldviews clashed at a
meeting because of the proposition to use rat. Similarly to the hunting issue, it opposed antispeciecist visions of life with more anthropocentric ones. Because different worldviews cohabit in
this space it makes it difficult to find agreements, but it also incites looking for creative solutions.
The issue here was that for some, it seemed necessary to get rid of them. Others disagreed because,
firstly, of the idea of using chemical poison. Secondly, the very idea that it is necessary to get rid of
them. This refers to anthropocentrism and is a question of ontology. It seems necessary to kill rats
because they eat our food and enter our homes. It assumes that we are more important and that if
they destroy what we supposedly own or desire, they must die, while in fact we are constantly
destroying what they need, their environment. Although seemingly unresolvable, ideas started
sprouting to solve this issue. The next day, holes were cemented, closing shelves were built, food
storage habits changed – initiatives were taken to incite rats to leave without killing them. Taking
action here was not a consensus marginalising one opinion, but a solution that made everyone
happy, and that would not have been found if worldviews had not confronted.
Constructive conflicting space means that adversarial dynamics are transformed into
cooperative ones. For Maeckelbergh (2013), the innovative potential of the alter-mondialist
movement is that there, conflicts are sometimes better unresolved. When it is hard to solve, it is
better to have it unresolved than to have one opinion “winning”. Indeed, the lack of response might
show a the refusal to impose decisions, while it is trusted that a small group can take care of it, or
that time might be needed.
Maecklebergh (2013) argues that a link between representative democracy and
homogenising of society has been established and that movements like the alter-globalisation
movement embody the refusal of the exclusion created by homogenisation. Diversity and
disagreements are moments that become sources of creativity, but only constructive
disagreements. If they are placed in a competitive framework like a debate, after which it is needed
to vote, it does not really work. A constructive conflictive space rests on the assumption that there
is no predetermined right answer. A very interesting contribution by Maeckelbergh is that conflicts
can be solved not by debating what the world should look like but by looking at how to solve it on a
practical level which involves prefiguration. In the case of the zad, this would mean for example, not
debating the place of humans on earth but how to deal with a particular situation, like avoiding rats
in a place where children play around. Another one was when, confronted with a farmer’s need to
move bee-hives, in the east neighbourhood meeting, it was directly decided to interrupt the
meeting to walk there and have a look at the field entrance. It is much more efficient than debating
whether the farmer should access his field, whether the barricade should stay in place, and so on. It
allows looking at what can practically be done. The unintended result of this approach is that
ideological differences are overcome. Indeed, instead of deciding what things should look like in
the future and plan in accordance to that, you discuss and decide how specific things should be
organised. In this way, different inputs are considered and may be integrated. These creative
solutions are what shape reality, the present. And if different opinions were listened to, and that the
process was desirable, then the outcome is desirable.
Conflicts can also be beneficial for individuals. At the réu de rentrée, many believed that
conflicts are what makes you move forward. That on the zad, there are issues at problem solving
and this must be recognised. Maybe, the first step is to simply acknowledge that we do not all
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agree, that we will not agree, and that we must be able to express those disagreements. It is
important to have a space to express disagreements because a practical case like the ones
advocated by Maecklebergh are not always involved or at hand. Some issues on the zad have
remained unresolved, maybe because there was no way to make the process desirable. So they
remain unresolved for now and it is maybe better that way. One risk is that, if they remain
unresolved for too long, it might lead to a return of the repressed of some form. But until such a
point is reached, it means that the possibilities for the future remain unfixed and plural, rather than
fixed by a hasty decision. For instance, the tensions that emerged with the Abeé ceé daire were never
“officially” resolved. However, through a number of discussions and texts, a disagreement, a
different vision, an opposition was expressed and made visible. Every one acknowledged it and no
winner or conclusion must be decided upon. Simply, hopefully, a lesson was learnt.
Some inhabitants of the zad write “one of the rare idea that seems to be an evident
consensus on all autonomy zones is that dissensus, disputes, or even conflict, are an essential
ingredient for collective life” (Anonymous 2016a) . They argue a society deprived of conflict would
be a society subject to a total control, that is, a homogenenous one way society. “There is no
freedom without debates, and no debates without issues to dispute” (Anonymous 2016b, 4). Laws
dispossess people from the management of their own conflictual questions: what is right or wrong
is already decided, “the critique of democracy therefore goes hand in hand with issues of
emancipation, and popular re-appropriation of politics, and of the meaning of our lives”
(Anonymous 2016b, 4): conflicts are spaces for emancipation and self-organisation.
It is necessary to come to terms with the idea that consensus may sometimes be impossible,
and to assume this impossibility and the fact it may be unnecessary. At anti-G8 camps, it was
certainly easier to either reach consensus, or accept an impossible consensus because people are
less concerned by a decision. In the zad, due to the attachment to territory and long term
engagement, consensus will be harder to reach, an stakes higher for participants. This is when
prefiguration, or learning to deal with things in practice, just as the practice of horizontality,
becomes extremely important. It also becomes challenging, because learning prefiguration takes
time (Maeckelbergh 2012).
One central dispute line is the invisible division between the east and west, which very
blurrily opposes different visions of life and resistance. They are not, however, irreconcilable. At the
neighbourhood meeting, feelings of marginalisation and being ignored were expressed. Someone
said it seems necessary to ask for legitimacy, to be recognised. And a girl answered something
along these lines: “You know, what I find incredible about this zad is the freedom it provides. I
agree we must do something about this situation, but I will never go beg for my voice to be heard.
We have to make it heard, it’s different.” This really showed a political state of mind, where
consensus and submission is not an option. At a concert a few days later, a girl from “the west” told
me she thought this “division” is completely absurd. For her, it makes absolutely no difference and
just hearing it makes her angry. She lives in the “west” because she got attached to the Bellevue
farm and the activities it entails, she likes to take care of the animals, but she has friends all over
the zone. This is one reason why she gets annoyed about the inhabitants meetings and does not go
either. Indeed, many people get angry at the way those disputes are handled, or rather, not handled.
By the end of my stay I was overwhelmed by the apparent impasse and disappointed by the lack of
effort by people from both “sides” and prepared to leave with a bitter feeling of uncertainty and
bubbling tensions. Before I left, at the last inhabitant’s meeting I attended, another debate about
the east and west occurred, and finally, someone (from the “west”) stood up and claimed “Actually if
all that will generate conflict, so be it! We will take the responsibility for it and maybe it will
precisely foster dialogue. And it would be great to have a dialogue without inferiority feelings”. I
was relieved at the willingness for productive conflicts. People from everywhere on the zone must
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not give up, and realise that in fact, compared to the “outside world”, it is already quite incredible
what is happening on the zad, how decisions are taken, rules not imposed. They must accept that
some behaviours are hard to let go off and that learning prefiguration takes a long time. It is
important to actively and consciously work on horizontal decision making and relations, which
means retaining multiple and open goals, and embrace diversity, multiplicity and disagreements,
no matter how fundamental, as a source of creativity, a way to create unexpected solutions to
problems. But for this, pro-active engagement will be necessary. Some issues could become really
problematic if not addressed in a constructive way, such as hunters and divisions between the east
and the west. For the latter, the issue is not simply about disagreeing on certain topics, but more
fundamentally, a feeling of not being considered for a broad range of topics. Over time, this issue
partly gets fixed through the multi-directional and multi-scalar character of the zad.

6.1.4. Multi-directionality: beyond formal decentralisation
In Barcelona, Maecklebergh (2012) admired the innovative decision-making style of the
indignados, where a process of big to smaller to bigger meetings allowed for inclusion and
simultaneously for the possibility of not attending every meeting. In the zad, the links are not as
clear as in Barcelona, as there are no clear levels and reporting moments. However, it does
spontaneously and informally happen within the zad, in a more multi-directional and multi-scalar
way. In Barcelona, barrios (regions / neighbourhoods – groups geographically divided) would meet
separately. Then, a bigger meeting would bring together all the barrios or a representative, allowing
for a broader decision to be taken. She speaks of a “geographically based, decentralised network of
inclusive decision making” which allowed everyone to be included an informed (Maecklebergh
2012, 216). You can attend your own smaller meeting and have an influence on the big one without
spending hours in the different assemblies. So in fact, it is not because many people from the east
are not present at assemblies or meetings that they should not have something to say. Moreover, At
one inhabitants’ meeting, someone from the east said “we don’t come to meetings because we do in
30 minutes what you do in three hours”.
On the zad, many different types of meetings take place, without any formal link between
each other, but influencing one another in practice in often indirect ways. Some smaller meetings
are very geographically based (e.g. neighbourhood meetings, living spaces), or may also include
people from the whole zad, such as thematic meetings or discussions about activities, workshops
or mediation. Other meetings include people from more or less far, such as meetings and
discussions published on zad.nadir. They may be for example for the organisation of
demonstrations or festivals. Most notably, the General Assemblies gather different groups, who had
their own smaller meetings (zad inhabitants, ACIPA, COPAIN44,..) and attempt to reach decisions or
write a collective positioning together before being published, which will then be reported back in
smaller meetings or groups after the AG. It is possible to react and make modifications at the
inhabitants meetings, and it will often take a week or two until all the groups are reached and a
final version is agreed upon. Sometimes, decisions have to be made quickly (e.g. writing a
communiqueé after a governmental decision) and there might be no time for this inclusive process
to take place: someone is trusted to integrate people’s comment without having to validate it at the
next assembly. Contributions or attendance to assemblies or meetings are not compulsory but
purely voluntary; no ‘system’ checks that all potentially concerned groups are present. On the zad,
sometimes out of the 60 places, maybe only 30 or less are present in the meeting but it is always
possible to ask someone to say something on your behalf. Anarchism and self-organisation are also
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about trusting that a group of people is able to make a good plan by themselves without needing an
approval. But of course, these must be trusted and not seen as defending particular interests.
Alongside the meetings, there is a vast array of informal conversations and discussions
which address topics brought up in meetings and will eventually make their way until more formal
meetings and possibly have an influence. There are many different organisational and
communication dynamics; assemblies, the ZADnews, the radio, local committees, or collectives.
They all make their own choices without having to refer to assemblies. Those parallel discussion
spaces are essential for making links, just as informal moments like going to get bread on a
Wednesday, concerts, or collective work moments. Although the inhabitants’ meeting is a central
platform for expressing concerns and sharing information, it is not the central decision-making
authority from which different scalar meeting stem or at which they regroup. The arrangements
are much more blurry and interconnected. Non-binding decisions for independent actions happen
at many different levels.
Assemblies work very well for information sharing but less for decision making when the
decentralisation tactic is not used (Maeckelbergh 2012). In the zad, this tactic is not systematically
used. Not out of bad will, but rather because of the belief that everyone, as reasonable persons, can
decide for themselves whether or not one should go to a meeting and wants his/her opinion to be
heard. At the east neighbourhood meeting, a few people agreed it could be relevant to make sure
there are always at least some persons from the east at each inhabitants’ meeting, which ensures
decisions are more legitimate. Further than the quality of decisions, the question of whether
decisions should be reached in meetings at all imposes itself. The zad, just as most anarchist
communities, is characterised by a fierce avoidance of fixed rules and binding decisions. A rule is
only legitimised by its application, and not by a voted decision.
Julien explains: “It’s not that I didn’t see any point to assemblies, but it’s because it was
annoying, heavy and long. We were a few going once in a while, to organise, to feel the atmosphere,
but some people I was living with were totally against them. And we could also always ask people
who were there to give feedback, or read the report in the zadnews… anyway, there always are
other ways to take the temperature. Going to see people, discuss in other living spaces. For
example, there were some tensions in the assembly about some decision concerning the
barricades, and in the end, more than the assembly, what solved the issue was to sit on the
barricade and to discuss, to argue… This is when things moved forward”(Collectif Mauvaise Troupe
2016b: 191). Similarly with bee-hive issue, this comes back to the very valid argument that
resolving disputes practically is more efficient than arguing about how they should look like.
“Better” decisions can be taken when looking at problems practically. In practice, people organise
themselves in regular or spontaneous projects, and groups that take care of daily life aspects such
as the medical team, the press team, or food collectives. There are also the assemblies, the fireside
chats, the ZADnews, the information exchanged at the non-market and much more. “I have the
feeling that decisions emerge from all these interactions […] which paint our way to live together. It
builds up slowly, but together” (Anonymous 2016b: 2).
Many people feel the need to organise in more or less stable groups based on trust, before
or in parallel to bigger meetings. For Justin, “assemblies and the different existing meetings spaces
are necessary. But they are not enough to really forge ideas” (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016b:
193). He explains the necessity of speaking to people, going from place to place, and then only may
clear ideas be developed and brought to the assemblies. Such smaller group discussions are also
active ways to challenge hierarchy. A non-French occupant explains that some affinity groups are
more into meetings and will show up in a group and have a stronger position than some people
who maybe did not have a chance to share their opinions with others, or do not feel so secure.
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Being uncomfortable with the language can lead to not expressing one’s opinion, but what helped
her a lot to feel the legitimacy of speaking up was the fact that she had a living space where she felt
comfortable and could share and discuss here opinions beforehand and feel supported… a concern
that she has is that this may not be the case for everyone (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016b). How
to avoid that some groups have more weigh is a question that needs to be addressed, so that power
does not take roots.
For Justin, a very important aspect for horizontality on the zad is to form pleasant groups
where one can talk about the struggle around a beer for hours, and come up with truly exciting
ideas, that can then be shared (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016b).
When one meeting or platform becomes a “central” decision-making body, then
horizontality, or “democracy” Maecklebergh would say, is at stake. In the zad, the AG is sometimes
seen as such a body and in fact people do not go. But in inhabitants meetings no decisions are really
taken. Usually, people start announcing some process or initiative and then arrange a meeting for
talking further about it. Smaller groups of interested people to take care of it are formed rather
than involving everyone. No meetings are ever “closed” so anyone can go and participate or
disagree. Things like reflections on the mediation group, writing for Kurdish town halls, or the
responsibilities of the self-media group are all examples of when a process is announced in the
meeting to find motivated people and then will continue on its own somewhere else, self-organised
by another group. No general agreeing is required, or wished for. Similarly, rather big processes are
announced and presented in inhabitants meetings, such as big collective works or the Abecedaire,
but were organised and discussed beforehand in smaller groups. My analysis showed that this
however, is more conflictual and tends to bring about less inclusivity and horizontality than when
initiatives are discussed first in the inhabitants’ meeting. Meetings generally serve as explaining
what has been done elsewhere and finding out if there are major disagreement and if so, organising
smaller meetings. At a meeting one day, someone said “we have to decide how we politically
conceptualise the defence of the zad and what the consequences are and put it into practice”. A
direct answer was that in fact it seems like here, deciding collectively does not work. Because it
implies obligation and consensus. The best is to meet up among people who are interested and
motivated and it works much better. This statement shows a commitment towards decentralisation
and horizontality. Collective and overall decisions do not work because they necessarily mean that
for someone, it will be imposed. The issue remains however, not concerning the ways decisions are
(not) taken, but how majority opinions overarches these decentralised processes.
For Maeckelbergh (2012), questions like ‘should meetings be decision-making spaces’ or
‘can/should they be made even without a consensus’ are things that only time and praxis will
answer and the zad might be a good place to start. Not because it is flawless, but because it is a
unique example of an occupation with a long temporality and attachment to territory; it is much
closer to what real life could be like than climate camps or anti-G8 camps. On the zad or at the
assemblies, consensus is rare, and the movement learns to identify potentially common momentum
and to just try out, rather than freeze processes (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016b). Whatever
happens (or not) in assemblies, the different factions continue to organise their own activities
independently. Collectif Mauvaise Troupe (2016a) argues that such an organisation on such a scale,
without any leading group (like farmers in Larzac) is a completely novel experience in France, and
there is no previous experience to rely upon. Prefiguration is essential and for it to work, it is
necessary that those involved are open to the idea that goals may shift or be multiple. The decisionmaking process itself must remain open and fluid. As soon as it becomes a coherent political
platform as a base for unity, the political space closes off to new ideas and structures
(Maeckelbergh 2012). What is striking in the zad, despite the importance of assemblies, is indeed
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the absence of a unique space of decision making; the democratic and consensual ideal is fiercely
opposed. Decisions of the assemblies can always be questioned, as it has no police to guarantee it.
The partisans of consensus are forced to come to terms that sometimes, hours of listening and
efforts cannot overcome some differences. Certainly, decisions are not always taken. And in
assemblies, different opinions confront each-other. In inhabitants meetings, it is not always the
case to see dominating opinions step back for the sake of not imposing decisions, as I could witness
in the wood cutting process. Some instances, however, were much better, just as the meeting
discussed in the previous section, when it seemed impossible to agree on conditions and terms to
give hunters and ended with something along these line: “well, let’s not take a decision because it
will not be respected anyway as there will always be someone to go sabotage the hunt. Which is
also cool, so let’s see how things evolve”. As my fieldwork was coming to an end, I had an increasing
feeling that people started to realise some of the irreconcilable elements in the “east/west divide”,
and that it must simply be accepted rather than trying to find compromises and decide who is right
and who is wrong.
Jasmin is “happy to see the movement’s assemblies as they exist today, because I grasp the
difficulty of drawing together all those people with different speaking cultures. It is a real success
that every month, members of the ACIPA, squatters, peasants, locals, meet in a framework where
everyone knows they will not understand everything about the other, and that they risk being hurt
in their convictions or in their usual discussion modes, but that it is worth it confronting this
situation. I believe it is very much linked to the fact that people got to know each other, and in the
way that the eviction period renewed visions of one another. There is a real consciousness that
assemblies are essential moments for the construction of the movement. Nonetheless we have not
elaborated a magical synthesis from the best of each meeting style used by the different groups
involved in the struggle. For me, what we found, is the capacity, in one single assembly, to switch
from a more structured form to more spontaneous forms of expressions with a certain tolerance
from people that in the past would have screwed it all if it didn’t fit to their usual framework”
(Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016b: 188). The same reflection is valid for the inside of the zad and
the occupation movement. Many testimonies reveal that operation Cesar played a great role in
forging trust, and bringing people together. Since then, a lot of people moved to the zad, and a more
quiet life slowly crystallised, so did visions of the future. Although no one hopes for it to happen,
maybe the potential eviction that will happen in the aftermath of the French elections will not
destroy the zad, but on the contrary, renew it in unexpected ways, confirm its ability to overcome
conflict, strengthen it. I could already see in October and November that there was a greater
cohesion, which was disappearing in January…The resulting disputes, however, also slowly lead to
desires and efforts for dialogue. In a way, the zad can be understood as multi-directional space
going through unexpected waves of tensions and creative solutions, which result from and cause
certain types of more or less horizontal communication and organisation. Prospects for it to get
fixed and formalised are hopefully rather low, but this does not mean tensions will always be dealt
with desirably. The main challenge is probably to bring about a constructive conflicting space again,
as it seems to be missing in some instances. One should not look at confrontation like something to
be avoided at all cost, and consensus or decisions as something to strive for. The last month
aroused a lot of doubt and some scepticism from me… but experience has shown that the multidirectional character of the zad is a challenge to hierarchy, and a source of creative evolution. Some
people start to see meetings as the main arena to debate and express disagreements, and tensions
regularly revolve around the fact that people did not come to meetings so it is their fault if
decisions do not satisfy them. There are in fact endless other opportunities to discuss and those
always eventually make their way back to meetings, allowing the zad to remain a plural, politicised
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and open space. In simple terms, the lack of fixed rules and protocols for representation can be
understood as true self-organisation at play. It is clear that binding or collective decisions do not
work. Rather, they are debated and something comes out of them, which can always be challenged
or questioned. In the zad, new political subjectivities emerge – extensive freedom and diversity
bring about a complex yet fascinating interplay between tensions and creativity in a multi-scalar
and multi-directional fashion.
6.1.5.

Self-organisation: emancipatory politics and counter power

“Autogestion” (self-organisation) is in every text, and you hear it every mouth. It probably is
one of the only things that is clearly a consensual goal on the zad, and is practiced as a form of
prefigurative politics in line with anarchist principles and the search for autonomy. Selforganisation is allowed by a number of dynamics and concretised through various practices, and
summarises well many dynamics analysed above. Self-organisation, as formulated by some
occupants, is both an individual and a collective thing, which means that nothing will get done by
itself, or by someone else. Everyone is able to take initiatives and do whatever needs to be done, no
need to wait for a decision or an order. It is about taking responsibility and respecting others. In
times of eviction, the Wardine, which can welcome up to 300 people, is of course imagined as
functioning in a self-organised way. There would be daily assemblies every day (where people from
the whole zad join, putting into practice what Maecklebergh calls the decentralisation tactic), with
a different committee responsible for different things (cooking, cleaning, psychological support,...).
It however never takes responsibility away from the individual to do whatever needs to be done
and take care of one-another. Communication on the zad is also self-organised and the result of
multiple individual and collective initiatives in parallel to the emergence of new needs. They
include the ZADnews, radio communication, an emergency number, a legal team, the zad.nadir
platform as well as radio Klaxon. All those, are taken care of voluntarily by people that enjoy doing
it. Those many modes of communications allow for easier information and communication. They
are also a space for debate, for sharing information and facilitating individual self-organisation in
mobilisation times.
Solidarity, or cooperation, as a moral standard and practice, is at the centre of selforganisation, without which it would be very complicated. Solidarity, as we have seen, is flowing
from the zad towards other struggles, and flowing into the zad from a number of organisations,
other struggles and individuals. Most notably, it is the defining aspect of social and economic
relations within the zad. Daily life and activities are rendered possible because of mutual aid. All
these solidarities drastically reduce dependencies on the system, with needs met within the limits
of available means inside an ever growing solidarity network. Relations at a human and natural
scale facilitate self-organising. Moreover, connections and inspirations from others are central in
the practice of self-organisation, such as the use of hand signals in meetings, or ideas on how to
better do certain things.
Self-organising on the collective scale is about decision making but also about meeting daily
and long term needs through the search of food and energy autonomy. As explained in a Lese Beton
pamphlet (Anonymous 2016b: 2), autonomy goes beyond producing one’s own food but “it is about
handling things yourself, taking decisions collectively with our own rules and our means. It means
organise according to needs and desires, and not let the state control and make every aspect of our
life profitable. It is about getting together to struggle against its logics and organise independently
from them. We often say, we did not come here only to fight an airport project, but also to struggle
against the world that goes with it. This is why the notion of self-organisation is important,
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politically and practically” (Anonymous 2016b: 2). It is not even about fighting the world that goes
with the airport, but about defending this zone for the political possibilities it arouses.
Self-organising means no bosses are needed for insuring what needs to be done gets done.
There was or example the four days of days of wood bundle making and at the end of each day,
someone always took the initiative to ask who would organise the next one. This did not mean have
specific skills, living on the zad, or overseeing progress. It just meant being there and being able to
explain new people what to do.
Self-organisation on the zad is happening at different scales. Individually, at the level of
living spaces or small collectives (e.g. the bakery), and for the zad as a whole. On small collective
scales, if necessary, plans of the day can be replaced by emergency meetings in case something
happened, and complex problems get dealt with surprisingly fast and efficiently. Those days
contribute to the common culture of the place and to group cohesion.
Self-organisation is also about learning and evolving. On the zad, a lot of know-how is
shared and acquired during collective works for example. All this knowledge builds up and is
reused for future works, which slowly allows for better organisation and independence and for an
ever increasing source of autonomous knowledge. In April 2011, a “knowledge exchange week”
was organised for example. People from everywhere were here to teach or learn things about
bicycle fixing, welding, soap making, herbal paint, and more (Shoyu 2015). Learning by doing is
also central to the zad. The history of the zad, especially in its beginnings, was a spontaneous and
unknown adventure, where it was needed to create and organise everything under situations of
extreme pressures. Learning by doing is applicable on many aspects, from experimenting new
meetings styles, gardening, resistance, or living together. Creativity is necessary to face situation
where you must invent ways of making things work with what you have. All this contributes to
collective intelligence. In Lese Beton, it is explained that in other places, there are a lot of
specialised people and institutions to deal with problems; courts, police, psychiatrists... but on the
zad, none of those are desired so it is necessary to think and act by yourself. Instead of complaining
to an authority, you think together, confront, and explain. It is not always easy, but always very
interesting, notably when slowly learning how to deal with conflicts.
Diversity is in some ways making self-organisation and living together harder, but it is also
extremely useful. Self-organisation is also about managing to be some kind of ecosystem, where
people and ideas complete rather than undermine each other. With diversity and changing
interests, new places sprout regularly, as a result of people migrating from existing places, or new
people settling down on the zad. Self-organisation allows for a degree of freedom to take root,
allows multi-directionality and is a form of political emancipation.
Self-organisation, as implied above, also means that rules are not imposed but slowly
emerging out of many forms of interaction, communication and organisation, as well as a result of
experience and practice. There are some big principles or limits slowly established over the years,
like concerning the use of weapons, or the six points for the future of the zad (see text box 1 p. 94).
Except of those, essentially no decisions were formalised in ten years and it has not resulted in
chaos, to the surprise of some. “They were established over the years and their efficiency lies in the
way in which they were discussed and slowly infused and appropriated by different groups rather
than an authoritative text” (Anonymous 2016a: 3). They voluntarily do not have a “police” or “an
executive” to make sure rules are respected. This means “a decision is therefore valid only if it
recognised as necessary, and thus put into practice and defended, by many people” (Anonymous
2016a: 3). There is not ‘one’ legitimacy, ‘one’ general interest, in the name of which one should act.
Direct action does not rest on it but assumes subjective, plural legitimacies that sometimes
confront each-other. We defend this practice of direct action because it is necessary for taking our
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lives in our hands and it is anti-democratic in the sense that it does not require authorisation (ibid).
If one does not agree to a decision or process, he/she can just not participate or do the compelte
opposite, which acts as a form of counter power. A quote from the Defending the zad booklet
summarises some arguments developed throughout the previous sections and links them to
Graeber’s (2004) ideas of counter power. After explaining the existence of inhabitants meetings,
assemblies and so on, the authors’ collective continue:
“To these decision-making spaces one can add dozens of the living collectives where everyday life,
love, friendship and political affinity is shared, and the beautiful encounters, the bedrock of daily
solidarity that has held the zad together for so many years. Whether it’s to do with life on the zad or
demonstrations to keep the pressure on the airport builders, organising solidarity with Kurdish
communes [11] or with those charged for their actions against the agro-industrial farm of a thousand
cows [12], there are thousands of initiatives, some springing from a fireside chat, others from a
collective decision during an assembly. It is this constant effervescence that conspires against the
possibility of taking power. It is what makes it impossible for an element of the struggle to become
hegemonic, or that any leader holds in their hands both the fate and messaging of the movement.”
(Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016a: 20-21)

Graeber (2004) explains that in so-called primitive societies, mediation (here, informality,
multi-directionality, and constructive space allowed by self-organisation) transforms tumult into
desirable diversity instead of domination. For Maeckelbergh (2013), the impossibility of fixity in
the context of multiplicity is formulated as “processes of mutual contamination through which new
political subjectivities emerge” (36). Indeed, no opinion stays fixed over time on these lands.
According to Collectif Mauvaise Troupe, and reflected in interviews, the distribution of speaking
time, hand signals, etc. are all tools that aim at achieving a greater horizontality. The refusal of
having fixed rules incarnates one of the most fundamental aspects of the zad, and is also what
makes it most fundamentally opposed to the system, and so hard for so many people to grasp. This
conviction is what gives so much hope for other possibilities and makes it so important as a social
adventure. The zad is a fundamentally political adventure. Firstly, in the sense of Zizek and
Swyngedouw, because, as many like to say, if it has become so crucial for the political classes to
crush the zad, it is because the zad constitutes an insolent demonstration of a life that is possible
without them. The zad and the flexible self-organisation at its essence seems to be by definition a
deeply political way of doing, not only in the sense that it disrupts consensus and render flaws
visible, but also “internally”, in the sense that that ways of doing politics are reinvented – this is an
integral of the positive dimension of the zad as a concrete utopia.
6.1.6. Politicisation of daily life
Despite instances of domination and exclusion, which are mostly dealt with slowly, the zad
remains a fundamentally political experience. As I showed, the post-political trap is unlikely
because of constant evolution, the search for diversity and multiplicity, and the lack of single
idealised solutions. Tensions and frictions happen in practice due to a lack of horizontality,
internalised behaviours and plurality, but the assertion of freedom, efforts to deal with tensions
and a multi-scalar and multi-directional form of self-organisation undermine their perseverance.
Challenges remain, such as sustaining the existence of constructive conflicting spaces. Beyond
rendering the invisible visible and disrupting consensual politics, the political refers to
fundamental questioning. Of the system, its institutions, hierarchy and other ways of functioning.
This is, accordingly with post-political theory, an imperative step towards re-politicisation. Further
than that, fundamental questioning is also happening at the individual and collective level
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regarding own behaviours. That is, the alternative proposed to the system, and one’s own attitudes
are also questioned. I first shortly present the fundamental questioning of “the common sense”
followed with the fundamental questioning of oneself, or, deconstruction. Secondly, I will look the
political as part of life.
For Alain Damasio, who came to the zad to present his latest book, which ended as a nice
discussion on creativity and reinvention, what is incredible is that there, everything must be
reinvented because constantly, new situations arise and lead to the need to question and find
solutions. For example, the fact that people that usually do not even meet live together;
intellectuals, radical ecologists and people who just came out of prison for example. Also, ways to
deal with troublemakers; social relations must be reinvented.
Zad inhabitants do not identify with notions like “zaditsts” or “democracy”, often used by
the media or academics. Democracy, and even “direct democracy” used by critics of the former, is in
fact radically deconstructed on the zad. In a text published on zad.nadir, zad inhabitants explain
that democracy means “government of the people by the people”(Anonymous 2016a: 2). They
deconstruct this idea by arguing firstly, that they do not want a government and secondly, with the
notion of a people. “A people” (or population), they write, is a unifying term while in fact we are
very different which is at the source of the richness of life. They prefer to see disagreement and
dissensus as a richness. The notion of a people is a government construct and it is, by definition, a
nationalist idea, through which people are unified. It was necessary to “colonise and supress”
attachments to different cultures to create the French nation, and with things like “our ancestors
the Gauls”, football or the re-writing of history books, de-politicisation contributed to a “process of
popular taming” (Anonymous 2016a: 2). We speak of a people like it pre-existed governments, that
they themselves (the people) established out if necessity, while it is on the contrary the
governments that called its “people” the population that they were taming and unifying. “Rather
than democracy, which implies governance, we prefer ‘self-organising’ […] There is no moment of
governance in the zad”(Anonymous 2016a: 2). As I showed, organisation is multi-scalar and takes
many different shapes, from meetings to spontaneous initiatives. This is one of many examples that
show the deep reflection processes that take place on the zad in order to re-politicise minds and
actions. In most meetings and throughout daily life, conversations revolve around politics, ecology,
public projects, migration or gender, among others, which all participate to a general questioning
and deconstruction of accepted frames.
The zad is a place of deconstruction, another word heard repeatedly. It involves the
deconstruction of mental models and behaviours, as well as the rediscovery of everything, of what
it can mean to live together. What Contrées (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016b) shows, is the zad as
an accumulation of action-reaction. It is a complete rediscovery, where you must learn to deal with
new situations and thereby learn to break free of usual frameworks: you cannot fall back on
notions of legitimacy or property to make sense out of events or find solutions. Often, things
happen in a spontaneous way and you must learn to accept deconstruction and questioning which
means knowing the necessity to depart from old notions. It is usual that in discussions, at least one
intervention is questioned and “deconstructed” by someone, reminding others that a certain idea is
in fact a remnant from the system. This constant deconstruction and reconstruction was especially
true after operation Cesar:
“Within this effervescence, in this unique situation at the zad, and the power vacancy, a rare
opportunity is offered up, where we have to grapple directly with the things that condition our
everyday life both materially and affectively. Faced with the challenge of sharing our lives together on
the zone, we step into another battle, this time against and within ourselves. It’s no longer about
confronting power in its most obvious form, but to struggle against that which is embedded deep
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within us. There is always, in all of us, a bit of those separated individuals, stuck in their social, cultural
and political identities. The defeat of a police operation will never be enough to destroy what remains
of the grip of consumerism within us, the devastating addictions, the prejudices, the everyday sexism...
How do we free ourselves from the cowardly habit of wanting to delegate everything, which sits so
well next to the deadly desire to control everything? The conflicts that emerged in the bocage 17,
whether they were about the uses of property in common or a political disagreement or physical
assault, are not so different from those that appear in a neighbourhood or village. Except there are no
superior and hegemonic body to arbitrate or intervene. We have to get to grips with the all these
complex issues that normally we swiftly silence or entrust to whatever expert institution: The police,
courts, psychiatric hospitals, local council, chamber of agriculture... For months we dedicate ourselves
to acquiring the fine art of give and take which enables us to transcend differences and disagreements,
without ironing out our ethical arguments and fertile tensions” (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016a: 1718 emphasis added).

For newcomers, what is impressive is all the possibilities the zad offers, whatever your age
or interests. “But when you start, you realise that it is not easy, that there are so many things you
were not taught, and that most of the stuff you were taught are useless. […] When I arrived here,
there was this big word, “deconstruction” in every mouth, which was for me un-understandable but
perceptible: you arrive, you are confronted to many new things and mostly confronted to yourself,
and you necessarily go through this phase where you deconstruct what you have learned, you start
questioning the norms and people around you” (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016b: 124-25). The
zad makes people realise who they are (e.g. a privileged white male), displace their positions and
getting aware of mental models and categories. For example, at the réu de rentrée, someone said
“we have to stop making categories such as “radical” or not. There are many ways to be radical,
many forms of radicalism. If you look at the ACIPA, which are mostly “normal citizens”, for them
what they are doing is already quite radical. There are tens of thousands of people supporting us
because they feel that something (else) is going on here, we have to stop categorising them. There
are not only categories and stereotypes about other organisations but also within. Categories are
brain comfort; they help to reach decisions faster but not necessarily good”. Another remarkable
example was at a living collective’s meeting. Establishing new living spaces among new affinity
groups was discussed, and some points like how it is important not to be in field accesses, to check
with neighbours, or how to find materials were addressed. And then someone said “we must
remember that we are here to defend this zone, not to colonise it. Moreover, we are not here to
reproduce individual societies, with our own house, our own kitchen etc. Rather we are learning
new ways of living together, which at the same time allows for less ecological impact.” Similarly, in
another occasion, after talking about the potential building of a new collective space, someone said
the zad is not only about daily life and experiences, it is not only about resisting either. If the airport
project does not happen, it is the beginning of a much bigger struggle. Paraphrasing: “Sometimes,
in our fight against the airport, we forget patriarchy, sexism and so on. But here it is a place of
deconstruction. Sometimes some people mess up and we are tolerant. Maybe because we don’t
care, maybe because it does not really matter, or maybe because it is excusable because this person
is also here to fight the airport. But should we? The idea of the cabin being a place for screening
movies is nice, but we also have to think of our [society induced] addiction to entertainment. Here
it’s a place of struggle and we have a lot of other things to do! Food sovereignty is far from attained,
we are far from autonomy in general.” The discussion went on with some people arguing that from
some movies or documentaries, you also learn a lot of useful things so the idea emerged of creating
a database of “good movies”, and to fix another date to discuss that. From the critique, which
reaffirmed the need to constantly question ourselves, emerged an idea that can contribute in the

17 A bocage is the environment of the zad, which refers to a small forest
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future to spend one’s free time with still political questioning. These types of interventions are very
typical of the zad.
Further than deconstruction the zad is also a rediscovery. For some, it is a jump into the
unknown. In an interview, Judpom argues he thinks it is very difficult to understand what is
experienced there without experiencing it for a while yourself. “The reasons [for staying there] are
multiple and changing, but I think they are all supported by this idea of having tasted something I
did not know, which consisted of the possibility of exiting my comfort zone (political, ethical and
emotional), like taking risks which allow me to confront the realities of a daily commitment in a
constant questioning work and the collective elaboration of a, not ideal, but better “living together”
(Judpom' 2017). Moreover there is the idea of evolving , of working on myself and what I don’t like
about me because I am after all a product of the world I am fighting against.[…] It is also a way to
escape working hours activism but living, experimenting, failing and retrying principles and values
that are important for me. And finally, it is also because I feel the need to be there and to participate
to it”(Judpom' 2017). This quote reveals not only the aspiration for political activism and
questioning, but living it, incarnating the political.
The political as being a part of life, or, more precisely, the zad being political in its very essence,
allows for reinventing politics in unexpected ways. For Graeber (2004), real revolutionary action is
about how you relate to people in daily life, and can be found in those daily interactions and
reflections, such as with the feminisation of language, or solidary relations, described in my results.
The political on the zone can be seen at a very intimate level. The way you dress, for
example, being a mix of recycled, stolen, hand-made or ethically produced items, adapted to
another, political, kind of life on the grove where the esthetical is not the prime priority. Rather,
although not generalising, outfits may be composed of headlights, strong shoes, t-shirts with
political messages, a belt with tools, anti-tear-gas drops in your pocket and a scarf to hide your face
when helicopters fly over. The political is also ever present in the way you cook, the way you talk,
the way you walk – taking your time, looking around- the way you conceptualise gender, love and
relationships, and even the way you party.
Events are an important part of social life on the zad. They are always self-organised, from
small pizza nights to huge festivals. Anyone, even if just arrived on the zad, can organise an event by
announcing it in the ZADnews. Events that required some investment are accessible on the basis of
voluntary donations, and meals are always either entirely vegan or including a vegan option,
although vegans are probably a minority on the zone. The organisation of events is strongly
politicised and a manifestation of prefigurative politics. Not only do themes of events remain
political, they contribute to personal and collective re-politicisation. For instance, I assisted a
theatrical presentation about the French nation, imperialism, neo-colonialism and migration. They
deconstructed the notion of “nation” and exposed atrocities committed by FRONTEX. It was an
unusual support and a creative way to convey political message. Other examples include a whole
day where people from Chiapas came to make an exhibition, do a wood engraving workshop and
make a presentation about their struggle, which included food. Others are documentary
projections, Basque or hip-hop concerts rom the zad’s writing workshop, as well as “de-gendered”
dancing nights, where traditional dances are revisited and stripped of male domination. Regularly,
book and magazine presentations happen at the library. Food is also often involved in events,
whose origin is considered, and some events revolve around food. For example, there was an antispecist evening, which consisted of a documentary followed by a buffet of vegan food and a
discussion. There was real questioning in the debate, where we talked about eurocentrism,
anthropocentrism, monoculture,… There were vegans, freegans 18, meat-eaters, people who farm
18 Diet where „dumpster diving“ is preferred to buying food.
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animals, and so on. The discussions involved themes like domination, cosmology, ontology, and
issues were approached from different perspectives, inviting both meat-eaters and vegans to ask
themselves questions about their actions and ideologies.
An online newspaper article recently written in the context of French elections argues that
“on the [zad], you do not talk politics, you do politics: daily, in common actions” (Astier 2017).
Astier shows that the notion of abstentionism (not going to vote) loses substance on the zad, where
elections are not considered the main arena of political expression. Rather than absentionists,
occupants are activists, because life is direct action. For someone interviewed, petitions for
example mean asking for favours, and are therefore indirect action, while direct action, is acting to
change the world yourself. For example, blocking a road, mow down GMOs, participating to a
collective building work, or leaving the supermarket with full trolleys while blocking the tills.
The zad therefore is a deeply political event and experience, and a manifestation and
practice of the political, be it within or without. From ways to relate to each other, organise, take
decisions, talk or approach conflicts, multiple and different possibilities are explored. The
impossible is indeed, made possible. By rejecting politics, la politique, and embracing the tortuous
road that anti-essentialism, confrontation of ideas and self-organising entails in order to avoid
centralised power and consensual paradigms, the political, le politique, is allowed back into life, and
shapes, in a daily and prefigurative fashion, an unexpected yet open and plural community, at the
image of its diversity. The zad might not be free of all forms of domination, and it will probably
never will, and never should be. Dominations and inequalities are part of the journey, and will
remain part of the struggle, beyond the airport project.

6.2.

Economies of resistance as diverse economies

In this section, I show that practicing different and solidary economic practices is also a way
of resisting, and enacting other realities, in parallel to the political dimension. Firstly, I look at the
“economies of occupation” (Safri 2012) on the zad, characterised by the search for self-sufficiency
and a “free price” principle, allowing for non-centralised solidary relations. I also look at
conceptions of work on the zad, which reveals a lot about how economic practices on the zad are a
form of resistance and prefigurative economics. Secondly, I look at challenges and finally I look at
economic practices from a relational perspective.
6.2.1. Occupation for a prefigurative and solidary economy
Daily life becomes political and is a form of direct action towards political emancipation,
and is also a very inspiring example of diverse economies with a strong political underpinning,
aiming at economic emancipation. “Economically speaking”, there are all types of people on the zad.
Some are people with high levels of education that quit their jobs or work on a freelance basis,
others are people that receive government help, and others have absolutely nothing and have lived
begging on the street, often out of choice. Some are farmers, some used to be minimum wage
workers, some are young, others old. Some have lost everything; some have decided to start over.
There are illegal refugees, people against the use of money, others work once in a while as seasonal
workers. The list is long and it is impossible to make an “economic profile” of the average “zadist”.
Moreover, in these types of communities, the usual relation between economic and cultural capital
is inadequate. This implies that people with very different economical possibilities are practicing
autonomous and egalitarian organisation together. This is not unusual for autonomous
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communities and especially occupations. Through a very short historical review of economic
activity on occupation sites (worker sit ins, occupy wall street, landless peasants), Safri (2012)
explains that the term “occupation” has two meanings: seizing or taking possession, and
employment, what one does (for a living). She shows that Occupy Wall Street as well as others
stayed true to this etymology by doing both, although the “squatting” aspect is the one mostly
covered by the media. In fact, numerous work committees took care of various tasks from
organising a library to cooking meals for thousands of people, providing educational activities or
infrastructure and sanitation, all in a collective and participatory manner. She shows that often,
throughout history, occupation fosters strong feelings of solidary and community and brings about
particular economic relations.
Similarly, on the zad, a rather large and diverse community must be sustained on the long
term. Each place and affinity group engages in different activities. Some places are dedicated to
food production, others make bread or cheese, some do conserves, or medicinal plants. Some have
tools and bike workshops, others do events and concerts. Some places attempt to go further than
the original experiments for food sovereignty and open spaces for political practices, meetings,
discussions and artistic activities. Some simply exist, attempting to have no impact on their
environment. All these activities are not strictly organised in the perspective of sustaining one’s
livelihood but also out of pleasure and interest. However, they are part of the search for some sort
of autonomy, in line with self-organisation. Different collectives organise to grow basic necessity
plants like potatoes, garlic, barley and other cereals and beans on a collective scale, and a wide
diversity of other vegetables and medicinal plants are grown in smaller gardens. Those projects are
participatory and workings thanks to volunteers, collective works, seed and knowledge exchange
as well as solidarity beyond the zad. Conserves, bread and beer are also made with those. The few
cows of the Bellevue farm also provide milk for cheese and occasionally, meat. With those, an
extent of food sovereignty is achieved, through personal consumption and redistribution on the
non-market. All those activities are self-organised by flexible collectives of voluntary inhabitants,
supported by the help of visitors. Even food sovereignty is sometimes a conflictual project, be it
about which type of food is produced and how, or concerning access to it. Someone remembers the
“bread strike”, which followed a few instances of money disappearing from the donation till. It was
not about simply complaining, but “if you steal from the till, you steal from yourself. You steal the
possibility of community, of trust. But maybe for some reason you really needed this money, so it’s
not about blaming, but also about opening the possibility for expressing this and finding solutions
together” (Anonymous 2016b). Constantly, new ideas and initiatives emerge, such as the idea of
leaving the bread oven accessible after bread baking as it stays hot a few hours: that way, people
can bake their diner without using additional energy. Indeed, energy autonomy is also
experimented, from solar panels to going back to simpler ways of living, developing gas cookers or
heating water using compost. There is also a DIY wind turbine and many other inventive
installations and projects, such as bicycle-powered wash machines, solar ovens, or rainwater
filters. Other needs are met through the sharing of skills by doctors or car mechanics, for example,
the putting in place of pottery or sports workshops, a place for children, and freeshops. Like
decision making and organisation, economic activity, or rather exchange, is multi-scalar and
informal.
Still, alongside bread at the Fosses Noires and Bellevue farms three times a week, the wellknown non-market is the main collective platform where things on the zad are dispersed in a selforganised and solidary fashion. Every Friday, the surplus and any other random things produced on
the zad are gathered by a different volunteer every week. Anyone can come and it is a meeting
moment for many occupants as well as, occasionally, inhabitants of neighbouring villages.
Sometimes announcements are made but mostly, it is a moment for informal discussions and the
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opportunity to bring back home locally grown vegetables, yogurt, flour or jam, eat a crepe and
occasionally, share a locally brewed beer. Just like events and most activities on the zad, exchange is
based on the idea of “prix libre” (pay as you want / can). The principle is simple: anyone can take
anything they want, for whatever amount they want or can give, if any. No one is standing behind
the till collecting money. The box full of coins or other random yet useful objects is staning on one
of the tables, and its content will go back to the Sème ta zad (sow your zad) collective, which
supports agricultural and food related projects on the zone. The principle is that no fixed price
should be attributed to anything, and that no one‘s possibilities should be determined by his ability
to pay. The non-market brings about a balance between places that produce food and those that do
not, yet engage in other activities. “Free price” or donations is usually adopted for everything in
most anarchist communities. This allows tending towards a solidary form of economic autonomy.
Figure 18: a regularly used drawing of the sème ta zad collective,
implying the use of agriculture as a weapon

Source:https://www.flickr.com/photos/ici-et-ailleurs-en-alsace/15269581657/

Pruvost (2016), with her analysis of the zad and other autonomous communities from the
lens of participatory collective building works also gives insight on the reinvention of economic
relations and work. She identifies that generally, engagement in participatory work incarnates the
contestation of the taken for granted assumption that wage labour is a symbol of emancipation, as
well as the notion of work as a hierarchical market good, needed for subsistence. Indeed, why
couldn’t it be pleasant, autonomous, cooperative and creative? In other words, they incarnate
diverse economies and the possibility to organise outside of capitalist economic relations. She
observes that many communities taking part in such participatory projects see it as part of a
broader political project that seeks responsibilisation, less hierarchy, autonomy instead of
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discipline, ecology, relationships, no strict role divisions and therefore dividing statuses, feminism
and a collective learning process (Pruvost 2016). In the zad particularly, collective works take place
in the context of a broader struggle; it is not only about rendering work more pleasant but about
the rejection of market exchange and the proposition and enactment of different lifestyles.
Collective works are therefore a form of direct action, opposing land planning and private property.
Moreover, building light housing like yurts or cabins is a political choice and not out of economic
necessity (Pruvost 2016). While she focuses on building or housing aspects, this is true for many
other things, such as dumpster diving (retrieve food or other things discarded by shops), living in
trucks, not buying clothes or not working. While these would often be associated with poverty, it is
in fact a political choice, to depart from property and consumerism, achieve more autonomy and
rely less on the (financial) system, as well as having less ecological impact. More generally, it is an
example of life without leaders, bosses or strict planning, where an “original political mosaic”
(Pruvost 2016) is formed by different people and places, all with their own personality and
political choices, which makes the zad a plural experience. Finally, participation to collective work
is totally voluntary and never any material compensation is guaranteed (Pruvost 2016). When big
collective works are organised (inviting people from outside), people taking part in those are often
part of broader networks or “constellations”, as you would often meet the same people on different
projects, differing in terms of skills required or geographical location. Just like collective works,
livelihoods are based on non-hierarchy and inclusiveness (no sexism, ageism or ableism): new
“bakers” are constantly trained so that they, and breads, can multiply, or by using tools that all can
use, such as Bellevue’s “grandma oven”, for which no strength is needed (Campagnes Solidaires
2016).
For people in the zad, not “working” (in the sense of wage labour) incarnates the will to reappropriate your life. This means doing things collectively to work less, having more free time and
giving meaning to your life (Anonymous 2011). As a text brilliantly named Labour, law, withdrawal
of both written in the context of protests against the new French labour law explains:
“Living on the zad, we want to organize collectively, and to seek ways to meet our needs and
desires without having to obey a boss. In reality, we continue being within economic relations, to profit
from state benefits, and sometimes we work when we need money… but we try to build ourselves and
to define ourselves differently than through a title or position. We are fighting against this society in
which you need an income in order to access anything, and which is built around the notion of work’s
value, which is central to life, determining social recognition. […] We feel the urgency to create forms
of life that exit trade relationships. We can live on the zad without having to fatten a wealthy man who
already owns two houses. The non-market, started in 2013, is a place where we can find, for donation,
bread, cheese, vegetables and other food and products from the zone. We want to re-appropriate tools
and know-hows of food production, of construction but also that of healthcare, conflict management,
and other aspects of life. In this context of social war, what is happening on the zad can feed
imaginaries and open the ranges of possibilities, in this crucial moment where we are so many, both
from within and without of the working world, criticizing society and wanting to change things”
(Anonymous 2016c).

The zad clearly contributes to affirming other economic realities. It is generally
characterised by non-predatory economic relations, which says a lot about social relations. Like
political life, economic relations are based on autonomy, learning, caring, inclusiveness, and DIY. It
is absolutely usual that when a project starts, a call for material is made through the inhabitant
meeting or the ZADnews, and it is usual, that anyone who can help will. Whether it concerns the
building of a new cabin, the organisation of an event, the need of expertise or skills for a project,
the cleaning of roads, people will always be present. The same goes for daily individual needs, be it
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for new shoes, a new phone, medical assistance or a contact in another city, there will always be
someone ready and able to help. The zad offers endless access to cultural activities and “capital” as
well, with things like collective computers or the library, for which all books were donated, or many
lectures and documentary viewings.
Such solidary relations are not only about daily needs and “subsistence” but also are a
building block of resistance, which have helped overcome Cesar and sustained the occupation in
general, through a network of economic solidarity. Solidary economic relations are not only an
isolated network within the zad, but expand way beyond the zone, which regularly receives
donations. The zad offers not only possibilities to organise for anarchists or people into selforganization and alternative lifestyles, but also to farmers that wish to practice their passion
otherwise, out of constraining legal frameworks. For a local farmer who settled in a farm that had
been expropriated, “the main idea is to share experiences, know-how through exchanges and
helping out… I often come with my tractor and tools, and in exchange the inhabitants of the zad
come to help me out when I need to fix something where several people are needed. They are
motivated people, that like me, do things out of passion. What happens here is for me an
achievement. It shows you don’t need competiveness and productivity, what is important here is to
do it together and then you see you can live out of it without money and administrative
procedures” (Campagnes Solidaires 2016: 4). The cows of the ‘cow group’, which is the collective
milking and making cheese, were lent by peasants. Two times a day, milk is transformed at the
Bellevue occupied farm in order to be brought to the non-market, otherwise available to all in a
fridge and also one day a week it is reserved to support a refugee squat in Nantes. “We refuse to sell
things and to put a price on time, the pleasure or constraints it implies, or the friendships and
encounters it brings. […] What is important here, is the brewing and confrontation of worlds that
do not often meet. […] This is how we learned everything about milking, cows, culture, etc. We are
not titled farmers, and do not plan to become that. Our installations are not conforming to rules.
For us, staying out of institutional frameworks means creating our own; avoiding as much as
possible a system of controls and pressures aiming at competitiveness, and taking distance from
the ruthless rules of the market. We are not here to sell milk, but to feed resistance, to live and
struggle in this grove, against urbanization, marketization, defending lands, dreams and
possibilities, to share cheese, ideas, knowledge, emotions, ways of resisting, doubts and
desires…”(Campagnes Solidaires 2016: 5). Similarly, for Shoyu (2015) “if we had no bread from the
zad, we would have to organize otherwise somehow. It’s really a means of struggle. It’s like the
vegetables or anything else that is produced on the zad”. The idea is not to achieve autarky or total
autonomy, but rather to depend as little as possible on the capitalist system. Moreover, this
independence is practiced in a way which is politically emancipatory. Not only are they an instance
of diverse economies that show other ways are possible, but the zad can be interpreted as a kind of
liberating economy of subsistence. Indeed, like in societies described by Clastres (1974), there is no
accumulation or forced work and leisure has a central place in daily life. With its strong political
underpinnings, we can speak of an economy of resistance. Like other occupations, they propose an
alternative to what they critique (production and distribution of goods)(Safri 2012). Therefore,
they are not only political events with economic causes or consequences but methods of allocating
resources, which one could call the practice of prefigurative economics.
The double meaning of occupation is implied in what zad inhabitants refer to as inhabiting
a territory, which appears like predominant in the movement’s discourses. In 2014, inhabitants of
the zad reacted to a press article which claimed „200 alter-mondialists are still camping on the
ZAD“: „This is not a camping! It minimises to the public opinion what would be destroyed if Cesar
comes back. It is a super-reductionist caricature. [...] There is a real diversity of edified housing in
many different materials that were essentially free. They are all more joyful than most grey
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habitations. Around those, many collective spaces for making radio, parties, baking and
transforming bread, sewing, playing, healing yourself, fixing bicycles and cars. And all this
alongside ‘historical inhabitants’. We are all ‘resisting inhabitants’ […] We do not camp but we build,
construct, cultivate19, and invent emancipatory forms of resistance […] We fight production methods
and private property through the communisation of land. The re-appropriation of land through
diverse means allows us to learn, meet, feed the movement and practice the criticism of industrial
agriculture […] This situation gives us a rare opportunity to experiment with forms of selforganisation on a non-governable territory, and to feel, from very different worlds, the possibilities
of the commune […] we are here to construct a parallel counter-economy” (Anonymous 2016d
emphasis added).
6.2.2. Tensions and challenges
Despite emancipatory logics, some arrangements are not satisfying everyone and still need
to be figured out. From what I could observe in these three months, challenges and dissatisfactions
concern the felt formation of elites based on material possession (not to be confused with
accumulation), the management of the zad’s main till, the lack of money mutualisation, and the
access to material donations.
In line with the constant challenging of domination, a text has been published in the
ZADnews and on internet (I helped translating it from German) about the formation of elites in
autonomous communities and movements. Although I did not completely agree with it, it is of
course relevant to share those opinions. In short, the text argues that due to patriarchal remnants
of society, power relations tend to form even within anarchist communities. The text condemned
people that have more influence because they have more contacts, or own useful tools. Owning
tools and trucks for example, was interpreted as necessarily controlling means of transportation
and production. Ultimately, the text invited members of communities to ask themselves whether
they were part of the people being dominated and if so to go on strike. I did not really agree for two
reasons. Firstly, as I argued earlier, although they exist these forms of domination are not be
interpreted as aa plot by nasty people wishing to become elites, but rather happen as a result of
unconscious behaviours and communication issues. Moreover, the idea of going strike is hardly
relevant as no one is working for anyone particular, which would limit its potential impact. Still, it is
relevant to express these frustrations as it may lead to dialogue about the use of tools and
materials, denounce undesirable behaviours and foster creative solutions on how to make them
more accessible for everyone.
There are some dissatisfactions about the way the zad till is maintained. There are different
tills or accounts in the zad. The general one is filled up regularly from different sources and kept in
a safe location in case of needs such as during eviction threats. However, it is never let to become
too big and regularly, the money is redistributed to various collective tills, notably seme ta zad and
the legal team. Regularly, demands for money for various projects are done in inhabitants meetings.
One “rule”, which is often re-discussed, is that this money should not serve individuals or living
spaces but only collective projects (e.g. computers for the self-media group, tools for agricultural
projects, renovations of welcome spaces). Some people feel like discussions concerning money are
completely out of reach. Of course no one believes that some people are keeping money for
themselves. Rather, they decide what to do with it in relation to their own ideologies. The fact that
it is only for collective processes sometimes seems unfair as most people who manage the tills live
in the big occupied farms, mostly with strong walls, water and electricity, which minimises needs.
Some people in the east have absolutely nothing (in terms of pre-existing infrastructure) and they
19 French for both farming and cultivate in the sense of creating something, making something grow
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cannot get help to develop their individual spaces. Most people would not ask for money as they
wish to build their spaces in autonomous manners, but the principle is annoying for some.
Moreover, all the donations go to these same big farms (which are accessible by road), which are,
logically, served first while they have more in the first place. Here, ways to express this
dissatisfaction in constructive ways might need to come about in order to ensure a fairer use of
collective resources. As we have seen, no form of organisation is formalised or imposed, and it can
always evolve.
6.2.3. Struggling for global diverse economies
Even with those disagreements, all over the zad, needs are met. In simple terms, economic
practices on the zad, as well as in many other similar places, are against the common and sup posedly liberating idea that in order to save time, you can pay someone to do things for you. But in
fact, for that, you have wasted your time earning money by working for somebody else, instead of
doing it yourself. The cycle goes on in a rather ridiculous fashion. In autonomous communities, as I
showed, it is about seeing the result of what you do, about taking life in your hands and choosing its
direction. By helping each-other, each has the possibility to engage primarily in activities that he
enjoys or knows, and to feel motivated not because of economic incentives or sanctions, but be cause of the feeling of achievement, the direct results, the feeling of belonging and of solidarity.
Simultaneously, these activities are a way not only to take life in one’s own hands, but to concretely
resist the system and prove something else is possible. Difficulties and challenges are part of a
learning process, necessary when engaging in projects that have until now been deemed unviable
by dominating economic paradigms. For Miller, “political struggle and creation cannot be simply
about realizing that which is already possible, but must be about changing the conditions of possib ility themselves so that new forms of life can be born” (Miller 2011: 13). Indeed, “conditions of viability” are created by each society, and things had to be radically transformed for the market-economy to become practical and generalised (Miller 2011). Therefore, there are no universally ap plicable economic logic or feasibility and we do not know yet where the line between the possible
and the impossible lies, and we must explore those possibilities. Engaging in these forms of politicized diverse economies lead to new political and economic subjectivities, which are some of the
building blocks of the zad as a concrete utopia, where capitalist, predatory and market-based rela tions are at the centre of the negative dimension, and where solidary alternatives are practiced as a
positive dimension, following the logic of confrontation with proposition (Pickerill and Chatterton
2006).
This logic of solidarity, as I explained, is not only applicable to the zad internally, as it is part
of a broader solidarity network. To analyse the deep links of solidarity that are forged, Massey’s
geographies of responsibility (2004) and Pickerill and Chatterton’s autonomous geographies (2006)
come to mind. Massey’s relational conception of place – seeing it as a result of multiple trajectories
and practices and therefore open to endless possibilities - unleashes imagination for different
worlds. Geographies of responsibility refer to the possibility of reorganising relations based on
ethical decisions and solidarity rather than competition; progressive rather than competitive
interdependence, even on an international scale. Such links are being put in place globally and exist
way beyond France in the case of the zad. Nationally, through travelling and calls for support, skills,
materials, tools are exchanged, donated, recycled or built. Solidarity events raise funds for various
projects and struggles, just as a number of platforms allow for the gift economy to strive. Recently, a
book has been published about big self-organised events 20, such as climate action camps and tips
on how to make them happen. The income from that book will become a fund for such self20 See for example https://lepressoir-info.org/spip.php?article803
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organised events that can be given and then paid back through donations at the event. The zad is
not directly connected to most initiatives, but these millions of emancipatory projects worldwide
are all indirectly connected through an informal network, built over the years through exchanges,
encounters, and common aspirations for another reality. Together, they are an example of a broader
diverse economy than the zad itself.
The zad, in short, is, despite challenges, is increasingly putting into practice emancipatory
and inclusive forms of production and exchange. Locally and internationally, they contribute to
diverse economies. These prefigurative economic practices are part of a response to a destructive
market-based global economy and privatisation of land (negative dimension), and concretise in
various forms of solidary and politicised exchanges (enacted positive dimensions). Dissatisfactions
in the zad may lead to a reformulation of the former and to more horizontal evolutions of these
practices.

6.3.

Identity: letting go of monoculture

Identities, or culture, are powerful social constructs, which define actions and can bring
people together but also divide. The “zadist” identity, often used loosely and even instrumentalised
by the media and authorities, has come, in popular imagination, to represent reductionist images of
either violent, radical leftists or tree hugging hippies. There is no such thing as a clearly defined
zadist identity and the word itself is avoided within the zad. I argue that, inevitably, there is an
identity on the zad, but it is in its essence much more complex and flexible than most might think.
This emerging identity is at the core of the positive dimension of the plural utopia and is
characterised by multiplicity yet divisions and confrontations, conflict and learning. Despite
divisions, the struggle and occupation are connecting and make the zad’s identity truly political: it
is unfixed and composed, where spontaneity and the refusal of fixed rules make prefiguration and
reinvention of cultural norms – based on resistance and solidarity - possible. First I go back to my
theoretical background and exclusionary tendencies in autonomous communities, which I find
limited on the zad. Then I sum up some of the features of a “zad identity” that emerged from the
previous pages. In a second step, I elaborate on the notion of composedness and finally look at the
zad from a spatial and relational perspective. I do not aim to define the identity of the zad which
would be impossible and quite foolish, but rather, to show how it is under construction and
inherently relational, bringing about a precious openness.
6.3.1. The struggle: achieving a balance between exclusion and inclusiveness
Identities can divide, with the outside and within. As I showed, there are some major
division lines in the zad, such as the “east/west” issue, which roughly represent two different
identities, ways of living and doing things. One could say that while the west is characterised by
more political and agricultural activities, the east is rather into DIY and deep ecology. This
separation also overlaps with people that are here since longer and newer people, and concretise in
resentments about dominations. What was striking to me over time is the way the words “east” and
“west” are used, reinforcing an imaginary division, with people identifying with one “side”. Through
disdain and lack of communication, this irrelevant division is in fact confirmed on a daily basis.
However, in practice, I believe that this division is not as strong as some may think and many
people find it ridiculous and feel like they belong everywhere. Each place and affinity group has its
own identity and although different, they are usually not mutually exclusive and confronting eachother except when disputes occur around certain events. Together, they form “the” zad. Even these
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confrontations and divisions themselves have become a defining feature of the zad, with its
different faces, that sometimes confront each-other yet have a lot in common and move forward
together as a result from these confrontations.
Concerning the outside, Pickerill and Chatterton (2006) argue that autonomous
communities risk to develop sectarian tendencies. Despite the fascination it arouses, the zad can
seem “scary” for some, and sometimes, attitudes to newcomers who do not seem to fit in a “zadist”
identity can be somewhat unwelcoming or suspicious. This should not be exaggerated. Firstly, over
time I have seen many “normal” people coming around for a few hours or a few days, offering help,
support, or only satisfying a benevolent curiosity. If you come for a reason, and not for an “activist
Sunday walk” (as some deplore the zad has become) there is no reason to be chased away. In fact,
the zad has organised many events such as the “wide open doors”, info-tours or festivals where
anyone who does not usually feel comfortable with going to the zad any day can come. One thing
that must be made clear, is that there is no “zadist identity”. There is, but it is not something visible.
One possible instance of exclusionary tendencies was with the intellectuals and the
Abecedaire. It seemed like there was a rejection of intellectuals, who were all thrown into a
category, which I found quite surprising for the zad. Those who categorically rejected intellectuals
were a minority and they just did not go to the event, which is fine. Still, other people went with
cream pies or to read a very critical text about how they reject a certain culture of entertainment
and the insulting assumption that intellectuals are better placed to understand social processes
than the people who live them. What slowly became clear was that the issue was not the
intellectuals per se, but rather the way the whole thing was organised, and how intellectuals, from
the texts announcing the event beforehand, were put on a pedestal. Also, the organisation of the
event revealed perceived power relations on the zone, where some people do not respect the
horizontal decision making and go ahead with projects that are not necessarily welcome, or would
need discussions beforehand. Moreover, these projects have public attention. More than sectarian
tendencies, it was the expression of disagreements and the denouncing of undesirable attitudes.
Indeed, the next day, there even was a really nice discussion with the so-called intellectuals. It made
clear that what is rejected is only the intellectuals who think they are superior – the zad does not
need them to create knowledge. Also, it denounced the organisation and eventually, we came up
with ideas to make such initiatives more participatory. Unfortunately, the organisers were not
present, which reaffirmed some of the abovementioned feelings. This shows the affirming of a
political, rather than an exclusionary identity.
The relative closeness felt by some is both an obstacle and an opportunity. An opportunity
because it allows to avoid co-optation and gentrification, and to maintain coherence with anarchist
principles by avoiding that people who do not grasp at all the basics of self-organisation would not
spoil it completely. It allows for the zad to develop in an emancipatory environment. It is not
necessarily because of sectarian mind-sets but because of coherence: not anyone can, mentally and
physically, engage in such a community. The zad necessitates some readiness to learn and selforganise, to deconstruct, participate and engage in all sorts of activities that do not offer the
“comfort” many are used to. If one is ready to learn, there is no reason to be rejected. It is an
obstacle because of the risk of creating categories and turning inwards. Some people do, but it
seems very unlikely it would become generalised on the zad, which remains a place of exchange
and a place of passage – all the time, people come and go, influencing the zad, and staying for a day,
a month, or maybe a lifetime.
In fact, many find it amazing how divisions that often exist in the city fade away on the zad,
that people with different opinions and interests end up being great friends and making projects
together. Worlds encounter, boundaries get blurry, slowly creating a unique new type of identity
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and radicalism. There are tensions, notably linked to central division lines like education levels,
veganism vs. farming and understandings of radicalism/resistance, which are hard to solve, and
sometimes ignored. But overall, since years, no one is really fighting, and that is quite fascinating. I
think there is a very strong socially binding element which is the struggle against not only the
airport, but mostly "its world". The zad is a place of struggle, and this is an integral part of its
identity, and of many inhabitants, who live for the struggle, be it there or elsewhere. You can see
and feel the diversity from all the meetings and the clashes of ideas, and this diversity is seen as
strength. However, it remains within a “leftist whole”. Someone told me something along those
lines: “Here you see a lot of categories and prejudices, which are very strict, such as journalists,
intellectuals, legalists... a whole bunch of people that are not accepted here. But we say, praise
diversity!...as long as it fits within certain criteria. There is deconstruction, indeed, but it is
superficial”.
Places like the zad are where finding one’s real and unique political identity is encouraged
because of freedom, and one subsequently realises that even within this leftist identity, many “subidentities” exist and are not compatible, even opposed, belonging to different worldviews, when
concerning for example the place of nature, animals or entertainment, and it is rare to see those cohabit. The zad is an example of how they coexist. Although maybe “leftist”, it is a start which allows
fostering imaginary (just like diverse economies do) and allows for the possibility to imagine it on a
larger scale, with other opposed groups. So on the zad, identities co-exist, and ultimately, a new one
is created. Although there are not official rules, Robert felt that informally, there is a majority way
to act, to dress, to speak, to joke, etc (Robert 2014), which are similar to the ways in other struggle
places. These are a result of internal processes but also influenced by international counter
culture. Identities on the zad specifically are broadly characterised by a political identity of
resistance, conflict and learning, an identity of emancipation and deconstruction a well as
fundamental questioning, where solidarity is central to define human relations and the way people
identify. Also, some defining features include ecology, and re-linking with nature. Most people are
defined primarily by specific aspects, such as feminism, transgender, punk, rioter or the practice of
permaculture, but often, the categorisation is not that simple, as most people are also characterised
by a combination of identities often separated, yet also by some exclusive features, such as antispeciciesm.
6.3.2. Composing new subjectivities
At the reu de rentrée, it seemed evident that people recognised the existence of tensions and
differences, yet also of their fundamental importance. Someone expressed that it is important to
force yourself out of your comfort zone; he said “even though it’s kind of normal and I prefer to be
with people I agree with 100 %, you actually move forward by being different and in fact there is
always some common ground”. Co-existence leads both to the blurring of boundaries and to
sometimes hard situations, which ultimately often result in constructive conflicts and creative
resistance.
Over the years, the zad has become a symbol for the convergence of struggles. Peasant
struggles, anarchists, anti-capitalists, environmentalists and many others have forged strong
solidarities through resistance and started creating another reality together. What people like to
say about the zad is that it is nor united nor diverse. It is even not multiple or plural, it is composed
(Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016b). Composed by a multitude of people, ideologies, movements,
strategies, trajectories, fears and hopes that together form something greater than a sum or a
combination. Throughout my fieldwork, it became evident that multiplicity, in the sense elaborated
in my conceptualisation of concrete utopia, is ever present. That is, the acceptance and welcoming
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of the possibility that different utopias, ideals, ways of life, that may even be contradictory or
seemingly incompatible, can co-exist. This difference is assumed, as when texts published explain
the reticence of using the word “we”, or like in the pamphlet Defending the zad it its diversity, where
it is written that this text is part of an effort in the face of eviction threats but it does not represent
everyone: diversity is not exhaustive and all acts of resistance are not accompanied by a text or
picture (Anonymous 2016e) .
One example of this multiplicity, or composition, is when it is considered normal that
people start a new collective or common house because they do not fit in the existing ones. For
example unlike other places, the Wardine made the choice of non-violence and it is imperative that
this must be respected, notably because of the presence of children. They therefore explained at a
meeting that although all people are welcomed during normal times, during eviction times, there
are many opportunities for fighting with police next to other places. Modes of resistance should not
be contradictory but rather complementary. Some places have cows, other do not. This might seem
superficial, but the difference between the places that have animals and those that do not are not
only about hobbies and activities but opposed worldviews and ontologies, about domination,
species, freedom and life. All these different groups co-exist and cohabit and respect the fact that
they should be able to self-determine what they want. Further than daily life choices, at the
inhabitant meeting where it was discussed that it is better if no agreement is reached with hunters
as hunts would be sabotaged anyway, someone said “It disturbs me to try and change the
behaviour of people that were here before us”, and someone answered “it is common sense not to
shoot around habitations though…” and obviously someone answered that there is no such thing as
one “common sense”. Your common sense is not the same than the hunters’ common sense! There
is no “logical” way to reach an understanding, and it might be better that way – we are different and
so be it. This shows the acceptance that simply different people live on the zone and it is necessary
to accept it rather than reaching a marginalising consensus.
In Contrées, the collective writes that indeed, they often speak of the “components” of the
movement (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016b: 154). There are the farmer, peasant, citizen, and
occupying components, to which are added the blurry mass of support committees, and the
activist, autonomous and anti-authoritarian movements from surrounding cities. All this shows the
diversity but also the difficulty to speak with one voice. They explain that each event or
development is followed by different communiqueé s and statements. Each component has a certain
autonomy in the actions it undertakes or ways of organising, leaving space and minimizing risks for
others, except if it is an extremely important issue where a common position is needed. The stakes
motivates people to think together about what it is possible to achieve together. Here the struggle
does not rely on the formulation and definition of a strong, united, political view, which is
impossible here, but counts rather on the deploying of a massive crowd in order to impose a blocus.
“This struggle alongside each other in turn solidifies a community of struggle: with, for a spinal
cord, peasants, inhabitants, squatters and activist that stubbornly carry on year after year, as well
as all those that perceive, that the former will not give up. Within this community plays a
permanent backwash, a coming and going between the putting forward by each component of its
own traditional forms of action (counter-expertise, direct action, non-violence, etc) and the
capacity to play complementarily. This plurality has the advantage to make the movement as hard
to confine as it is unpredictable” (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016b: 165). Multiplicity therefore, is a
priceless strength for the movement, which cannot be thought of using usual frameworks and
strategies to contain it. Multiplicity does not only mean contradictions and cohabitation, but also
convergence. Bulle (2016a) argues that for some occupants, coming to the zad was simply an
excuse to fight the state and the police, but those fights forge trust and solidarities among different
groups. For her, it is different from territorial struggles on that aspect. But the continuous relation
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to the territory also differentiates it from other anti-capitalistic mobilisations with shorter
temporalities (e.g. Occupy). Here, a way of life is established, characterised by “ordinary
radicalism”. New types of shared knowledges emerge, creating a form of collective intelligence. One
event that participated to the convergence of struggles and increasing exchanges was the
occupation of the Bellevue farm. Although now inhabited by mostly “zadists”, it was originally
squatted by peasants as well. This was a visible attempt at “getting nearer”, with farmers adopting
the same mode of resistance than squatters (Campagnes Solidaires 2016). Today, every Friday
lunch, farmers still come to eat at Bellevue and anyone may join that meal, in order to continue
creating links between historical opponents and new occupants. It is one of the places where
boundaries fade away and for some historical farmers, it is evident that they are both famers and
zadists, which are two identities often separated in the media or stories of the zad (Gueugneu and
Lindgaard 2016).
The complementarity of forms of resistance is remarkable. In an interview, Jeanne recalls a
time when drillings started, not long before operation Cesar: “on the first day, a lot of things
happened, people laying down on the streets, barricades, people in bushes, giant tripods on top of
which people were perched in order to block access to the terrain, throwing a flock of cows on the
cops, people going around, and subsequently the teargas that was hitting the workers because of
the wind. It was with one or two hundred people and a rare tactical diversity. The next day, we did
not feel powerless anymore” (Jeanne 2015). This complementarity, beyond when resisting police,
also facilitates the integration of all kinds of people, whatever their age, technical abilities,
ideologies, physical abilities, availability or willingness to take risks.
Figure 19: tractors block the highway in January 2016

Source: http://zad.nadir.org/spip.php?article3444

Plurality is maintained with the refusal of fixed rules. After years of discussion, the only written
text agreed upon by all the movement emerged in 2015, and it will probably remain one of the only
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ones, which is very special for a ten year old and large community. The text lays out the “six points
for the future of the zad” (see text box). These points are strong demands, demanding not less that
when (note, not if) the project is abandoned, the state permanently moves out this zone, which can
handle all aspects autonomously, from the solving of conflicts to the distribution and use of land. It
demands recognition of the other reality created on those grounds and, despite being written
principles, does not crystallised a clear vision of a future. There are no pre-defined goals, strategies
or rules, but a ground of constant experimentation, home to multiple horizons may continue. It is
not about fixed ideals, but about prefiguration and self-organisation.

Complementarity, composedness and multiplicity are part of the zad’s identity. Occupants
are concretely experimenting with novel ways of resisting and living together, which goes hand in
hand with the previously described avoidance of formalisation of organisation and fixed protocols.
Although, as I showed, some domination patterns exist, they are challenged by multidirectional
communication and decision-making arrangements. Arrangements regarding decision-making
cannot only stem from theoretical or even practical principles, but are influenced by context, and in
this case, the multiplicity and composed aspect of the zad plays a role in the emergence of a
particular mode of organisation and decision-making. In Lese Beton, it is explained that “some
people made studies, others have a street culture, some are here to escape social control, others to
squat and not pay rent and to do something else out of their lives, others to cultivate the earth,
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some do not have papers, some are here to defend nature. Some organise themselves here without
living here, some organise collectively while others less, and some, almost all of these things
together. It’s difficult to have clear organisation structures that get all those people together. Rather,
there is a multitude of organisation structures, of groups, of attempts at coordination. We are never
all there at the same times, and never all agreeing on one topic” (Anonymous 2016b). For
Maecklebergh (2013), ideally, differences must be understood as strands of a network that can be
woven together to create new structures, which are built through the acknowledgement of
dissenting voices.
Confrontations and meetings of ideals bring about creative solutions, and also reinvent new
flexible kinds of identity. A political identity, that is, one which rejects consensus and accepts
difference and questionings, must, necessarily, be anti-essentialist. What is interesting, is that the
zad allows for identities to become, on the one hand more radical, and on the other, more flexible.
More radical because by being with similarly minded people and a generally independent
environment which offers more ways to resist, deconstruct and reconstruct, ideologies and
personalities become more radical, in comparison with the system. However, on the other,
questionings, encounters and the acceptance of the cohabitation of different forms of resistance
and existence bring about less exclusionary subjectivities. In the zad, identity is anti-essentialist
and political, firstly because of the multiplicity which undermines fixity, but also because of its
highly relational character.
6.3.3. A relational identity grounded in place
Because of the movement’s long history and many components, as well as being part of
broader international anarchist counter-cultures, the zad is strongly relational. As I have shown
already, it is characterised by multiplicity and endless possibilities, and is affected by other places
and trajectories. In fact, a story or identity of the zad can never be final, just as any understanding
of it at any point in time. Someone told me that he always thinks that he finally managed to
understand something about the zad and then, something happens and the whole picture is
different, just as my encounter with one hunter changed my whole understanding.
It is most notably extremely connected to the outside, more than many other places.
Thinking space relationally means that a place is not a mere geographic location but a complex
network of relations and a product of multiple trajectories and practices, influenced by and
influencing ecological, socio-cultural and political/economical processes. Further than in relation
with their environment, “autonomous geographies” are often not “built” in isolation but reinforce
each other. It is not true that such anarchist experiments only work in in small, isolated groups,
and that in order to jump scale, a system is necessarily needed. In fact they build on and learn from
each-other, directly (through meetings, etc) and indirectly (through stories, travellers,..).
Emancipatory projects are very intimately part of a web of stories, lessons, and trajectories across
the global, inspiring people to act for themselves locally while being part of a global solidarity
network. The zad is intimately connected with struggles in France and more or less connected with
many others, from Chiapas to Dakota, Bakour and Rojava, Heathrow, Palestina or Basque Countries.
They are never solely local but a product of transnational geographies of resistance and solidarity.
A relational approach gives meaning to the coexistence and constant combination of multiple
trajectories and identities, which evolve through connections, discussions and travels. As someone
once said, “the zad is not a collection of individual stories but a common story. How to describe a
collective with blurry boundaries which is starting to create something? No one will ever manage
to tell the story of the zad.”
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Moreover, on the zad, things are just happening, unravelling under your feet. From what I
experienced and the stories read, the zad is like a series of action-reaction. Spontaneity is what
never tames the excitement and fosters creative solutions. Many days start with a certain plan and
end up in a completely unexpected manner, which contributes to the building of places and the
common culture of the zad as a whole but also of affinity groups. This spontaneity is also often
embraced, just like conflict, not as undesirable and needing to be managed, but essential for
avoiding the implantation of fixed rules. Through this spontaneity and the diverse contributions to
the zad, it evolves in unexpected manners, which has also allowed it to achieve things all thought
impossible. The zad is shaped in the present, but also projects itself in the future, with planting
fruit trees, managing forests, creating spaces for children and building solid habitations and
workshops, in order to, as someone said in an inhabitant’s meeting, “imagine and sustain a zad full
of whacky projects in 50 years!”
Concrete utopias, in order to be concrete, are necessarily grounded in space. Literature
identifies the zad as a spatial struggle. It certainly is to some extent, but unlike others, it is not a
fight to gain the right to inhabit a territory, but it precisely inhabiting that territory that is the
strategy, as well as one fragment of the ideal. Once more, the process is an end in itself. Space in the
zad is important because it is as much as an arena to fight capitalism by appropriation, as a home.
This space is characterised by an extreme connectivity which contributes to a growing network and
learning and evolving process. Like recent movements, the occupation of space has become both a
strategy and goal to criticise society and to propose alternatives. Miller (2011) argues that it is
necessary to continue occupying new places for other economic realities to emerge. Further than
economies, recent occupations have also been the grounds for political experimentations and long
term occupation can be a ground for the creation of new identities. As Maeckelbergh (2012)
argues, learning prefiguration takes time and territorial continuity is necessary for it to bear fruits.
Further than simple territorial continuity, illegal occupation implies, except of potential eviction
threats, having a space free of constraints which is necessary in order to fully profit of the endless
possibilities each place intrinsically possesses (Cresswell 2004). This is not the case for many social
movements and is why the zad is so emblematic, because it has achieved this pre-condition.
Further than occupying space, Miller argues that occupying means “a taking back, a holding of
space in order to open it up toward new collective possibilities. From its Latin roots, “to occupy”
can, in fact, mean to seize a space against the status quo and to turn it towards something new. To
occupy is to construct a space in which we can engage in the craft—the occupation—of enacting the
world we long for. We need to understand and to enact “occupation” in the wildest sense possible:
to seize every single space that we can, physical and conceptual, in which to exercise collective
power and experiment with new forms of collective life. Occupy everything!” (Miller 2011: 14).
Miller means that occupying space means that ideas about the use of that space can also be seized
and deconstructed towards the formation of new subjectivities. Space is indeed a central notion in
discourses heard on the zad, and by “fully inhabiting it” it becomes much more than resistance. It is
another type of life, another reality, which ontologically opposes the other. Many processes
contribute to the appropriation of space, such as the wood cutting process, collective works,
building habitations, agriculture, reshaping roads, making one’s own maps and own rules. The
discourse emerging from the early years of occupation clearly identifies space appropriation as a
weapon in the fight against capitalism. There were calls for food sovereignty, inviting people to
come and start small agricultural project, and already a consciousness that “it is the multitude of
cultures, life and struggle experiences that make the richness of the zad […] We will continue to
take roots here and pollinize the rest of the earth” (Anonymous 2016d: 3). The identity of the zad is
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strongly liked to its own territory as I show below but also a universal one – using space to fight
global logics.
Figure 20: two different representations of the zad.
They show different meanings attributed to space.
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The territory of the zad has become much more than a “zone to defend” but is an integral
part of its inhabitants’ subjectivities. “Inhabiting does not mean living. It means belonging to the
place as much as it belongs to us, it means being attached, to places, to people, to atmospheres, to
trees, to each plant growing in each specific place. It’s the opposite of their nightmarish metropole
where you just “pass”. Inhabiting here, it’s being unable to imagine how all this could disappear:
because this, is what makes our lives” (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016b: 229). Although there are
no borders around the zone, when you enter it, you feel it, through small signs like the fact that
bushes are let to grow, or the graffitis. You feel you crossed this imaginary gate of the possibilities,
of blurry boundaries, of a sanctuary from this oppressing “outside”… where anything, according to
desires, can be done, from wearing skirts as a guy to driving a car without windows or building the
craziest woodhouse without permission. “It is where you can enact your desires, replacing
economic and social constraints by territorial and human ones….that’s already a victory” (Collectif
Mauvaise Troupe 2016a, 230).
Figure 21: An emblematic watch tower: Bison Futeé

Source: https://itsgoingdown.org/solidarity-standing-rock-zad/
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This freedom, paired with multiplicity, brings about fantastic architecture and new
subjectivities, that identify with the territory and its unpredictable magic. A relational approach
allows seeing autonomous spaces and social movements as constantly emerging, under
construction. I heard the phrase “our common culture” on several occasions; like any culture, it has
its traditions, rituals, language and history; although unfixed and subject to change, “traditions” or
“rituals” are a diversity of things that include ways of getting together, the non-market, collective
works, yearly festivals, harvesting, certain ways of partying. Similarly, language is transformed and
transforms ways of thinking. More importantly, all these result from a multitude of shared stories,
experiences, trials and errors, failures and successes. Rules and ways of doing things do not
emanate from rules or mythologies to be respected and believed in, but rom common and collective
experiences, endlessly evolving though multiple contributions and lessons. Real utopias, like the
zad are not constructed by its inhabitants only. Not only by the diversity of people that pass by, but
directly and indirectly influenced by the broader network of places that share similar objectives.
The anarcho-autonomous scene is characterised by travelling, collective building works, and often
nomad lifestyles, which creates a fertile ground for the exchange of ideas and solidary coconstruction of autonomous, resistant and ever changing spaces.
The confrontation of ideas it entails is sometimes hard to interpret, and notions like postpolitics, politics and the political are not always helpful to make sense of the things created on
those territories. The zad is reinventing, slowly, close to everything, from political modes of
organisation and communication to economic relations and notions of identity and culture… where
one can identify as belonging to a community precisely by not fitting into specific traits. It cannot
be thought of using the same symbolic framings, which, for Zyzek, would make it a truly political
experience, a political, concrete utopia, which seizes space and concepts and occupies itself with
the practice of other realities.
Figure 22: A man and his self built cabin

Copyright Herveé Leqeux
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7. Discussion: the zad as a concrete utopia negotiating an anti-essentialist space
The zad, it seems, fits to many aspects of concrete utopias. It is permanently negotiated in
the present as part of prefigurative politics and committed to remain open and plural, and to accept
the challenges these bring about. Some aspects of the positive and negative dimensions are already
clear. The former is characterised by aspirations towards and practices of self-organisation,
politicisation, avoiding rules and fixity, inclusiveness (yet not co-optation and compromise) and
redefining human relationships; in a way, avoiding everything that is the system, which stands at
the centre of the negative dimension. Bulle (2016a) refers to the zad as a utopia. She conceptualises
it as a commune, and I disagree with her conception on two points. Firstly the idea of a
revolutionary commune crystallises something that should not be. Putting a name to it creates a
form of fixity, an end. Especially when this word has so many connotations that could get in the way
of creativity and the decision of what is in fact desirable, particularly in a French context (the Paris
or Nantes Communes). Secondly, it is quite arbitrary to claim the zad as a commune when it does
not appear to be claimed by the movement as a whole. It was on some banners and in some texts,
but it does not come out from any books or my fieldwork as a consensual ideal, unlike, for
examples, notions of multiplicity and self-organisation: I find it more interesting to see how
inhabitants of the zad themselves formulate and practice their ideal. Moreover, the zad is inherently
multiple.
In this final section, I answer this thesis’ central question: How is the zad enacted and
negotiated in relation to its negative (what people fight against) and positive (perceived ideals for
which people fight for) dimension, in a way that allows (or not) for a plural and open space to
emerge? Drawing from all the reflections above and following my sub-questions 21 which have
already partly been answered, especially the second, I firstly conceptualise how the positive
dimensions comes about (in meanings and practices) and what it concretely represents. Secondly,
completing the first step, I continue clarifying what the negative dimension entails. This allows
seeing how the zad as community is emerging in relation to the negotiation of the positive and
negative dimension. This analysis allows me to refine my conceptualisation of the zad as a concrete
utopia in relation to theory, and to outline its particularities. Finally, this visibilises possibilities,
which I present as the impossibility of absolutism, supported by referring back to various findings
of this study.
7.1.1. A concrete utopia with flexible dimensions
I showed that different types of attitudes (e.g. patriarchal behaviours, sexism, and violence
towards other opponents) are identified as undesirable and are dealt with in different manners:
through discussions, resolved and unresolved conflicts, informal processes that built trust and
foster dialogue, and even “boycott”. The different outcomes lead to the emergence of a plural and
open space, or to worrying situations. One must bear in mind however, that I could only observe
what happened over three months, which is not enough to observe the resolution of conflicts in a
community with unlimited temporality – it appears, that they often result, after a while, in plurality.
This plural and open space would be a way of formulating the positive dimension. But it is much
21 (1) What is identified as desired and how is this practised (the positive dimension)?
(2) What is identified as manifestations of domination or undesirable behaviour (internal negative
dimension) and how are these manifestations dealt with?
(3) How is the zad as a community shaped by these practices?
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more complex, individual, context specific and influenced by different factors, which is what makes
the specificity of the zad in a society dominated by simplistic ideals. This long analysis on
reinvention in the realms of politics, economy and identity, revealed that the positive dimensions is
negotiated, formulated and expressed in three different ways. The first is when enacted, practiced
daily, the second is formulated by occupants and local opponents to the project, and the third and
most interesting is in relation to a negative dimension.
1) The positive dimension as the daily life of a political community
Manifestations of the positive dimension are part of the daily experiences of people on the
zad, which emerges as a result from politicisation and years of learning, experimenting, and selforganising. They concretise in events and practices such as the non-market (non-predatory and
solidary relations), which retain political character (politicisation of free time and life), or in places
like the inhabitants meetings. Of course inhabitants meetings are far from being ideal, but they are
the expression of what has been achieved as a mode of organisation and communication after
years, alongside the multitude of other occasions (multi-directionality, accepting we cannot always
agree, composition). The positive dimension is also expressed in daily gestures of solidarity, in
what Damasio would call “anarchitecture” 22, in exchanges, alternative livelihoods, in life choices
made after years of learning, and in simple things like walking in the non-motorised zone and
meeting people face to face, not having television, eating self-grown vegetables, reconnecting with
nature, carrying out direct actions or meeting different people. It is concretised in a voluntary
simplicity as well as an enactment of what some would call de-growth. Alongside simplicity, and
“voluntary re-peasantisation” (Landy and Moreau 2015: 16), for some, the practiced aspiration is
also characterised by consistency with one’s ideal in the choice of building materials, of cleaning
products, or food, as well as the central space of DIY. The uncountable workshops that take place
are also part of a positive dimension, practiced in a way where knowledge is endlessly shared. One
can also see it with the constant reinvention, the ability and search for facing completely new
situations, which allow for discovering creative solutions. Certainly, there also are things that are
hard to express, that are impalpable and thrilling. As nicely written down in Contrées, the authors
explain that their book is an attempt to share the words of struggle places, but it is hard to put on
paper the little songs, to transmit atmospheres, emotions, human warmth, surprise, anger and
hope (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016b). It is these things that make struggle places such as the zad
and others special and hard to describe. It is these things that, despite conflicts and hard times,
make one dream, gives hope but also a deep experience that yes, another world is possible, and the
strength to make it happen. The transformation and rupture on the zad is hard to grasp without
spending time there. For many, the zad is often characterised as being like “a slap in the face” or an
“emotional shock”, because people discover a new world and a new way of life, which is
exhilarating. Leaving the zad is also often felt as an emotional shock, and some people are now
completely unable of sleeping in a house or being in a big city for a long time – after spending time
in the zad, the necessity of creating similar spaces is emotionally and physically felt.
Moreover, stories from the zad and successes in the face of police operations or juridical
measures have allowed to concretely push the boundaries of possibility. This was achieved because
of determination, creativity and relying on spontaneity, on the possibilities of the present. Jeanne
explains that at the beginning of the zad, things escalated quickly: each time a public representative
came for a survey, or machines to start building works, occupants managed to chase them away, but
the second time they would come with security companies, then with police, then more police, and
so on. Each time, they were improvising ways to face these new situations. She explains that when
they expected too many policemen to be present, they would instead occupy public spaces and
22 Expressed during his visit to the zad
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make food, storm offices, block roads. “I found it incredible our capacity to change target, terrain,
and objective, instead of being powerless in front of police” (Jeanne 2015). Similarly, as I was on the
zad, an action took place where a lot of people stormed VINCI’s offices, played music and sat down
on the floor playing cards – there, the political, or the invisible, clearly enters (or literally and
figuratively, bursts in) politics. Jeanne continues explaining that as things moved forward, they
always went a bit further, claiming more space and pushing the boundaries of possibilities. Judpom’
believes that “by its very existence, the zone shows it is possible to contest the existing power, and
it is by introducing a bit of conflictuality and contradiction in our realities that we realise it is
possible to dare what we did not imagine. Who would have thought that the state would fail during
operation Cesar? […] It is hard to understand from the outside, because it happens on a daily basis,
in ways of being and doing. […] What if we wouldn’t do what is expected from us and that we would
try and do it ourselves?” (Judpom' 2017). In short, practice self-organising and prefiguration,
accept conflicts and make the impossible possible. In the zad, it is possible to take your life in your
own hands independently from what happens in the system, from elections. Things happen
because it makes sense or they spontaneously do, not constrained by structural forces or fixed
rules. They concretise in all the singular moments and modes of organisation described in the
pages above. The positive dimension, in short, is practiced though solidary economic relations, repoliticised daily life and relations which include embracing conflict, self-organising and rejecting
fixed rules, and transform in the most intimate levels, until the re-definition and blurring, yet also
radicalising, of identity.

2) The positive dimension as multiple aspirations
The positive dimension is not only practiced on a daily basis but also expressed and defined
by many people in many different ways. There are probably as many ideals as people on the zad,
which creates a beautiful mosaic. Such ideals vary from places of pure freedom to de-growth, food
sovereignty or a commune. Below is a small and non-exhaustive collection and of expressions of a
potential positive dimension, heard in discussions or read in texts written by inhabitants of the zad.
Together, they compose a multidimensional picture of the zad.
The zad as a place of struggle
The zad is often identified and projected in the future as a place of or in struggle, which
should remain that way. At the petits matins reflection meetings, one of the central question that
was proposed was “how to remain a place of struggle over the long run”. This clearly shows an
attempt at avoiding co-optation or gentrification, a desire to remain a space where alternatives to
the system can flourish in opposition to that system and in solidarity with other struggles, as well
as the consciousness of the importance of a common enemy, of a fight, in order to remain
politicised. Here, the negative dimension integrally becomes the positive dimension; what is hoped
for and practiced is a purely political lifestyle, where fighting domination systems is desirable. At
the petits matins, the importance of fighting internal domination, and letting go of legitimacies
based on property knowledge and experience, as part of long term resistance was emphasised. This
means, in short, not becoming a “hipster” place but remain a place where all type of dominations
associated to the airport’s world are fought. The desire to bring the struggle in cities was also
mentioned.
Further than a place of struggle in itself, occupants wish for that struggle to go beyond
resistance and deconstruction: “For now we are defending this zone, but I can’t wait it becomes an
offensive vector, I would love that it overflows even more. And that we deal with those that really
piss us off and destroy the world, like the industries that promote destructive agriculture. Cops are
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an easy symbol, and they are payed to violently defend some interests, but we should not forget
there are real enemies behind the scenes” (Shoyu 2015).
Struggles, unlike “war”, are not considered as undesirable but they are, rather, places and
spaces where creativity and imagination can and must strive, and as someone once said, “we will
not manage to destroy the old world without joy”. For some, it is necessary to stay on the zad in
order to fight for other forms of livelihoods. For others, what matters is living a life a struggle.
Indeed, some people wish to go to other struggles when the airport project is abandoned – it is the
meaning of their lives, to prevent capitalist expansion and learning to strive in this economy of
resistance, that offers so much more satisfaction and humanity.
For others, it necessarily entails both. For Serge, a peasant member of COPAIN, the ideal for
the future of the zad is “probably a big village with a lot of different places, where we practice
mutual aid and exchange experience, in the broad sense. A big village that will always be in
struggle: we struggle against capitalism, and capitalism will always have projects, and it is if it’s
won on the zad, we are not going to stop here. We will always have links with other struggles. It is
impossible to curl up in the zad. It’s impossible! It is not our nature, so necessarily we will go in
other places, in other countries, and support people in struggle”(Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016b:
307).
The zad as a place where everything is possible
“My principle is: if there is any chance, however tiny, to be able to stop contributing to
something by intervening in this appalling situation in which we are placed, then you must do it”
(Anonymous 2016d). This quote summarises feelings on the zad and is common to most altermondialist, anarchist movements, where human agency, right here and right now, is central in
possibilities to change the world. As Graeber (2004) argues, there is in fact no way to prove the
statement “another world is possible” wrong, so it would be really unfair for future generations not
to try. This is how the practice of making the impossible enter the realm of the impossible is
conceived: by simply acting, right here, right now and therefore not doing what is expected.
On zad.nadir, one text affirms: “The ZADs and their partisans do not only want to prevent a
project but to substitute something else, and it is the audaciousness of this programme, however
rudimentary it may be, that starts to disturb the partisans of nihilism and growth. A ZAD is a
territory where beings decide to do without institutions to build their lives. It constitutes itself as a
“zone to defend”, but its perspectives and raison d’être are in fact offensive, because it is also a
territory dedicated to the wreckage of development and planning, where human relations can be
experimented outside of money, hierarchy, economical utilitarianism, in short, out of the
deterministic thoughts of those obsessed with development; a place, where we seek to elaborate a
utopia within the reach of struggles” (Anonymous 2014). This quote is very interesting as it
contains many dimensions of the concrete utopia, such as the putting into practice of something
else “within the reach of struggles”, that is, with the possibilities of the present, a present
characterised by offensive, by a struggle against the system, its negative dimension. According to
Judpom’, “there are occupation movements that already exist, and that need support and energies
and we must get into these little freedom spaces and push the walls”(Judpom' 2017). Solidarities,
DIY and creativity are essentials in constructing and expending these freedom spaces: “We multiply
the constructions, without any planning permission but with tons of architectural creativity, using
recycled materials, earth, straw or even sometimes timber from trees fallen on site and cut up using
a mobile saw mill some friends have brought halfway across France. We doggedly strive for ways to
agree on the uses of our commons, expanding the possibilities of what could be shared and
densifying the bonds that hold us” (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016a: 19-20). For the government
and domination systems, the possibility of spreading ZADs is a real nightmare, precisely because
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they incarnate the refusal to play by their rules, and the possibilities to put different, autonomous
lifestyles into practice outside of state-control’s reach (Anonymous 2014). Indeed, “the autonomy
that is being experimented in the bocage, can’t be reduced to our food and material elements. We
are not interested in self-sufficiency for itself. What is happening here is political autonomy. What
we are inventing, through trial and error, is the capacity to collectively decide our own rules. But
the way they are established and evolve with the rhythm of our shared lives relates more to
common uses and customs than any written laws of the Republic. The legitimacy upon which they
hold is that of grounded life stories, of experience, nothing to do with any kind of transcendent
belief – public interest incarnated by the state, the markets or divine will. A multitude of decision
making spaces, of autonomous deliberations and organising have poured into the cracks that were
opened up by the withdrawal of power, a power which is thus being sapped little by little.” (Collectif
Mauvaise Troupe 2016a: 20). All these quotes are quite powerful as they reveal many important
elements in the zad imaginary; the possibility to reach political autonomy, self-organising through
learning by doing, experience-based rules legitimised through use rather than power, and the
possibility to destroy power by entering places it withdrew. These reflections also show the
importance of a space of freedom for the putting into practice of ideals. The zad, by being such a
rupture, provides the hope and belief that everything is possible, and that the impossible is in fact
already happening. Maybe at the beginning, no one would have thought that it would stay so long,
that they would win, but now, what is incredible is that for example in conversations, if anyone
“dares” saying “If the zad gets evicted….” or “if the airport project happens..” this person will get
such looks from people! It is simply unimaginable. In people’s head, it will not happen, they are
here to stay, this is their reality and it is very powerful. At a fireside chat during a party, I met a girl
who must have been around 18. She told me that she thinks the zad saved her life. While no one
believed her when she affirmed that something else is possible, she eventually found the zad and
realised she was right – here, she feels free. I will also always remember a conversation I had at a
kids’ birthday party with some of the mothers. One said that she was so happy that all this
happened, even more than she ever asked for and the most amazing is, that it just happened, over
time. She is so thankful and amazed at what can be achieved. Before, she was an activist, a bit
fatalist, a bit destroyed. Now, the kids (hers and all the others, on the zad and beyond) give her
another reason to fight, a real physical one, from the guts. “We are fighting for their future”. And
they are the future because growing up like this is an incredible chance. She agreed with the idea of
the zad being part of a geographical and historical constellation and thought that “what is
incredible here is that it is “out of time”, it is immaterial, what’s happening here. Whatever happens
here, or to us, people will remember”. Beyond what is being practiced on the zad, its very existence
therefore is hoped as contributing to different realities worldwide.
The zad as an inhabited and open space
The zad is often imagined as an autonomous, free territory, which is radically opposed to
conventional notions of the use of space, of capitalist predation and monotony. In Constructing the
ZAD, inhabitants write:
“The conflict that opposes us to the state and Vinci precipitated, since the failure of the Operation
Cesar, a kind of secession that we fully assume. All these common infrastructures that we are building
seek political autonomy, and the construction of a movement which, on the one hand, fights police,
managing and market logics; and on the other, seeks to build places, to draft communes, and to inhabit
territories from which it possible to free oneself from the former. Not a quest for autarky, this
nightmarish isolation! It is about participating from this grove to a revolutionary movement that
overflows the zad territory […] Each time, new circulations, new solidarities are created and
interlinked. This secession, this affirmation of a territory in struggle, was only made possible by a
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massive support from the region and beyond, which mutated in a shining coming -and-going.
Inhabiting the zad is, for us, building a collective power capable of facing police and machines but also
to respond collectively to our needs and to protect ourselves in the long run. Realise our desires, our
dreams, in order to live well off necessity and its complications is linking us with this territory. Our
way of inhabiting it opposes the ecological morale which legitimizes new managers and reminds you
need to close the tap well while brushing your teeth (Anonymous 2016d: 14)”

In Defending the zad, Collectif Mauvaise Troupe writes that it must be defended “as a space
where different ways of inhabiting this world - fully and generously - are invented in the here and
now. It is a hope rooted in histories we hold in common, enriched by the momentum of tens of
thousands of rebels and relationships woven thick by time” (Collectif Mauvaise Troupe 2016a: 5).
The zad is not just a place... it is also a conviction, a hope, an idea, out of space and out of time, yet
invented here and now. When asked how he sees the future of the zad, Judpom’ answers “I don’t
know. And I mostly think I am not asking myself this question. I think it is dangerous to apprehend
what we experience in terms of achievement, as if it was important to reach a certain goal, rather
than in terms of what we live on a daily basis. […] What I desire, I try to achieve it daily. We are at
the bottom of the food chain and at some point the state will come back to impose its order, but
what matters mostly is right here right now, what we do out of our present which contradicts the
established order, and how we can prolong it in time and space. You do not get out unscathed of
such an experience, the struggle will continue”. He continues to explain that the zad is inspiring but
it should not become a blueprint, there are so many possibilities and there were ZADs before the
zad. “There are occupation movements that already exist, and that need support and energies. We
must get into these little freedom spaces and push the walls.”
Here the zad is characterised as an occupied (in both meanings of the term) open space in
the sense that no fixed image of the future is imagined or desirable, rather it is characterised by
unpredictability and endless possibilities due to the wide array of people that contribute to it.
The zad as one utopia among others
Many people express different visions of what an ideal living-together could look like, and it
certainly remains open and committed to the desire to avoid fixed rules. There is a desire to spread
ZADs and spaces of freedom but in fact, as written by some inhabitants of the zad, “there is no
ambition for the inspiring things that are lived here to become a spreadable model. Emancipation
in the face of domination logics can only be lived at the scale of human relations. Otherwise,
institutions would again impose themselves in order to try and manage problems. Human relations
are grounded in territory but not only, there are many direct links with people in other struggles or
such experimental self- organised spaces. The utopia that some of us may imagine would maybe
look like “communes everywhere” with links between them but also tensions, rather than the naïïve
thought of “citizens of the world” (Anonymous 2016a). The zad, ideally, is seen as part of network
of self-determined spaces
The zad as a passing place, spreading resistance
The zad is not imagined as an isolated experiment, but it aspires to be connected to the
world, to other spaces, to be part of solidarity networks that together breach the boundaries of
possibilities. The zad is not a closed space, but rather a busy passing place, where experiences can
be shared and knowledge taken in order to spread resistance. A member of the ACIPA explains that
he wishes the zone to remain a nursery for other ways of thinking and living (Collectif Mauvaise
Troupe 2016b). Many others share these aspirations, and put special emphasis on the possibilities
for learning, evolving, changing ones views on the zad. Shoyu states that “we cannot let what
happens here be broken [...] for me this struggle must trigger things elsewhere, it must become a
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milestone. […] A struggle is long, sometimes exhausting, not only physically. But there is a lot of
positive stuff that goes out of debates and confrontations we’ve had. A lot of people evolve on their
viewpoints” (Shoyu 2015). The original idea of the petit matins discussion moments was that after
a while, it will be possible to write texts collectively after a reflection on internal processes takes
place: “In the context of rising fascisms, sexism, control and war, the resistance in NDDL inspires,
and we hope that our experience may help those that struggle and face difficulties. We have a nonnegligible experience of collective organisation and by looking back, we may be able to share some
guiding ideas for reinventing living together. We also want to contribute to mobilising people
everywhere.”
3) The positive dimension as opposition with proposition
The third way the positive dimension is expressed already comes out from some of the
quotes above. Indeed, despite formulations of desired presents and futures, the system, capitalism,
agriculture, laws, systems of social control or other aspects of the negative dimension are
mentioned – in fact, aspirations are often formulated in opposition to them, be it in terms of
conceptions of space or of the mainstream ecological morale. They are necessarily part of the
imaginary, as utopias are imagined as a rupture from these patterns. This should not, however, be
understood as capitalo-centrism (Burke and Shear 2014): capitalism is not seen as impacting
everything and unescapable. Rather, there is a belief that something else is possible outside of its
reach. On the zad, the positive dimension is not only imagined and formulated in opposition to the
negative dimension, but is negotiated and practiced in relation to the negative dimension. The
negative dimension is dual. On the one hand it represents the outside world, “the system”, and on
the other and most interestingly from a sociological perspective, it represents more generally
attitudes, behaviours, that are considered undesirable (internalised socio-economic relations,
societal patterns) and fundamentally questioned. The positive dimension is, in the present, often
negotiated and re-negotiated by directly referring to and departing from those. Examples for both
aspects follow.
The zad is shaped and negotiated in relation to what it opposes. One obvious example is
that of striving towards food sovereignty and practicing sustainable agriculture, which is seen as a
weapon in the fight against capitalism: “Here we fight against a polluting airport project but more
largely against the plundering of land and the privatisation of life […] Through practices, we are
also concretely fighting against productivist agriculture and its consequences” (Anonymous 2016d:
3). Similarly, the world the airport belongs to is one which has been often analysed as “placeless”
(Cresswell 2004), and this placelessness is also something the zad is fighting against, giving back
meaning to actions and their consequences on one’s environment. Indeed, there is a very intimate
relationship with that space, with every path and every stone, and the space is organised in flexible
and unique manners.
Many events and discussions allow to reaffirm what it occupants are fighting against and
why. The presentation on French neo-colonialism, discussions about police violence or technical
solutions to climate change, and many other political events are at the source of confrontation with
proposition (resist and create). For example, a revolt at how the system deals with refugees will
lead to actions that support refugees. There are different types of people on the zad, but what they
have in common is the will not only to fight against the airport, but against the world that goes with
it, and they want to build here and now a life in rupture with the capitalist economy and
dominating relationships. A very clear example of a direct confrontation with proposition was
expressed in an interview:
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“By occupying this zone that the “makers” want to destroy for their own profit, I radically reaffirm my
refusal to comply with the strategy of those that want to manage my life. I am a new inhabitant that
desires to share other things than an airport. By restoring my house, making my garden, multiplying
local social relationships, I get a glimpse of what this space, threatened by the powerful’s cupidity,
could become without an airport. I am here to harm the programmers of the disaster. I am not
resigned despite the colossal energy required to conduct this struggle because if I give up now, it is a
part of my freedom I would lose. By building a new art of thinking, creating and acting together, I wish
to end what lies ahead: concrete and emptiness. The popular general assemblies, the collective works,
the different workshops that help me fight are moments and places that allow me to be with others,
where we desire to be stronger. I feel rich among those that refuse the cementing of their thoughts,
and I invite you not to stay isolated in the silence and comfort of slippers. My most dreadful weapon to
destabilise power is my will to end with those that manage it once and for all. Through this will I come
to sabotage the airport project. Through my creativity, I want to make this struggle joyful. The airport
is only a project on a piece of paper waiting to be burned. And I am like an ardent fire which does not
go off.” (Anonymous 2010: 4).

Identifying undesirable behaviours and societal patterns lead to attempts at dealing with
them, which can, as I showed lead to seemingly unresolvable conflicts (e.g. discussions with
hunters), but they also contribute to shaping the positive dimension. One striking example of this
dynamic was the discussion about how to deal with people that were excluded but wish to come
back. This was an essential yet very hard question: indeed, the zad strives to be a community that
does not reproduce patterns of the society it fights, which means it is not a place where violent,
dominating people are welcome. However, exclusionary tendencies are also part of that system and
simply excluding is therefore not seen as a viable solution. In the case of this person, he was clearly
identified as sexist and violent and therefore undesirable but during the discussion, it was
expressed that in the end, throwing someone out is the same than putting someone into prison (get
rid of undesirable elements, get it out of sight but does not solve the problem). This reminder of the
system motivated people to think of how this could be dealt with and therefore negotiate a positive
dimension. After a long brainstorming and discussion about it, fragments of solutions were found,
as I showed earlier.
This dynamic is ever-present on a daily basis. In meetings, tensions are exposed. Other than
the big issues discussed in inhabitants meetings, smaller “problems” are discussed in smaller
meetings. There are tensions and some people are criticised for their attitudes or habits. But never
are people completely discredited for that. Often these discussions allow reaffirming why and how
we struggle because criticising something helps put into words why it is important to change, what
it is that we want, and how to put it into practice.
This dynamic clearly fits to the cycle shown in figure 7 (page 22) and adds to it, as shown in
figure 23 below. In my theoretical framework I advanced that all four aspects are connected
because both imaginary and enactment are necessary for formulating a positive and a negative
dimension, and that the practice or manifestation of those lead to new imaginaries and therefore
enactments. Here, the negative dimension is identified, and imagination and enactment follow,
helping to imagine, negotiate, concretise, and enact a positive dimension, which will later again be
put into question because of some undesirable elements, an endless and open process in constant
negotiation. Moreover, within the “concrete utopias”, or the zad, multiple versions of what it is and
what it means exist, and always influence and are influenced by the evolution of the two
dimensions, which means it is, as hoped in my theoretical background, plural. The whole cycle is
also influenced by and influencing similar concrete utopias elsewhere. For instance, the ‘concrete
utopias’ at the bottom of the figure could be the No TAV struggle, in mutual relation with the zad.
Some may not exist anymore but still influence, such as the Larzac struggle or the communes,
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which could be examples for the top left figure. Others still, might already exist but do not have an
influence on the zad yet, but are potentially influenced by the zad or other utopias, such as small
new zads, ecovillages started by people that passed through the zad or any other movement
inspired by it, which could be the top right figure. The zad can therefore be understood as concrete
utopias within a network of concrete utopias, that influence each other in more or less direct and
obvious ways. Moreover, they all share, to some extent, a positive and negative dimension
(hierarchy vs. self-determination, capitalism vs. solidarity) which also evolve as a result of global
events (e.g. a nuclear incident might reinforce energy autonomy and renewables as a shared ideal
among diverse movements) and social movements (e.g. the Occupy movement contributed to
reinforce the banking system as a common enemy and occupation as a practice).
Figure 23: concrete utopias

In the case of the zad, the positive dimension itself is built out of a mix of convictions and
aspirations, the results of unpredictable events and encounters, lessons learnt from experiences
and an opposition to things associated to the negative dimension. Of course, the positive dimension
is not “official” – there is something general that emerges from the zad as a whole but it is also
individual. This diversity is also what differentiates the zad from other anti-capitalist experiments
by its open vision, which minimises the risks of the post-political trap.
Here I try to explain a concrete example to reveal how the zad is negotiated in relation to its
positive and negative dimension. The examples cited are of course not exhaustive. The positive
dimension is on the one hand practiced, I showed, through things like self-organisation and
solidary economies, and on the other, refers to aspirations, such autonomy and retaining the
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struggle within and without. This last example, an imagined positive dimension, is related to the
negative dimension. Within, it refers to dominating behaviours, which are part of the negative
dimension. Without, it refers to capitalism and the police. In practice, or in terms of enactment, it
means that the first aspect might be addressed with constructive conflicting space and questioning,
with rants in the zadnews or mediation, which will either lead to a creative solution and therefore
become part of the positive dimension, or renew tensions. The second aspect might be addressed
with organising international or anti-repression meetings, writing texts, building barricades or
taking part in self-defence trainings. Simultaneously, this leads these events or practices which
allow imagining other ways to deal with problems as well as ways to remain a struggle place. The
transformations that have occurred through those enact a new “version” of the positive dimension,
which will further develop as it influences the imaginary and practices. This fluid cycle necessarily
leads to an open space.
To finish understandings mechanism that contribute to the negotiation of the zad in
relation to these two dimensions, it is necessary to bear in mind that, as I have often heard, the zad
is not an intentional community. Unlike Longo Mai, for example, or any other intentional
community, be it an ecovillage, a feminist squat or a permaculture farm, people on the zad did not
get together because they want the same thing, but because they are against the same thing. This
means that the zad is not characterised by a clearly defined positive dimensions. The negative
dimension is allowed its creation and is clear to some extent. Clearly, the airport is part of it, and its
world. What ‘and its world’ means however, is not always clear – is it only about capitalism, does it
include animal exploitation and driving cars? This unclarity means it is hard to build a future
together but also triggers constructive discussions and conflicts. As someone told me, this is
precisely what characterises the zad, and what makes it very complicated but also extremely rich
and exiting. The lack of clear definition and horizon is a strength because it allows to avoid fixity,
absolutism, and a closed future, which means there is no risk of a singular utopia. Moreover, the
diversity of projects on the zad brings with it many opportunities for learning, exchange and
evolution. It is a weakness because it causes conflicts (concerning the positive dimension) that
sometimes seem unresolvable. Depending on people’s attitudes, the usual divisions between antispeciests and farmers, or violence vs. non-violence may lead to situations of domination and
marginalisation. But, it is precisely these conflicts that lead to open futures and possibilities by
encouraging creative solutions, facilitated by the diversity of inputs. These different aspirations
create an impossibility of consensus, which, from a post-political perspective, is very rich. One
must remember also that of course, no one is forced to live together on the zad; for many people, it
is an experience, an etape, a place of learning, for the formation of a multitude of possibilities,
presents, futures, trajectories and concrete utopias elsewhere.
7.1.2. Possibilities beyond Notre-Dame-des-Landes
The zad is not only the result of a multitude of relations, created by a diversity of
trajectories but it also participates, directly and indirectly, to shaping other places. Directly, with
cases like Bure or Calais, where solidarity is deployed both physically and through communiqueé s,
for example by using the zad.nadir website to mobilise. Indirectly in two ways: firstly because it
inspires, until the other side of the world. Secondly, because of the passing place it is. Many people
go to the zad and stay a few months or a few years, not necessarily with the intention to stay there.
What happens is that, because the zad is not an intentional community, an extreme diversity of
practices are developed and exchanged. On the zad, many people learn what self-organisation can
be like, they learn about resistance, about permaculture, about cheese making, about eco109

construction and much more, and go on with their lives, spreading those knowledges. The zad, is in
a way, a school for utopias, or for self-organisation.

Figure 24: A street sign around the zad

Source: http://www.20minutes.fr/nantes/1839527-20160504-dame-landes-eviter-prison-refugie-zad

The revolutionary potential this place carries is not about what happens in Notre-Damedes-Landes, or even in France, but it rests in its relations and the possibility for inspiring others.
The Contrées masterpiece ends by saying that that “we will win”, then thousand and one times, as
the Mapuches in Chili say. “And our victory will not be unique. We will fight for us and for others,
We will win, here and elsewhere. We will win also against ourselves, against the things that
sometimes, make us no better than the land planners. We will win by contesting with stones little
pieces of territory from the police, and by putting sparkles back into eyes tarnished by life. We will
win, by producing our own food and making a government retreat. By building collective forces and
sharing a piece of world with the exiled. By multiplying the free communes and by shaping our own
cultures and histories. Spaces where these ten thousand and one victories can meet are rare, the No
TAV and the zad are such places, and inspire others. This is their revolutionary potential” (Collectif
Mauvaise Troupe 2016b: 381). A “piece of world” which belongs to the exiled, people in resistance,
occupations and other emancipatory spaces already exists, conceptually, and in some ways, in
practice, and it is ever growing.
Recently, houses and farms around the zad start to be squatted, up to 10 km away, in the
opposite direction than Nantes, that is, further in the countryside. Probably, before the zad, no one
would consider squatting such an isolated house. Squats are more typically in cities, where
activities are diverse and support networks denser. But now, there is a whole little network and
community, with further away houses, which have nothing to do with the airport. In many people’s
mind, they are obviously part of the zad, of the community, and they appear on maps and get their
ZADnews. The zad brings with it new ideas of what a desirable life can be, by bringing to the
countryside the needs satisfied in the city, such as affordable food, parties, concerts, friends,
cultural activities, political activities, entertainment, school, and more. And with it, all the nature.
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New ways of conceptualising life crystallise, at a slower more natural rhythm but not lacking any
cultural, social or political aspects. Space is being taken and something else is made out of it,
unleashing imagination for other futures. It is also why many protests now occupy and appropriate
the name ZAD, not simply as zones to defend, but as carrying the hope for this type of
independence where one can truly experience and reinvent economics, politics and culture, backed
by a huge network of solidarity.
7.1.3. The impossibility of absolutism
In order to answer the research question of this thesis, the last sub-question was “How is
the zad as a community shaped by the above mentioned practices and dynamics”? Drawing from
the whole analysis of this thesis, and particularly from observations concerning the positive and
the negative dimensions of the zad, it can be said that the zad is shaped, through daily practices but
also longer term dynamics, by a multiplicity of elements that bring about what I call the
impossibility of absolutism.
I already answered this question by explaining the interplay between the different
dimensions of the concrete utopias, and that the zad as a community is always re-emerging because
of relations. Indeed, practices such as mediation, collective works or any other interactions bring
about a constant questioning and reformulation of ideals, as well as a composition of creative ideas
that contribute to pushing the boundaries of possibility. Fundamental questioning leads to the
formulation of what is rejected and what should not be reproduced. This allows not to practice a
clearly defined positive dimension, or to strive towards it, but to negotiate it in the present, always
paying attention to the reproduction of patterns and rejecting the idea that means justify ends. As
in prefigurative politics and anarchism, processes, the present, are ends in themselves. It is
therefore uncertain and moving: Indeed, as one group might be discussing the reintegration of
people and exclusion, others might be discussing other things, coming up with other ideas… It is
negotiated in many simultaneous and parallel ways that somehow mix up over the long run
because of exchanges and conversations. All the multi-directional forms of interactions paint the
daily life of the zad as multiple and flexible community, with its very special identity and culture.
In my problem analysis, I spoke of living between worlds (the interstitial character). That
is, between “reality” and the utopia, between the negative and the positive dimension. Many people
do need to go in town regularly or occasionally, but the need to work and to go out is not as strong
as what is described by Pickerill and Chatterton (2006); not living in town but in a rural and rather
self-sufficient setting helps going away from ‘Babylon’. I observed, however, two other types of
duality, which symbolise the individual positive and negative dimensions. One is the constant
dilemma between doing long term activities (what one aspires to) or short term defensive activities
(the need of struggling against the negative dimension in the present). The other, is the one
between doing something for the sake of the zone, which implies giving up on some important
ideological convictions, or fighting for your vision. Although undermining desires of not
compromising and possibly bending towards consensus, it also puts one in a state of constant
questioning and helps finding what it is that you really want and which things you cannot
compromise, which is an integral part in the formation of unique political subjectivities, and as I
explained, identities that are simultaneously more radical and less exclusive.
The positive dimension is also not simply the opposite of the negative dimension, or an
incarnation of what you truly want. Indeed, all this is not fixed and also results from the interplay
and negotiation with other people’s positive and negative dimensions, which evolve over time. In
the zad, one occupant told me, you go through a process of what he called “desideologisation”. He
explains that when he arrived a few years ago, he was very happy to find a group of radical
anarchists like him and settled down with them – he thought he found all he ever wanted. Now,
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with hindsight, it is everything he does not want, because of the so many enriching encounters with
different people.
Because of the different aspirations, the zad as a community is multiple, with many microgeographies and affinity groups living in different ways – with or without animals, individually or
collectively, etc. So in fact, plural utopias are enacted. Speaking with people that knew the zad
because they had been or lived there before, I have heard that people have left because they felt it
does not suit them, because some people have too much influence. But, must anyone who goes on
the zad be able or willing to change it and adapt it to one’s desires? In fact, if people do not like the
utopia(s) that are being practiced there and left, it probably means that they found some other
place, where they put into practice their own utopia. They have certainly benefitted from the many
opportunities on the zad.
In the end, what can be said about the zad as a concrete, political utopia is that it is indeed
performed in the present, and the main dynamics that contribute to shaping this utopia are the
central place of fundamental questioning (political questions and attitudes) as well as multiplicity
and diversity of livelihoods, people and modes of organisation. It is also shaped by spontaneous
initiatives, by conflicts and mediation and by people passing by. It is not only united by a common
enemy but also by the struggle, which is central to the lives of many. Struggling is to be understood
as struggling against something, but also for something. What for, must not always be defined. In
fact, you can struggle for the possibility to always (re)negotiate, not to establish clear rules. The zad
is therefore as expected more of a utopia in the sense of Mouffe than in that of many utopian
writers. Indeed, it is characterised by anti-essentialism, an unfixed identity and is always under
construction. What characterises the radical democratic imaginary, is not only an openness of the
imaginary, of the goal, but of the identity itself. Although many people would speak of a “common
culture” of the zad, one cannot speak of it as an exclusive identity .The “zadist” identity, unlike what
the media depicts, is something that resulted from a mix of diverse identities (punks, anarchists,
hippies, ecologists,…) which evolve as they interact, with boundaries becoming blurry, as well as
the influence of unpredictable daily events on these identities, such as the need for food,
encounters with police, the fact of living outside. This in turn leads to the reshaping of some more
or less fixed identities, with typical urban punks starting to do permaculture, for example, or an old
farmer, standing behind barricades to defend his freedom to cultivate his land. For Mouffe and
Brockelman (2003), the impossibility of fixing an identity is what makes something political. The
space of the political is when the imaginary is about in-determination, when we accept that a group
will always be “becoming”. As a farmer explained, “in other places, you arrive, people explain how
it works and if you like it you stay. Here it’s more like micro-communities and a big, fluffy, soft
space in between” (Marcel 2015). The process of “becoming” is happening in what many analysist
would consider a desirable way, as emphasis is put on the present, prefiguration and constructive
conflicting space. Maeckelbergh argues that “prefiguration relies on the creation of a process that
transforms those involved through practice. This transformation takes time and continuity – people
do not change quickly without the use of force” (Maeckelbergh 2012: 231) . For this reason, she
argued that as what is practiced and achieved in anti-G8 camps is not part of a continuous process,
prefiguration stands little chance. In the zad, however, geographical continuity is a prevalent aspect
of the struggle. In short, the zad is certainly political, challenging mono-cultural identities and
practicing diverse economies, which makes it a holistic reinvention project.
The zad as a “community” is, as any community, a social construct, resulting from some
shared histories and values, but also subject to transformation through interaction with other more
or less united and more or less similar communities. The zad is not an intentional community and a
number of elements point to the high unlikeliness for closeness or “absolutism” to come about, by
the formation of some kind of counter-power (Greaber 2004). Some elements are the constant
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“anti-domination vigilance” expressed by a number of inhabitants, to be exercised by looking at
sexism in daily interaction, because the zad should remain a place of struggle, both with the outside
and within. Other elements are the fact that diversity and confrontation are seen as a richness, the
refusal of strict rules and fixed procedures, or the fact that meetings are not decisional. There is
also the spontaneity which is embraced, the many relations and solidarities that always reshape it,
and the fact that the zad does not aspire to become a model or a blueprint. For Bulle (2016a), the
superposition of meanings associated to a territory makes domination less likely to emerge.
If one is to imagine the egalitarian societies described by Graeber (2004) and Clastres
(1974) as real utopias, we can answer the question of “what if there is no airport project?” Some of
my results pointed to the importance and even necessity of a negative dimension. They also
confirmed the importance of the imaginary in real utopias. In egalitarian societies, the sometimes
violent collective imaginary is central, and contains evil spirits representing power and what would
happen if power structures or accumulation would appear. This implies that even if a concrete and
physical enemy disappears, it can be replaced by an “imaginary negative dimension” which
represents everything you do not wish to become. For Graeber, the most effective way for anarchist
communities to strive is not to fight the system, but to turn one’s back to it. He in fact advances a
very interesting theory, which also unleashed imaginary. He wonders, what if, centuries or
millennia ago, all those now egalitarian societies were groups of people that left a centralised
society (like in Madagascar) that they disliked in order to build their own communities, out of its
reach. Maybe they were early anarchists that have, over the centuries, managed to remain
egalitarian because of a form of counter power exercised through a negative dimension that has
become mythology. Alongside the powerful practical implications, this theory also shows the very
close interplay between enacting and the imaginary. In real utopias, both are necessary; enacting
takes place in concretely resisting and creating something different, while the imaginary is
necessary to conceptualise the future in ways beyond accepted frames: this imagination must also
be enacted. The imaginary, also referred to as creativity, is not only necessary to imagine the future
positively but also possibly to keep the negative aspect alive and avoid its emergence within the
utopian space; there is a constant interplay between both, that also results in the merging of the
present and the future, of means and ends. Right now, this point is not reached, and it can be
assumed that the airport project will not be abandoned fast, and if it is abandoned, it is more than
probable that the government will try to evict the zone for a number of reasons. A reason to fight
will follow, the struggle will continue, with all the diverse people that, even without the airport, see
the importance of a place like the zad. The zad will not need a powerful imaginary to remember
what to fight against. With the struggle continuing, there will always be passage and influence as
well.
As there are so many different groups, and always new people with new ideas, it is almost
impossible that one way of doing things or one aim becomes fixed. Moreover, decisions are nonbinding which means that even if people do not agree, you still do whatever you think is right
around your living space or at demonstrations because what people love about the zad is that is
basically about freedom. No one will be "condemned" for a an action that does not fit to an official
communiqueé made at the general assembly. there will be discussions about what people think
about it or arguments, but it will never be said "this cannot happen ever again"– thereby
constructing a constructive conflicting space. Underlying is also the political conviction that the zad
should remain open and plural.
During eviction threats, hundreds or thousands of people pass some time on the zad. They
are “regularly passing” people and travellers. Those that stay for a while are often somehow part of
the network through common friends and interests and are fellow militants, that will stay to fight if
need be. In these times, ideas emerge, rushes of motivation for various chantiers happen,
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experiences are shared and stronger links between different activist places are forged. Also, in
these periods, new affinity groups are formed and it often ends up with some people staying on the
zad for good, now part for the new and endless components. During calmer moments, things
become more intimate. The “usuals” are here, as well as always some occasional travellers. Indeed
for many people, although they do not really live on the zad, it is one of their homes, including
families with children. In these moments, people learn to know each other more intimately, affinity
groups evolve, long term projects are formed, inner dynamics evolve, discussions, conflicts take
place and are solved or not. The common culture is growing. On the one hand, you see it feels good
because you focus on projects you like, longer term activities that are not urgent defensive works,
but it also allows to expose differences, people realise they have different visions of the long term
and they may not be able to get along (unlike eviction moments where everyone is united). The
coming and going between all these moments, which means some people are leaving while new
people are coming lead, lead a constant re-negotiation dynamic.

Figure 25 : One of the many colelctive living spaces ; a micro-geography
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8. Concluding thoughts
Leaving the zad is probably as hard as entering it is for some. It can also happen in multiple
ways; with a convoy of trucks heading towards another struggle in difficulty, such as Bure or Calais.
It can be done alone, hitchhiking, getting slapped by the morbidity and unfriendliness of thousands
of cars with one passenger passing by, heading to work, not aware of the magical life unfolding just
a few kilometres away. It can be going towards other unknown adventures, in France or beyond. It
can be going back to one’s life, moved forever by the experiences of this place. It hopefully will
never be in the police cars of an empire, struggling to impose its outdated ways. Whatever the
destination or the reason, it is always accompanied by a certain discomfort with the idea of having
to deal with this oppressing “outside” we had managed to leave behind, and a compelling feeling
that this is just a goodbye, because a part of yourself is engraved in this inhabited grove, just as a
part of it, is engraved in you. For many, it is also being ready to drop it all if Cesar was to come back.
As I left the second time, heading to Paris with three other persons met on the zad, leaving turned
out to be quite complicated. Tired from the night’s festivities with over 100 pizzas baked and a
theatrical performance by a gipsy band, children climb on the roof of the car, improvising
barricades in front of it, soon joined by “zadults”. In a mix of laughter and tears, we manage to
overcome the obstacles and head out of the zone. I see children running away in the field, only to
see them re-appear in front of the car 200 meters further, ready to stop it with improvised shields.
Arriving in Paris was felt by most as a nervous breakdown, facing violent and nervous drivers,
flashing lights and overwhelming commercials. Once out of the car, you realise what you had not for
weeks; the car is covered in shoe marks and mud, so are our outfits, composed of rubber or army
boots, warm jumpers or rain ponchos from the freeshop, and now useless headlights in the lightpolluted city. Like Indians in the city, we feel despised and ignored by most, who do not seem to
understand where such undefinable people could have possibly come from. Are they homeless?
Punks? Farmers? Crazy? Usual mental categories fail to comprehend the view. In fact, the answer is
probably none of these and all of these at the same time. The physical and emotional shock of
returning to Babylon says a lot about the rupture the zad offers. Far from being isolated, it is rather
like part of another dimension, which can be reached again through a vast array of other places.
Returning to the zad a month later, was, just like other people feel, like going home. Home, but it
had also changed in many ways in just over a month. You can never really conclude an analysis of
the ZAD of Notre-Dames-des-Landes, but I can attempt to conclude this thesis, which has been an
exciting academic and personal experience. After summarising my findings, I elaborate on what
they mean for the zad, the broader movement, the world and academia.
This thesis aimed at answering how the zad is enacted and negotiated in relation to its
negative and positive dimension, in a way that allows, or not, for a plural and open space to emerge.
I elaborated this question motivated by the lack of attention payed to the zad in academia, and
inspired by the work of Gibson-Graham (2008) who urge researchers to render ontological
alternatives to capitalism visible. More precisely, it resulted from the combining of different
theoretical trends that all address the departure from current systemic logics, from different
perspectives and academic traditions. Together they formed a comprehensive and hopeful
approach for the analysis of emancipatory movements and anarchist communities. By considering
the realms of politics, economy and identity, it recognises challenges ahead but also uncovers
possibilities for different futures. This perspective showed the possibilities of imagining society
beyond the capitalist economy, democracy, or even the state. Drawing on the ideas of Swyngedouw
(2007, 20111, 2014), Mouffe (in Brockelman 2003), Wright (2013a, 2013b), Burke and Shear
(2014) and Gibson-Graham (2008) among others, I conceptualised concrete utopias as examples of
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diverse economies, and practices of other realities in the present, characterised by fundamental
political questioning. Such practices, I showed, need more investigation and face challenges, such as
avoiding absolutism and the reproduction of internalised socio-economic relations. This question
implied looking at questions of post-politics and the post-political trap, which meant paying special
attention to conflicts, disputes, the reproduction of undesirable social patterns, but also at the
imaginary, creativity and other aspects that characterise autonomous communities, and more
generally, that point to the reinvention of political and economic relations. The zad, I hoped, with its
reputation of the convergence of struggle and long term appropriation of space, could start
providing answers to those questions, as well as to how to accommodate difference without
suppressing it. And it did. The zad is, like all concrete utopias, characterised by a positive and
negative dimension, which are in this case always re-negotiated as a result of questioning
(individual and collective), events, conflicts and new ideas brought about by new people and the
confrontation of multiple worldviews and ideals. The zad as a result is constantly re-imagined and
re-enacted in an endless flexible and self-organised cycle which, despite challenges, hinder
absolutism. This conclusion was reached with a performative and participatory approach,
emphasising the need for critique rather than criticism and openly assuming the role of an activistresearcher. My lens was meetings, events, daily life, collective processes and informal
conversations, which I first analysed from the perspectives of (post)politics, economy and identity.
A number of interesting elements were revealed, which I detail below. Some can certainly be
generalised to other autonomous communities, while others are specific to the zad.
Meetings are an important analytical lens to understand broader social dynamics by
looking at horizontality and domination in decision making and communication. Meetings revealed
strong solidarities and deep political awareness and convictions, as well as a desire for and
practicing of self-organisation, solidarity, learning by doing and evolving. They also exposed a
number of tensions, disputes and patterns of domination. Those often result from behaviours
(socio-economic relations) but also from fundamental differences in worldviews, which makes selforganising challenging, but also is a strength for a resourceful and rich community. Still, increasing
non-attendance to meetings and feelings of marginalisation expressed in those, notably between
the blurry yet slowly concretising through discourse division between the east and the west, are
worrying issues. Formal decision-making and discussion making spaces like the inhabitants
meetings and the general assemblies are significant but their importance as an analytical lens and
assembly for the zad should not be overestimated. There are many other communication and
organisation dynamics which play a role in the emergence of informal rules and decisions, and in
the shaping of the zad as a community and a utopian project. In all these types of interactions,
tensions remain, as part of any political community. But there are many efforts at dealing with
tensions, and collective memory on the zad shows that it is neither fixed nor incapable of facing
seemingly irresolvable divisions. The zad does not aspire to be unique and its inhabitants are
conscious that it is the diversity of people and forms of resistance that makes its strength in the
face of a monotonous, rigid and fatalist world. It is very unlikely that the zad will decompose or
burst as a result of disputes. On the one hand, there is the desire to struggle together against the
airport and its world (the negative dimension), and to do that in the most possible diversified way,
where strategies and conceptions of resistance complements rather than undermine each-other (a
fragment of the positive dimension). On the other, and maybe more importantly, beyond fighting,
resisting, sabotaging, there is the desire to live, be free and create together, alongside each-other,
and to practice other ways to live together, where the only principle is probably that of fighting
dominations, refusing fixed ideals, and basing relations on solidarity and autonomy. To maintain
that is hard but until now, challenges were overcome. Another reason for this perseverance is that
the zad is not only a struggle but a challenge. A challenge to prove, to the state and maybe mostly to
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ourselves, that it is possible, that there are alternatives. It is not about proving it through detailed
programmes, but proving it right here, right now. This conviction, this need to make it, is
contributing to the formation of an internal kind of counter-power as well as an incredible feeling
that everything is possible. Practically, a number of arrangements, dynamics and socio-economic
relation combine to allow for domination patterns to be challenged and contribute to a holistic
reinvention project.
First of all, most interactions and processes bear witness to the commitment to selforganisation, freedom and openness, which allows to bring the political back into life and therefore,
stepping away from post-politics. While one can say the zad has exclusionary tendencies to the
extent that it allows it to develop undisturbed by people that do not fit at all in order to stay
coherent with the above-mentioned convictions, it is in general on the contrary, very open.
Openness in the sense of refusing fixed models of the future is necessary for political and nontotalitarian projects to emerge, and requires horizontality. It is clear that there is no fixed picture of
how the zad should look like, and it is not wished for. There are people that find it hard to give up
on their precise ideals, just as some ideas or processes might sometimes feel imposed. But on the
zad, whether these attitudes bear witness of the post-political trap is unclear. Often, a refusal to
compromise is underlying, rather than a blind belief in an idealised solution. Politics is reinvented
on the zone, and one wonders whether it can be analysed using existing lenses, such as the
difference between politics and the political. Freedom is an essential element in preventing
domination, and the lack of fixed rules prevents solidifying what might be desirable. Rather,
problems are dealt with slower processes. A number of mediation and reflection groups, and
discussion moments allow for the above-mentioned principles to be put into practice and for
various ideals to combine in order to shape an ever evolving and strongly relational territory and
community.
A central element is embracing and accepting rather than avoiding conflicts and disputes, a
central aspect of le politique: they are seen as a source of creativity, catalysts for moving forward,
but only if constructive. It is often the case in the zad but not always… or rather, not yet. What is
interesting, is not conflicts as such as their occurrence is not enough to decredibilise the zad or any
other human collectivity if notions of post-politics are in mind: conflicts are part of political life and
even desirable for moving forward. What is interesting is how they are dealt with and how they
become dynamics in the formation of the positive and negative dimension, and how it is translated
into practice. Multiplicity brings with it the confronting of worldviews: when taking place in a
constructive conflicting space, they bring about creative solutions. Different aspirations create an
impossibility of consensus which, from a post-political perspective, is very rich. Conflicts and
contradictions are often dealt with practically, which means that an inclusive and desirable process
leads to a desirable outcome. Moreover, conflicts allow identifying undesirable and desirable
behaviours, by negotiating between different conceptions of a multiple ideal. This results in the
emergence of what occupants like to call a composed space: a space, or movement, which through
the co-existing and convergence of different visions and people becomes much more than a simple
sum of those. This composedness is at the center the zad’s identity.
One “innovative” aspect on the zad is that it displays multi-directional and multi-scalar
organisation and communication. Meetings are a constitutive part of a multi-directional flexible
decision-making and communication dynamic. Binding decision-making through centralised
structures does not work in self-organised anarchist communities, and on the zad, a multitude of
intertwining forms of informal communication and organisation groups have emerged in order to
meet needs, plan or express disagreements. This contributes, in parallel to meetings, to rather
inclusive, horizontal and flexible relations. Indeed, a vast array of informal groups replace the more
structured decentralisation technique observed in Barcelona by Maeckelbergh (2012). One of the
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lesson that emerges from the zad is that initiatives bring about less tensions when they are
announced from the beginning in an inhabitants’ meeting and then in smaller groups than when it
was first discussed and then announced, which reduces feelings of inclusiveness. Moreover, binding
collective decisions are impossible and undesirable: rather they are debated and something will
come out of it, which can always be questioned. The endless forms of informal discussions whose
conclusions will eventually make their ways to inhabitants’ meetings allow the zad to remain a
plural and open space, based on anarchist principles of self-organisation. Self-organisation and the
search for autonomy is practiced on the zad as a form of emancipatory politics in the realm of
decision-making, food, energy, events, and the meeting of other needs, as a way to constantly
decrease dependency on the system. It also contributes to a form of counter-power, allowing the
zad to be a deeply political space.
Beyond political as proposing a radical alternative, the zad is political because it is based on
fundamental questioning of the system and of oneself, as an individual and as a community
(deconstruction). Arriving on the zad, or “quitting the state”, is an like emotional upheaval, where
everything, from gender relations to ones place in the world, ways to communicate, resistance, or
community is re-defined and re-invented. Also because more than based on political questioning,
the zad is strongly characterised by a very intimately political lifestyle, where politics is not only
talked about or questioned but practiced. Life itself on the zad, and its very existence, is a form of
direct action. This involves the constant deconstruction of behaviours, through for example, the
feminisation of language or the de-genderisaiton of work as well as experiencing with new forms of
communication, organisation, as well consistent ways of meeting needs through autonomy, DIY,
sharing knowledge and the use of recycled materials and solidarity.
Secondly, the re-politicisation of relations is also observable through the practice of solidary
economic relations, seen as both an attack to and a solution to general economic and political
alienation. Economic relations are characterised by informal and decentralise exchanges, solidarity,
non-hierarchy and inclusiveness (no sexism, ageism or ableism). The search for self-sufficiency is
to be understood as seeking independence from the state: it is not about subsistence but
resistance. More than independence from the state and autonomy, occupants put the alternative
into practice (though collective building works, food sovereignty, the non-market,...), thereby
engaging in prefigurative economics, or economies of resistance. There are dissatisfactions and
challenges, but spaces for discussion and evolution. Being part of autonomous geographies,
economic solidarity ties are also found on the global scale, which show a concrete example of both
diverse economies and geographies of responsibility – a project, to construct a parallel counter
economy.
Thirdly, through this process of deconstruction and re-politicisation, boundaries and
identities become blurry, and are re-emerging through practice and interaction. It is impossible to
describe a clearly defined “zadist” identity but some overarching elements exist, such as seeing
oneself as part of a community of resistance, of conflict and of learning The zad identity is
characterised by multiplicity yet divisions and confrontations, which bring about unexpected
results. The struggle is central and unifying diverse people. Different identities from various
movements converged on the zad, but they do not simply co-exist, alongside each other. On the zad,
they are not mutually exclusive anymore but influencing each other – strong links forged over years
lead to a blurring of usual categories and identities are mixed and reinvented in sometimes
peculiar ways. The central place of territory also plays a role in the creation of new subjectivities,
or subjectivisation. The various identities on the zad contribute to constructing “a zad”, or rather
multiple zads, which in turn constructs people in ever evolving ways. Being in the zad, or entering
the zad, is sometimes felt as an emotionally upheaving experience, which leads to deep
questionings and changes. Slowly, divisions fade away and bring about new understandings of
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resistance and community as composed. In a context with a long temporality, the internalisation of
prefiguration and horizontality can slowly happen. A great sense of freedom, associated with
accepting questioning and being political (as opposed to doing politics), means accepting to change
in more intimate levels and become a truly individual subject. There is, therefore, no average zadist.
This freedom and multiplicity allows, on the one hand, for people to become more radical yet less
exclusive. All these processes of mutual influence create a truly anti-essentialist identity, necessary,
for the radical democratic imaginary to be unleashed. The zad is also characterised by a common
culture, resulting from years of common histories and experiences, but also influenced by
contributions from travellers and a global counter-culture with its own customs, ways of speaking,
meeting and thinking. As a result, new political, economic and cultural subjectivities emerge as an
integral part of the positive dimension.
Fourthly, I found that the positive dimension is appearing in three ways on the zad. The first
is through daily practice. The positive dimension, in short, is practiced though solidary economic
relations, re-politicised daily life and relations, which include embracing conflict, self-organising
and rejecting fixed rules, transforming in the most intimate levels, and at times, making the
impossible possible. The positive dimension is also formulated in multiple ways and aspirations,
which sometimes conflict with one another, making it complicated but also very rich. Such
aspirations include achieving autonomy, remaining a place of struggle, or inspiring others and
spreading resistance. What comes out of the zad is that the positive dimension is also often
negotiated and practiced in relation to the negative dimension, which has a paradoxical theoretical
implication; on the one hand, it makes the zad by definition political because based on questioning
and subsequent creating, but on the other hand, it faces the risk of de-politicisation, if the negative
dimension takes a prominent role: blind opposition to GPIIs, or to journalist for example. Here, one
can draw lessons from the experience of Longo Mai shared on the zad in an intervention. They are
committed to de-mechanisation and have learned to use horses for forest management. For one
particular mission, they needed to bring wood down from a mountain and used a mechanised,
petrol fuelled machine; indeed, horses would have caused more damage to the forest on the slope
than the funicular line they put in place. This is what they called the incoherence of coherence: to
be coherent with one’s ideals, it is sometimes necessary to abandon or question what appears to be
the obvious solution, or the obvious enemy. Because questioning and conflictive relations are
central, and that most people on the zad have heard this reflection, I do not see this as a real
possibility, unlike Guibert (2013)for example.
Fifth, this still points to the potential necessity of a negative dimension, in order to keep
dynamics alive and form a sort of counter power, similar to the one present in the imaginary of
egalitarian societies described by Clastres (1974) and Graeber (2004). It is also central in keeping
the zad “united” yet open, with a common enemy allowing for a life of struggle, and the constant
search for endless possibilities to depart from it, and to not fall back into undesirable patterns. The
zad does not aim to become a peaceful intentional community whatever the outcome of the airport
project. It wants to remain a community in struggle, against the airport and its world, in solidarity
with other communities in struggle. Duality is, for concrete utopias, autonomous communities, and
particularly the zad, a defining aspect. The duality between the positive and the negative
dimension, as well as the constant dilemma between investing one’s energy in long term projects,
or in defensive works. Similarly, for many, there is a dilemma between completely following your
convictions, or making ‘sacrifices’ for the sake of living and struggling together, with different
people. This makes it hard to imagine what would really happen in terms of post-politics and
domination patters, if there would be no airport project. Would there be so many efforts at living
together? The struggle is a “social concrete”, where the common enemy keeps people together. Is it
therefore even desirable to live in a society without an enemy, the fundamental antagonism
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necessary for political life? It would, I believe, open the way for de-politicisation and post-politics.
In fact, utopia, to exist, needs a negative dimension. Egalitarian societies, with their powerful
imaginary, give hope for the possibility of concrete utopias even with absence of an enemy: It takes
the form of myths, which remind what might happen if one would fall into certain behaviours.
Finally, the zad is characterised by an infinitely relational character. It is a spontaneous and
unexpected web of relations, characterised by multiplicity, connectivity and the possibility for
conflicts, thus making it always under construction. It is part of a geographical network but also of
a historical constellation. Relation to space is very strong, but it does not make of the zad a NIMBY
territorial struggle. The zad is not to be defended as an occupied territory, but also as an idea, out
of time and out of space. So many have experienced the zad and the light and hopes it diffuses go
way beyond itself, contributing to the spreading of a broader network of multiple and open
concrete utopias, flourishing in parallel to an ever-more obsolete system. It is in turn, influenced
back from a multitude of initiatives, and inhabitants are always changing, making it, impossible, for
a single, dominating paradigm to destroy the open and plural reality it represents.
The zad, therefore, can be conceptualised as an open and plural concrete utopia with a
strong anti-essentialist character. There is a mutually influencing dynamic between its four
determining dimensions: the positive dimension, the negative dimension, enactment, and the
imaginary. In an endless cycle, they influence each other. Those four dynamics, or aspects, are
simultaneously happening at the individual, zad and global level. All these discussed dynamics put
together bring about a fascinating instance of another reality, locally, but also as a global
constellation of resistance, where politics, economy and identity is reinvented on a daily basis
through prefigurative politics. This intertwining also brings about a certain impossibility of
absolutism, which allows the zad to remain plural, open and unexpected. All this has implications
for the zad itself, for the broader movement, the world and academia.
For the zad, a few lessons can be learned; firstly that it is practiced a result of negotiations
between the positive and the negative dimension, between the confrontation of diverse ideals,
which gives it a unique inflexible character. The zad must not lose its lack of rules and openness,
and inhabitants must stay committed to the creation of constructive conflicting space in order to
avoid de-politicisation. Moreover, it is essential that all inhabitants look within themselves in the
search for dominating tendencies, and pay special attention to remain inclusive through other
means than inhabitants’ meetings. Three months were not enough to find out how recently
evolving dynamics between the west and the east, for example with the organisation of collective
works emerged, and I sincerely hope that many have taken the time and energy to allow the zad recomposing itself from those, as it has in the past with issues such as agriculture. To sceptics, in and
outside of the zad, I would also like to add that in the end, seven years for a social transformation is
nothing, and it is only the beginning of a long and exciting learning process. The most important
lesson, perhaps, is that it is indeed, possible to radically reinvent society when allowed to exist
outside of its constraints.
For the broader movement against the airport, I would like to use the words of Marcel, a
farmer who always retained close ties with the inhabitants of the zad:
“I would have dreamed in this struggle for a real debate or a real peaceful attitude regarding power.
Because in the end, when we confront ourselves, it is power issues. Knowing that it is clear that if
one faction or the other takes power, the whole thing is doomed. In terms of action and mobilization,
we are completely complementary and we cannot do it without one another so we do not have a
choice. We must manage to lay on the table more often the fact that we do not agree, but that it is not
necessarily a problem. We must dig a bit deeper to find out what precisely we do not agree on.
Discuss more on fundamental matters, strategy. Seek more what we can do together. Be more
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concerned about sharing. If there is only one lesson to get out of Notre-Dame, in term of syndical 23 or
political morale, it is the way in which such different movements could mingle for so long, even in a
chaotic way. If you want to imagine a strong social movement, you have to pass through here. It is
also the fact that there is no great charismatic leader. I think we couldn’t if there was” (Collectif
Mauvaise Troupe 2016b: 185).

This movement has been developing for over 40 years, and it is necessary not to let power
relations come about and disagreements spoil its creative potential. Moreover, the ever increasing
number of occupants, and a lack of interaction damages the ties that have been woven for so long.
Exchange should remain a priority, and efforts must come from all components. The zad, remains,
for many, a compelling example for the possibility to accommodate difference without suppressing
it. As implied in the quote, the zad and the network of relation it is part of are an ardent fire in the
face of the system, and can teach lessons to the growing worldwide community of people
dissatisfied by this system.
The zad and its entire network embody the new face of anarchism and societal change
today. Relentlessly, people will keep asking, but how do you make it happen on a large scale?
Unable, in their minds, to conceive society without a state, or any large administering body. Maybe
it is “brainwash” (post-politics), maybe it’s a lack of faith in humanity, in our ability to live together
without enforcement. What they fail to see, is that it is already happening on a large scale, but
without the idea that there is only one way. Incredible decentralized networks exist where
thousands or even millions of groups are connected in some way, where ideas are exchanged,
people meeting, helping each-other, in a way based on solidarity and self-determination, free of the
imposition of one idea. There is no way of knowing how many and where all these are. A huge
community of millions of people living in different places in self-organised anarchist ways exist
alongside “the system” and are, indeed, creating a new one in the shell of the old. It is not a
“system”, but a global informal and decentralised network, based on respect and solidarity, with
some overarching principles like freedom and antifascism for example. It is based on the very idea
that we do not need to have common rules and structures but that spaces of freedom are absolutely
necessary. What you do in your own space is naturally influenced by specific people, situations,
environments, experiences and histories, and no one can now or decide better than the people
experiencing it on a daily basis, which arrangements are most convenient. Large scale more or less
organized anarchist societies have existed in France (Communes, La ruche), Ukraine (Makhno) and
Spain (Catalunya). They have been, some historians say, the closest we’ve got to anarchy and have
been crushed miserably by authoritarian regimes and very carefully deleted from history books 24.
They have all led to the repression, imprisonment, persecution, demonization and executions of
anarchists. What a success! Those scholars also fail to see that anarchism is not successful only if
organised on a large scale. Anarchy is not about seizing power, but about destroying power, in
whatever way is more convenient. The constant fight for horizontality and against domination on
the zad and other communities, and the refusal of fixed rules, bears witness of the fidelity to this
principle, and directly resists the inability to grasp we do not necessarily need rulers to happily live
our lives. They say, since then, nothing has existed that big, but they also fail to see the scale and
scope of the global movement and network constantly evolving and expanding. For them, and most
people, the zad or other communities are only isolated islands, which only prove the inability to go
big. They see it as isolated, because no overarching structure has been officialised. Maybe, it is
precisely more successful today, because as Graeber (2004) would say, people have managed to
turn their backs to the system and not “achieve large scale anarchy by taking arms”, but have done
23 A syndicat is a work-union
24 For a decent overview, see Arte’s documentary : „No Gods, No Masters: A history of Anarchism“.
http://sites.arte.tv/anarchisme/fr
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it (almost) unnoticed, leaving open the possibility for incremental change. A large scale network
with a somewhat common emancipatory culture and modes of organisations exists in parallel. New
kinds of relationships are constructed, and there are many children, which means a lot regarding
the future of those networks. Tools for large scale solidarity develop, ranging from international
information and communication platforms (indymedia, riseup) to initiatives for the solidarity
financing of self-organised events. These are examples of international instances of diverse
economies, or solidary geographies of responsibility. Another economy thereby becomes possible
and imaginable on a large scale.
It is our responsibility as researchers to shed light on those and unleash imagination and
inspiration, breaking with the fatalism present in most social sciences. One discussion comes back
to mind. After the abecedaire, someone made a reference to the presentation of the event, which
offered to provide a conceptual toolbox and enlighten the zad. “The zad cannot be enlightened from
the outside”, she said, the only things that make sense can only come out of the zad. Moreover, in
the text she read the day before, she expressed it is almost insulting to have people interpret and
put words onto the common culture that has been emerging over the years. I had many doubts
during this thesis, and made well thought upon decisions. As a militant and as a researcher, I have
done my best with three months of fieldwork to contribute to an extensive and sensible account of
one of these experiences, but time remained a limitation. What I presented in the pages above was
one story and one perspective from the zad. I gave voice to the repressed and showed possibilities
within a deviant community, as part of an ontological and certainly subjective project. Many other
are needed, from all the shining stars of this hopeful and very real constellation.
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APPENDIX: we must defend the zad
France’s newly elected president Emmanuel Macron has committed to carry on with the
airport project within six months following the elections. Considering the importance of my
findings and their transformative potential over the long run, it is unacceptable that this experience
would come to an end, for the sake of an outdated faith in neo-liberal growth, and as an attempt to
reaffirm an ever-more questioned government authority. Less than a month following the elections,
three mediators have been chosen, throwing the zad back at the centre of (post)political debates.
As in the past, occupants of the zad are determined not to engage in discussions: the airport project
will not happen. It is therefore not impossible for eviction threats to be renewed in the near future.
In the words of Mauvaise Troupe, whatever happens, we must defend the zad.

We must defend the zad
“To defend it as an experience and collective force of resistance set in a corner of a bocage
which has brought together and inspired tens of thousands of people over the years. If they
insist on returning we are calling for people to face up to them and defend the zone, tooth
and nail, by blocking the entire region, by occupying institutions of power and holding
banquets in the squares of their towns and villages. We call for the multiplication of actions
to force the immediate abandonment of the airport project, and thus ensuring that this
effervescent political experiment in the bocage carries on.
But we must also defend it as a historical possibility, that has already become contagious,
that can be realised in a thousand different places, in a thousand different ways. We call for
the spirit of the zad to continue to spread, taking a unique path every time, but with the
desire to open cracks everywhere. Cracks in the frenzy of security measures, cracks in the
ecological disaster, cracks in the tightening border regimes, cracks in the omnipotent
surveillance, cracks in a world that puts everything up for sale.
In these disenchanted times, the zad and all that it represents, like the struggles of
yesteryear and elsewhere, is a glimmer of hope in the here and now.
We must defend the zad,
in Notre-Dame-des-Landes
and everywhere.”

Collectif Mauvaise Troupe (2016) Defending the zad, 26.
https://constellations.boum.org/IMG/pdf/zad-en-a5.pdf
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